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TOWN OFFICERS, 1883-4.
Selectmen.
JAMES OLIVER, Chairman. OTIS V. WATERMAN, Secretary.
ALSTEAD W. BROWNELL.
Town Clerk.
CHARLES F. HARTSHORNE.
Treasurer.
JAMES F. EMERSON.
Overseers of the Poor.
HIRAM.EATON, Chairman. JOHN G. MORRILL,
JOSEPH CONNELL.
Assessors.
DAVID PERKINS. CHARLES F. HARTSHORN E,
CHARLES F. WOODWARD.
Auditors.
T. J. SKINNER. W. S. GREENOUGH. J. M. CATE
Road Commissioners.
RICHARD BRITTON, 3 years. B. B. BURBANK, 2 years.
N. H. DOW, 1 year.
Collector of Taxes.
CHARLES F, WOODWARD,* pro tern.
*Appointed by Selectmen.
Engineers of Fire Department.
JAMES H. CARTER, Chief. OWEN CORCORAN
ROGER HOWARD, Secretary.
School Committee.
LUCIUS BEEBE, .... Term expires 1886
SAMUEL K. HAMILTON, Chairman, .
WILLIAM N. TYLER, Sec'y and Treas.,
EDWARD A. UPTON, . .
SELIM S. WHITE, ....
MELVIX J. HILL, . .
«• 1886.
11 1885.
• 1885.
" 1884.
" 1884.
Trustees of Public Library.
LUCIUS BEEBE, Chairman. CYRUS WAKEFIELD.
S. O. RICHARDSON. W. N. TYLER.
THOMAS WINSHIP. CHESTER W. EATON, Treas.
\J. G. ABORN. O. V. WATERMAN, Sec'y.
J. R. MANSFIELD. "-AZEL AMES, JR.
W. H. MORRISON. JOSEPH M. SKULLY.
E. H. WALTON. GEO. H. TEAGUE.
x JOHN M. CATE.
Fish Committee.
SAMUEL PARKER, JR. HOWARD EMERSON.
CHARLES H. DAVIS.
Board of Health.
JOHN M. CATE. HOSEA L. DAY. JOHN HOMER, M. D.
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
CHARLES F. HARTSHORNE.
Fence Viewers.
GEORGE PACKARD.* CHARLES II. STEARNS.
GEORGE H. TEAGUE.
*Deceased.
Truant Officers.
JOHN F. WHITING. GEORGE II. TEAGUE.
Police.
J. S. BATCHELDER, Chief.
JOHN A. MELONEY. JOHN DRUGAN.
ISRAEL A. PARSONS. HENRY L. HASKELL.
JOSEPH T. BURDITT. C. F. BICKFORD.
HENRY N. OLIVER. DENNIS McCARTV.
JOHN F. ALEXANDER. DENNIS DALEY.
CHARLES SULLIVAN. RICHARD OXEARY.
JOHN F. WHITING. JOSEPH A. FLOCKTON.
THOMAS W. SULLIVAN.* MICHAEL WELCH.
GEO. E. DONALD. GEO. T. LAMONT.
JOHN McMAHON.
Revoked.
Constables.
MOSES STAPLES. ISRAEL A. PARSONS. JOHN A. MELONEY.
CHARLES H. DAVIS.*
•Appointed by Selectmen by reason of Messrs. Staples aud Parsons not having
qualified.
5Weighers of Coal and Merchandise.
M. C. EVANS. GEO. W. ABORN. A. A. MANSFIELD.
A. W. CHAPMAN. E. W. EATON. G. K. OILMAN.
Measurers of Wood.
M. C. EVANS. JOSHUA WALTON. HENRY N. OLIVER.
B. F. ABBOTT. WILLARD KNIGHT. E. W. EATON.
A. J. HUTCHINSON. W. C. PARKER. A. A. MANSFIELD.
L. B. EATON. EDWARD E. LEE.*
*Appointed.
C. F. BICKFORD.
ROGER HOWARD.
Surveyors of Lumber.
W. C. PARKER. GEO. H. TEAGUE.
FRED H. HENRY. JAMES WESTGATE.
B. F. ABBOTT.
EDWARD EATON.
JOHN MORAN.
II. L. DAY.
GEORGE E. DONALD.
R. H. MITCHELL.
J. T. B. HALL.
*Appointed.
Field Drivers.
ADAM WILEY.
B. F. SHEDD.
THOMAS GOULD.
GEORGE H. WILEY.
EDWARD O. GOWING.
JEREMIAH WHITEHEAD.*
Janitor of Town Hall.
HENRY C. HALL.
Lock-up Keeper.
.JOHN A. MELONEY.
Pound Keeper.
JOHN B. ADAMS.
Committee on Appropriations.
LUCIUS BEEBE. S. O. RICHARDSON. THOMAS WINSHIP.
WM. F. YOUNG. JAMES F. EMERSON. B. F. BANCROFT.*
JAMES OLIVER. A. W. BROWNELL. THOMAS HICKEY.
T. J. SKINNER. EVERETT HART. AZEL AMES, JR.
J. O. BLANCHARD. JOSHUA PERHAM.
^Deceased,
6LIST OF JURORS.
Accepted by the Town Sov. 6, 1883.
Atwell, William H.
Burditt ^Michael B.
Bessey, William W.
Bridger, William J.
Brownell, Alstead W.
Carey, Daniel
Coleman, Daniel
Connell, Joseph
Dow, Nathaniel H.
Emerson, Fred
Eaton, David M.
Evans, Charles A.
Evans, Montello ().
Floyd, George G.
Gilman, George K.
Gould, Thomas
Gove, Merrill W.
Gowing, Horace
Hartshorne, Charles F.
Harper, Henry
Horton, James K.
Hickey, Thomas
Haskell, Henry
Howard, Justin
Howland, William J.
Kendrick, Bufus
Knight, Elisha
Kernan, Thomas
Jenkins, John W.
Lamont, George T.
Luf kin, Stephen W.
Low, James
Mansfield, Albert A.
Mansfield, James F.
Merchant, Sydney
Nichols, Hero W.
Nichols, Warren
Oliver, James
Oliver, Henry N.
Parsons, Israel A.
Parker, Samuel Jr.
Perkins, David
Perkins, William K.
Pennell, Sumner
Perham, Joshua
Prentiss, Joshua
Seaver, George A.
Skinner, William G.
Stearns, Charles H.
Sweetser, Alfred I.
Sweetser, George H.
Teague, George H.
Teed, Peter B.
Wiley, John F.
Walton, Edward II.
Walton, Herbeit W.
Walton, Solon
Young, William F.
Young, Wesley
EECORDS OF TOWN MEETINGS
FOE THE YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 29, 1884.
Town Meeting, March 12, 1883,
Article 1. To choose a Moderator to preside iu said meeting.
Samuel K. Hamilton was elected Moderator.
Art. 2. To see what action, it' any, the town will take toward the
purchase of land and the erection of a School-house thereon.
A motion by W. N. Tyler, that the Chair appoint
a Committee of five to take the subject matter of
Art. 2 under consideration, and report at the An-
nual meeting was carried.
The Chair appointed as this Committee, Lucius
Beebe, Wm. N. Tyler, A. W. Brownell, Thomas
Winship, E. E. Emerson.
Voted. That S. K. Hamilton be added to this Committee.
Art. 3. To see it the town will accept ot Sections 74, 75, 76 and 77 of
Chapter 27 of the Public Statutes of Massachusetts, relating
to the election of a Board of Road Commissioners to take the
place of Highway Surveyors.
Voted. On motion of James F. Emerson that Sections 74,
75, 76 and 77 of Chapter 27 of the Public Statutes
of Massachusetts providing for the election ofRoad
Commissioners, in the place of Highwa}^ Survey-
ors, be accepted, and that the candidates for that
board be voted for at the Annual Town Meeting.
Voted. To dissolve the meeting.
8Annual Town Meeting, April 2, 1883,
Art. 1. To choose, by ballot, a Moderator to preside in said meeting.
Whole number of Ballots cast, . . 117
James Oliver had . . 49
John M. Gate had
. 68
and John M. Gate was declared elected Moderator.
Art. 2. To hear and act upon the Annual Reports of Town Officers.
Voted. That the Annual Reports of the Town Officers as
printed be accepted and adopted.
Art. 3. To hear and act upon the Report of the Committee on Ap-
propriations.
Voted. That the Report of the Committee on Appropria-
tions as printed in the town reports be accepted.
Art. 4. To bring in their votes on one ballot lor Town Clerk, Town
Treasurer, Selectmen, Assessors, Overseers of the Poor, Tax
Collector, Board of Health, Constables, Fence Viewers, Fish
Committee and for three Road Commissioners, one member
for one year, one member for two years, and one member
for three years.
Upon a separate ballot to bring in their votes tor School
Committee, one member for one year and two members for
three years.
To bring in their votes also upon a separate ballot in answer
to the question — " Shall license be granted for the sale
of intoxicating liquors in this town? "
Form of ballots; "Yes" or " No."—All these ballots will
be received at the same time and in the same box.
The Chair appointed Michael Low, R. L. Cooper,
Horace Gowing and E. W. Eaton to assist in check-
ing names on the voting lists, and then declared
the polls open for the reception of ballots for the
various officers named in Art. 4.
The Committee appointed later in the meeting to
sort and count ballots were W. H. Atwell, Jr.,
John Low, E. H. Walton, A. H. Thayer, and W.
L. Coon.
Result of the ballot as declared later in the meet-
ing.
9Charles F. Hartshorne,
Winfield C. Jordan,
James F. Emerson,
Alstead W. Brownell,
Otis V. Waterman,
James Oliver, .
Oliver Perkins,
Albert G. Sweetser,
Sumner Pennell,
Scattering,
.
"
David Perkins,
Charles F. Hartshorne,
Charles F. Woodward,
Waldo E. Cowdrey,
Oliver Perkins,
C. F. Hartshorne,
Scattering.
Town Clerk.
Town Treasurer.
Selectmen.
(Elected.)
Assessors.
Collector of Taxes.
Richard Britton,
Charles F. Hartshorne,
W. C. Jordan, .
Overseers of the Poor
Hiram Eaton,
Joseph Connell,
John G. Morrill,
Horace Gowiag,
Scattering,
John M. Cate,
Hosea L. Da}T
,
John Homer, M. D.,
Azel Ames, Jr.,
Winfield C. Jordan,
George H. Teague,
Scattering,
Board of Health.
731
31
» »
(Elected.) 792
(Elected.) 449
1
1
430
t i 410
. 360
, 336
. . 329
.
21
(Elected.) 811
t i 761
i . 441
. . 324
.
26
25
• 13
(Elected.) 464
. . 330
•
1
(Elected.) 793
t« 715
t . 429
i t 340
• 20
(Elected.) 431
< < 431
•< 438
m m 332
. . . 3$0
. » 328
r i 40
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Constables.
Moses Staples,
Israel A. Parsons,
John A. Meloney,
Charles H. Davis,
Howard Emerson,
Scattering,
George Packard,
Charles H. Stearns,
George H. Teague,
Levi B. Eaton,
Austin L. Mansfield,
Scattering,
Samuel Parker, Jr.,
Howard Emerson,
Charles H. Davis,
W. S. Greenough,
David H. Walker,
Scattering,
Richard Britton,
Joseph Connell.
Levi B. Eaton,
B. B. Burbank,
Thomas Hickey,
N. H. Dow,
Nath'l II. Dow,
Scattering,
(Elected.)
Fence Viewers.
(Elected.)
Fish Committee.
(Elected.)
Road Commissioners.
3 years.
2 TEAKS.
1 YEAR.
(Elected.)
(Elected.)
(Elected.)
603
475
442
384
266
28
791
764
752
24
24
6
786
768
760
24
24
4
433
281
46
432
OlO
667
101
7
Lucius Beebe,
S. K. Hamilton, .
Calista A. Winship,
School Committee.
3 YKAKS.
(Elected.) 670
351
313
11
1 YEAR.
Melvin J. Hill, (Elected.) 675
Scattering, ....... 10
License.
Shall license be granted tor the sale of intoxicating liquors in this
town ?
Yes 3C3
No, ..... 391
Art. 5. To choose all other necessary town officers.
Voted. That a Committee of three from the Centre District,
. and two from each of the outer wards be nomina-
ted by a Committee of three appointed by the
Chair, who shall bring in a list of officers not
chosen by ballot.
The Chair appointed as the Committee of three
E. E. Emerson, W. F. Young and A. E. Perry.
This Committee reported as follows :
Centre District.—Thomas Winship, W. E. Cowdrey, E. I).
Eldridge.
North " Wm, F. Young, E. E. Emerson.
South " John 11. Tyler, Samuel Kimball.
East " Thomas Hickey, N. Page, Jr.
West " Wm. N. Tyler, Horace Gowing.
Woodville " E. E. Oliver, W. G. Strong.
This Committee later in the meeting made a report
which after substitutino- the name of John M. Cate
in place of Waldo E. Cowdrey upon the Board of
Auditors was accepted and adopted by the town as
follows :
Auditors.
T. J. Skinner, W. S. Greenough, J. M. Cate.
Trustees of the Beebe Town Library.
Lucius Beebe, S. O. Richardson, Thomas Winship,
J. G. Aborn, J. R. Manslield, W. H. MorrNoi ,
E. H. Walton, Cyrus Wakefield, Chester W. Eaton,
Otis V. Waterman, W. N. Tyler, Azel Ames, Jr.,
Joseph M. Skully, Geo. H. Teague, John M. Cate.
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Weighers of Coal and Merchandise.
M. C. Evans, George W. Aborn, A. A. Mansfield,
A. W. Chapman, E. W. Eaton,
Measurers of Wood.
M. C. Evans, Joshua Walton,
B. F. Abbott, Willard Knight,
A. J. Hutchinson, W. C. Parker,
L. B. Eaton.
Geo. K. Gilman.
Henry 1ST. Oliver,
E. W. Eaton,
A. A. Mansfield,
Surveyors of Lumber.
C. F. Bickford, W. C. Parker,
Fred. H. Henry,
B. F. Abbott.
Field Drivers.
Adam Wiley,
H. L. Day,
Geo. H. Wiley,,
Roger Howard,
Edward Eaton,
B. F. Shedd,
Geo. E. Donald
Geo. H. Teague,
James Westgate,
John Moran,
Thomas Gould,
R. H. Mitchell,
Edw. O. Gowing, J. T. B. Hall.
Committee on Appropriations.
Lucius Beebe, S. O. Richardson, Thomas Winship,
Win. F. Young, James F. Emerson, B. F. Bancroft,
James Oliver, A. W. Brownell, Thomas Hickey,
T. J. Skinner, Everett Hart, Azel Ames, Jr.,
J. O. Blanchard, Joshua Perham.
Art. G. To see if the town will authorize their Treasurer to hire
money to pay all demands in anticipation of taxes.
Voted. That the Treasurer be authorized, with the approval
of the Selectmen, to hire money ill anticipation of
the taxes the current year, and to issue notes of
the town therefor, for. the purpose of providing
funds for the prompt payment of all bills against
the town, made payable from said taxes.
Art. 7. To raise moneyfor the payment ot town debt and interest.
Voted. That the town raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand dollars for the reduction of the principal
of the Town Debt, and the sum of three thousand
five hundred dollars for the payment of interest on
loans to the town.
Art. 8. To raise money lor Schools.
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Voted. That the sum of thirteen thousand eight hundred
dollars be raised and appropriated for the Support
of Schools, and the sum of twelve hundred dollars
be raised and appropriated for School Contingent
Fund for the year ensuing.
Art. 9. To raise money for the Support of the Poor.
Voted. To raise and appropriate the sum of four thousand
five hundred dollars for the Support of the Poor
for the ensuing year.
Art. 10. To raise money for the repairs of Highways and Bridges,
and determine how it shall be expended.
Voted. To raise and appropriate the sum of live thousand
dollars for the Support of Highways and Bridges
the ensuing year.
Art. 11. To laise money for the Fire Department.
Voted. To raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-one
hundred dollars for the Support of the Fire Depart-
ment for the year ensuing.
Art. 12. To raise money for the Public Library.
A motion to raise and appropriate the sum of five
hundred dollars in addition to the funds from the
dog-tax for the maintenance of the Public Library
was lost.
It was then voted that the sum of four hundred and
fifty dollars be raised and appropriated for the
maintenance of the Public Library in addition to
the income from the dog tax.
Art. 13. To raise money for the Salaries of Town Officers.
Voted. That the sum of twenty-four hundred and seventy-
five dollars be raised and appropriated for the pay-
ment of Town Officers' Salaries for the ensuing
year.
Art. 14. To raise money for the care of street lamps and the cost of
lighting.
Voted. To raise and appropriate the sum of twelve hun-
14
dred dollars for the care of Street Lamps and the
cost of lighting.
Art. 15. To raise money for additional street lamps.
Voted. To pass the article over.
Art. 16. To raise money for town house expenses.
Voted. That the sum of one thousand dollars be raised and
appropriated and the receipts of the Town Hall for
Town House Expenses.
Art. 17. - To raise money for public park improvement.
Voted. That the proceeds from the sale of grass be appro-
priated for improvement on the park extension.
Art. 18. To raise money for miscellaneous expenses.
Voted. To raise and appropriate the sum of three thousand
dollars for the payment of miscellaneous expenses
for the ensuing year.
Art. 19. To see what method the town will adopt for the collection
of taxes for the year ensuing'.
Voted. That the same method be adopted the coming year
as used last year for the collection of taxes.
Voted. Thai the time for the payment of poll taxes be ex-
tended from August 1st to September 1st and that
the rate of interest be reduced from seven per
cent, to six per cent. (See Annual Report of 1879,
Page 12, or Town Cleric's Records, Book 6, Fol.
510.)
Art. 20. To see if the town will authorize their Collector of Taxes,
for the year ensuing, to use all means lor the collection of
taxes which a Town Treasurer when appointed Collector
may use. j
Voted. That the Collector of Taxes for the year ensuing be
instructed to use all means for the collection of
taxes which a Town Treasurer when appointed Col-
lector may use.
Art. 21. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of one
hundred dollars, to finish paving the gutters on Highland
street.
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Voted.
Art. 22.
Voted.
Art. 23.
Voted.
Art. 24.
Voted.
Art. 25.
Voted.
Art. 26.
Voted.
Art. 27.
To indefinitely postpone action under this article.
To sec if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of one
thousand dollars, to be expended in laying concrete side-
walks where abutters will agree to pay one-half of the ex-
pense, under the direction of the Road Commissioners.
That the town raise and appropriate the sum of
seven hundred and fifty dollars for laying concrete
sidewalks where the abutters have made applica-
tion for the same in writing on or before the first
clay of July next, and have promised in their appli-
cation to pay one-half of the expense of the same.
To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
five hundred dollars, to be expended in laying concrete
street-crossings and gutters, under the direction of the Road
Commissioners.
That three hundred dollars be raised and appropri-
ated to be expended in laying concrete street-cross-
ings and gutters, under the direction of the Road
Commissioners.
To see if the town will authorize the construction of a con-
crete walk across the yard in front of the Centre School
Houses, from northeast to southwest, and will raise and ap-
propriate money for the same.
To indefinitely postpone the article.
Motion to reconsider lost.
To see it the town will raise aud appropriate the sum of one
hundred and seventy-five dollars, for the expenses of Memo-
rial Day.
To raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred
and seventy-five dollars for the expenses of Memo-
rial Day.
To see if the town will authorize the placing of an additional
street lamp on, or near, the corner of Water street and
NewhalPs Court.
That the subject matter of this article be referred
to the Selectmen with discretionary power to act.
To see if the town will authorize the placing of an addi-
tional street lamp at the corner of Melvin and Water streets.
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Voted. To leave this article to the Selectmen with discre-
tionary power to act.
Art. 28. To see if the town will authorize the construction of a side-
walk on the north side of Water street, commencing at an
angle near the Rattan Factory stable, running thence west-
erly to the Railroad crossing on said street; and appropriate
therefor the sum of one hundred dollars ; or what they will
do about it.
Voted. To indefinitely postpone action under this article.
Art. 29. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to purchase
the remainder ot the school-house lot in Greenwood, for a
gravel-pit and tor school purposes ; also to grade and fence
the same, and to raise the school-house at least two and a
half feet, and to raise the bottom of the collar at least two
feet.
Voted. That the subject-matter of this article be referred
to the School Committee to investigate and report
at a future meeting.
Art. 30. To determine the compensation of Enginemen, for the year
ensuing.
Voted. To postpone action under this article until Art. 45
has been acted upon.
Art. 31. To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to provide a
night-watch, and will appropriate money for payment there-
of.
4
Voted. That the Selectmen be authorized to employ a
night-watch, and that the sum of eighteen hundred
dollars be appropriated for the payment of the
same.
Art. 32. To see if the town will authorize its School Committee,
henceforth to purchase text-books and stationery for use in
the public schools
; such text-books to be the property of the
town, and to be lent to pupils under such regulations as the
School Committee may make.
Voted. To indefinitely postpone.
Art. 33. To see if the town will direct its Assessors to cause to be
printed a list of taxable polls and estates in the town, for the
year 1883.
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Voted. To indefinitely postpone.
Art ?A. To sec it the town will instruct its Selectmen to place
a Telephone in the Selectmen's Room, Town Hall Building.
Voted. That the Selectmen be instructed to place a Tele-
phone in the Town House Building, and the ex-
pense of the same be taken from the Miscellaneous
Fund.
Art. 35. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of tour hundred
dollars, for the purpose of grading Main street and the side-
walk, from the residence ot Mrs. Harriet X. Flint to the rail-
road bridge below the house of Isaac Green.
Voted. To indefinitely postpone.
Art. 36. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of one hundred
dollars to build a sidewalk on the west side of Main street,
Greenwood, from a point opposite the house lately owned by
Mr. Pitman, to the railroad crossing at Forest street, or what
action it will take in the matter; the material for the walk
to be taken from the town pit on Forest street, and the loose
stones on said street.
Voted. To indefinitely postpone.
Art. 37. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of money for the
purpose of concreting the sidewalks on the south and east
of the High School Building ; the work to be done under the
direction of the School Committee.
Voted. To indefinitely postpone.
Art. 38. To seo if the town will instruct the Superintendent of its
Almshouse, hereafter to make his annual purchases ot the
supplies required for House and Farm at such places and in
such quantities as may be deemed most economical and
suitable, subject always to the approval of the Overseers of
the Poor.
Voted. That the whole matter be left with the Board of
Overseers of the Poor, with power to act.
Art. 39. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of twenty-h've
dollars for the use of the Fish Committee..
Voted. To raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-five
dollars for the use of the Fish Committee.
AST. 40. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of one hundred
18
dollars ior the purpose of erecting- a bath house on the shore
of Lake Quannapovvitt.
A motion that the sum of one hundred dollars be
raised and appropriated to build a bath house on
the shore of Lake Quannapowitt was rejected. No
further action taken.
Art. 41. To see if the town will complete the sidewalk on the south-
erly side of Byron street, from land of J. W. Wellman to
Albion street, and appropriate money for the same; or what
the town will do about it.
Voted. To indefinitely postpone.
Art. 42. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of five hundred
dollars, for the enforcement of the Liquor Law in Wakefield.
A motion to lay this article on the table was lost.
(Yes, 78; No, 134.)
A motion to indefinitely postpone was rejected.
(Yes, 116; No, 138.)
It was then voted that action under this article shall
read to raise and appropriate five hundred dollars
for the enforcement of the Liquor Law and to be
expended under the direction of the Selectmen.
Carried. (Yes, 141; No, 96.)
Art. 43. To see if the town will accept a gift of one thousand dollars,
on certain conditions, for the town to pay interest for a term
of years, at such rate as it may from time to time decide
;
the same to be applied in aid of the temperance cause.
The following communication was received from
Jonathan Nichols, and read to the town
:
Wakefield, March 22d, 1883.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen of Wakefield,
Gentlemen :
I desire through you to make the following proposition to the town,
to wit: that I will make a gift to the town of one thousand dollars, on
condition that the town will pay interest on that sum, at such rate as it
may from time to time determine, for a period of one hundred years
;
the interest to be paid for the purpose and in manner as follows : To
every young man of Wakefield who shall make a statement to the
Town Clerk before they are sixteen years of age, and declare their in-
19
tention not to drink- intoxicating liquors, and not to chew or smoke
tobacco from that time to the time they shall become twenty-one years
of age, (the Town Clerk to make a record of such declaration in a book
to be kept for that purpose) and if at the age of twenty-one years the
person making such declaration shall say to the Selectmen that he has
kept his word in accordance with such statement, and there appears no
evidence that he has not, they shall give him a certificate of commenda-
tion and an order on the Town Treasurer for the sum of ten dollars,
whenever there are interest funds sufficient to pay the same, the appli-
cants to be paid in the order of their registration. And at the end of
one hundred years the town may, if they see fit, pay the interest for
school-books for orphan children, or for lectures, or for additions to the
public library. Yours respectfully,
JONATHAN NICHOLS.
Voted. Unanimously, on motion of James F. Emerson,
that the town accept the gift of Mr. Jonathan
Nichols, with the conditions named in his letter of
proposition, and authorize the Town Treasurer to
receive and receipt for the same : that the Town
Clerk and Selectmen be instructed to act upon it
in the manner proposed, and that the rate of inter-
est on the thousand dollars be fixed at four per
cent, per annum until otherwise changed by vote
of the town.
Voted. That the following resolutions be adopted and en-
tered upon the town records :
Resolved.—That the thanks of the town be presented to Mr. Jonathan
Nichols for his offer of a gift of one thousand dollars to the
town with its conditions for the encouragement of the tem-
perance cause.
That the town recognize in his proposition to encourage
young men to abstain from those vices whose tendency is to
depravity, as worthy of notice and mention, and creditable,
as well as consistent, to a citizen who has continually set an
example which he now seeks to encourage.
Resolved.—That the Town Clerk be instructed to send to Mr. Nichols
an attested copy of the vote of acceptance of his proposition
and of these resolutions.
[At 5.45 P. M. voted that the polls be closed.
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Voted to adjourn until seven o'clock in the evening.
At 7 o'clock the meeting was called to order bv the
Moderator and proceeded to act under Art. 44.]
Art. 44. To see it the town will so change its present system ot re-
tained firemen, under yearly pay, so as to make their reten-
tion money, if any, only the amount ot their poll tax, and
pay them by the hour for the time they work.
A motion by Rufus Kendrick that the town so
change its present system of retained firemen, un-
der yearly pay, as to make their retention money,
if any, only the amount of their poll tax, and pay
them by the hour for the time they work, was re-
jected. No further action taken.
Art. 45. To see if the town deem it the duty of its firemen to make
the same effort to save burning wood, either cut or standing,
either with or without the use of any particular machine to
which they may be attached, that they would to save burn-
ing buildings or other taxable pToperty.
Voted. To lay this article on the table.
It was afterwards taken from the table and the
town voted, that it is the sense of this meet-
ing, that it is the duty of the firemen to save
burning wood, either cut or standing, as they
would save burning buildings or other taxable
property.
Voted. To take Art. 30, from the table, referring to the
compensation of Enginemen.
Voted. That the compensation of Enginemen for the ensu-
ing year be fixed at the sum of fifteen dollars and a
sum equal to the poll tax.
Voted. That the salary of the 1st Engineer of the steamer
"Lucius Beebe" be fixed at the sum of $125. 2nd
Engineer, $100. Steward, $75.
Art. 40. To &ee if the town will appoint one person in each outer
ward, under regular firemen's pay, to assume the charge of
any small wood-fire, (ot cut or standing wood,) that may
occur in his ward, and which can be controlled without giv-
ing a general alarm.
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Voted. That the subject of this article be left discretionary
with the Board of Engineers.
Art. 47. To see if the town will adopt the provisions of Sections 20,
21, 22, 23 and 25 of Chapter 50 of the Public Statutes of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Voted. That the town adopt Sections 20, 2L, 22, 23 and
25 of Chapter 50 of the Public Statutes of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. (Yes, 147 ; No,
24.) (Kefers to Sidewalks.)
Art. 48. To see if the town will instruct its Selectmen to adopt such
rules and regulations as they may deem reasonable, in rela-
tion to the sale, or use, within the limits of the town, of toy
pistols and other articles in which explosive compounds are
used, or of which such compounds form a part, as author-
ized by Chapter 272 of the Public Laws of 1882.
Voted. That the Selectmen be instructed to adopt such
rules and regulations as they may deem reasonable
in relation to the sale or use within the limits of the
town of toy pistols and other articles in which ex-
plosive compounds are used, as authorized by
Chapter 272 of the Public Laws of 1882.
Art. 49. -To see if the town will purchase six Johnson pumps, with
hose coupling and pole attachment, at an expense not to
exceed $5.25 each, to be in charge of and used by the Hook
and Ladder Company ; also, to see if the town will purchase
a nickle-plated pump, with same attachments, at a cost of
$6.25, the same to be carried with the steamer Lucius Beebe.
Voted. To lay this article on the table.
Art. 50. To see if the town will raise and appropriate a sum sufficient
for the purchase of a Stone-Crusher.
Voted. That a Committee be chosen to investigate the cost,
quality and capacity of the different stone-crushers,
and also state the cost of an engine for driving the
crusher, and report at a future meeting.
Wi». G. Strong, C. W. Trow and A. E. Perry
were chosen as that Committee.
Art. 51. To see if the town will appropriate three hundred dollars, to
fill in and build a sidewalk on the south side ot Chestnut
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street, from Cedar street to the sidewalk of John A. Tomp-
son.
Voted. To indefinitely postpone this article. Motion to
reconsider was lost. (Yes, 44; No, 118.)
Art. 52. To see if the town will revoke its action, taken in town
meeting held on the evening of March 12th, 1883, by which
it accepted the provisions oi Sections 74, 75, 76 and 77 of
Chapter 27 of the Public Statutes of Massachusetts, relating
to the election of a Board of Road Commissioners to take the
place of Highway Surveyors.
Voted. To indefinitely postpone action under this article.
(Yes, 170; No, 55.) Motion to reconsider was
rejected.
Art. 53. To hear and act upon the Report of the Committee chosen
July 3, 1882, to execute a contract with the Quannapowitt
Water Company, for supplying water for fire protection.
Wm. S. Greenough presented the following
REPORT.
The Committee chosen by the town, at a meeting held Juty 3d, 1882,
and given full power to carry into effect the vote passed at said meet-
ing, whereby the town voted to contract with the Quannapowitt Water
Company for a supply of water for fire protection, have made and exe_
cuted, in behalf of the town, a contract with said Water Company, the
terms of said contract being for substance as found upon pages 149,
150 and 151 of the Annual Reports of the Town Officers of Wakefield
for the year 1882—3. Your Committee have also, after consulting
with the Boards of Selectmen and Fire Engineers, agreed, in behalf of
the town, with the said Water Company upon the location of Sixty (60)
Fire Hydrants, as shown npon a plan of the works of said Water Com-
pany, which together with a certified copy of the votes of the town,
passed at the town meeting above named, under Art. 3 of the wan ant
for said meeting, have been attached to the original contract above
named and the whole deposited with the Town Treasurer for safe keep-
ing.
Your Committee have, in the discharge of the duty intrusted to them,
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used such care and pains to protect the best interests of the town as in
their judgment the importance of the interests involved demanded.
Respectfully submitted,
W. S. GREENOUGH,
THOMAS EMERSON,
CHARLES W. TROW,
ARLON S. ATHERTON,
BUCHANAJST B. BURBANK.
Committee.
Wakefield, March 30, 1883.
Voted. That the report be accepted.
Art. 51. To see if the town will cause the seats in the south balcony"
of the Town Hall to be raised, or what shall be done about
it.
Voted. That the Selectmen be authorized to raise the seats
in the south balcony in the same manner as in the
north balcony, and that the sum of $100 be raised
and appropriated for that purpose.
Art. 55. To see it the town will purchase new seats for the Town
Hall, or what shall be done about it.
A motion that a Committee of three be appointed
by the Chair to procure samples of new seats and
the cost of the same, also to see what can be ob-
tained for the old ones, and report at a future
meeting, was lost. Motion to reconsider was lost.
(Yes, 89; No, 121.)
Art. 56. To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
seven hundred dollars, for the purpose of finishing a Ban.
queting-Hall in the basement of the Town Hall Building ; or
what they will do about it.
A motion to raise and appropriate $700 for the
purpose of finishing a Bauqueting-Hall in the
Town Hall Building was rejected. (Yes, 63 ; No,
119.
;
Art. 57. To see if the town will grant the use of the Police Court
Room, (so called,) in the Town Hall Building, for a free,
public Reading Room.
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Voted.
Art. 58.
Voted.
Art. 59.
Voted.
Art. 60.
Voted,
Art. 61.
To refer this article to a Committee of three and
report at a future meeting.
Chair appointed on this Committee, James F. Em-
erson, George H. Teague and William N. Tyler.
To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum oi five
hundred dollars, for the purpose of furnishing, lighting and
heating the Police Court Room, to be used for a free, public
Reading Room.
That this article be referred to the same Committee
appointed under Art. 57.
To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred dollars, for the purpose of building and enlarging
the following culverts, viz : — one culvert to be enlarged at
the junction of Summer with Main street; one to be en-
larged at the junction of Franklin with Main; one culvert to
be built at the junction of Nahaut with Main, and grade
Nahant street at the junction, up to a level with Main street.
To indefinitely postpone action under this article.
To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of one
hundred and fifty dollars, for the purpose of purchasing a
Bell, and putting the same in working order, on the Frank-
lin street School House.
To indefinitely postpone action under this article.
To hear and act upon the Report of the Committee appointed
by the town March 12th, 1^83, to consider the subject of
building a new School House in the vicinity of the Catholic
Church, and to purchase and procure land upon which to
build the same.
Lucius Beebe, Esq., for the Committee, stated that
the Committee had made some progress but were
not ready to report, and asked for further time.
Voted. That the Committee be granted further time and
Art. 62.
report at a future meeting.
To see if the town will pay the expenses of the petitioners
in the action at law, William G. Strong et al., vs. Quanna-
powitt Water Co., et al., not to exceed the sum of two hun-
dred dollars ; or what action, if any, it will take thereon.
Voted. That action under this article be indefinitely post-
poned.
At 11.15 o'clock P. M. voted that this meeting be
dissolved.
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Town Meeting, May 7, 1883,
Art. 1. To choose, by ballot, a Moderator to preside in said meeting.
Whole number of votes ... 11
James Oliver had . . .8
John M. Cate had ... 3
and James Oliver was declared elected.
Art. 2. To see if the town will accept the gift of Cornelius Sweetser,
late of Saco in the State of Maine, as bequeathed to the town
of Wakefield with conditions in item twenty-one of his will,
which reads as follows :
Item 21. I direct my said Trustees to pay over to my native town of
Wakefield, Massachusetts, the sum of ten thousand dollars,
to be by said town laid out, used and expended in furnishing
and beautifying a public park in said town, provided the
said town will, within two years from the time my Trustees
shall give notice that they are ready to pay over the money,
raise by any method they may choose, and appropriate a
sum equal to this .bequest, to be united with this bequest,
and used and expended for the same use and purpose.
[Notification from Trustees.]
To the Selectmen of the Town of Wakefield, Mass,
Saco, Apr. 20, 1883.
As Trustees of the will ©f Cornelius Sweetser, late of the city of Saco,
deceased, we give the notice contemplated by Item 21 of said will, that
we are ready to pay over the sum of ten thousand dollars, to be by said
town laid out, used and expended in furnishing and beautifying a pub-
lic Park in said town. Please, therefore, insert an article in the call for
the next town meeting to see if the town will accept said legacy in ac-
cordance with the provisions and conditions as expressed in said Item
21, of which you have a copy.
We are very respectfully,
Your obedient servants,
JOHN *C. BRADBURY,
EDWARD P. BURNHAM,
Trustees of the will oj C. Sweetser.
On motion of James F. Emerson it was voted
unanimously,
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That the town accept the gift of Cornelius Sweet-
ser, as bequeathed in his will, with its conditions,
as mentioned in the article of this warrant, and
that the official notice now received from the Trus-
tees of said will, that they are ready to pay over
the money, be entered upon the town records
:
That the Town Cleric be instructed to notify the
Trustees of the action taken by the town at this
meetino; in regard to the matter, and that the
Treasurer be authorized to notify them at such times
as the funds shall have been provided to meet the
conditions named, and to receive said bequest and
receipt for the same.
Art. 3. To see if the town will authorize the Treasurer, with the ap-
proval of the Selectmen, to hire money on a term of years to
provide funds to meet the requirements as expressed in item
twenty-one of the will of Cornelius Sweetser, and to issue
notes or bonds therefor, or what action they will take in the
matter.
Voted. That for the purpose of providing funds tor meet-
ing the conditions of the bequest of Cornelius
Sweetser as named in his will and mentioned in
Art. 2 of the warrant, the Treasurer, with the ap-
proval of the Selectmen, be authorized to hire the
sum of ten thousand dollars and to issue notes of
the town therefor, bearing interest in sums of one
thousand dollars each, payable one note each year
for the next ten years, and that the sum of one
thousand dollars be raised, by taxation, each year
for the payment of the principal. (Yes, 132 ; No,
*•)
Art. 4. To see what action the town will take with regard to the
expenditure of the Cornelius Sweetser fund, and what plan
of action it will adopt for furnishing and beautifying a pub-
lic park in the town.
Wra. G. Strong offered the following motion :
That the town choose a Committee df fifteen , from
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different parts of the town, to draw up a proposed
plan of how they consider the best way to spend
the Cornelius Sweetser fund, also the appropriation
of the town to be added to it, and would name as
that Committee, James F. Emerson. Win. F.
Young, James H. Carter, Cyrus Wakefield, Joshua
Whittemore, A. W. Brownell, W. S. Greenough.
Thomas Winship, Lucius Beebe, David H. Darling,
Henry H. Savage, John M. Cate, Waldo E. Cow-
drey, F. II. Gowen, Thomas Hickey.
A motion to divide the motion was carried.
It was then voted that a Committee of five be ap-
pointed by the Chair to retire and nominate a Com-
mittee of fifteen.
The Chair appointed as this Committee D. H.
Darling, Geo. W. Aborn, Levi B. Eaton, Geo. K.
Morrison and Wm. G. Strong.
Voted. That the remainder of Mr. Strong's motion be laid
on the table.
The Committee of five retired and nominated for
the Committee of fifteen the following persons :
James F. Emerson, Wm. F. Youno- James H.
Carter, Cyrus Wakefield, J. S. Merrill, A. W.
Brownell, Wm. S. Greenough, Thomas Winship,
Lucius Beebe, David H. Darling, Henry H. Sav-
age, John M. Cate, Benjamin W. Oliver, Richard
Britton, Thomas Hickey, and this Committee was
accepted by the town.
Voted. That this Committee of fifteen be authorized, to em-
ploy engineering talent, cause plans to be made,
and report at a future meeting.
Art. 5. To hear the report of the Committee appointed at the last
annual meeting, to whom was referred articles 57 and 58 ot
the warrant for that meeting, relative to providing a reading
room : and to see it the town will furnish Memorial room lor
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that purpose and appropriate the sum necessary to be used
for furnishing the room, and for paying the running expenses
of said reading room for the year ensuing, or what action the
town will take in regard to the matter.
Wm. N. Tyler, for the Committee, presented the
following report.
REPORT OF READING ROOM COMMITTEE, APRIL 1883.
The Committee appointed at the annual town meeting held April 2nd
last, and to whom the subject matter of Articles 57 and 58 were referred,
beg leave to submit their report as follows
:
Art. 57, "To see if the town will grant the use of the Police Court
Room (so called) in the Town Hall Building, for a free, public Reading
Room," and Art. 58, "To see if the town will raise and appropriate the
sum of five hundred dollars for the purpose of furnishing, lighting and
heating the Police Court Room to be used for a free, public Reading
Room. 1 '
Your Committee, at their first meeting, made an inspection of the Po-
lice Court Room and also of the Memorial Room, and, after a general
expression of views on the subject, it was unanimously decided to rec-
ommend the use of the Memorial Room for the purpose desired, on ac-
count of its advantages in connection with the Public Library, and filling
a need for a room where applicants for books may have a quiet place
with proper accommodations to examine works in search of information
on any particular subject of study, or books of value which may not be
allowed to be taken away from the Library. Also it would have an
educational and patriotic influence and tendency such as would be felt
in no other room. With the room made use of for the high and moral
purposes intended, seems to us particularly worthy and most appropri-
ate, and will make it more accessible to the citizens and their visiting
friends whom they may desire to show the memorials to our fallen
braves. With a rail placed before the tablets for their protection, and
other minor matters of detail, the property will be made amply secure,
and the room kept in perfect order.
Your Committee recommend that the Reading Room be opened only
on the days and evenings appointed for the Library and that the only
entrance to it shall be through the Library room until the close of the
Library in the evening, when the other door may be open for one hour
later. With the probability that not many years hence will see the
Library open more evenings in the week than at the present time, your
Committee feel that, for the start and first trial of a Reading Room, the
opening of it with the Library will meet the present wants of the people
with the best economy.
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To prepare the room for the purpose proposed, and payment of run-
ning expenses for the ensuing year, your Committee figure the cost as
follows: For chairs, $75; tables, $60; paper rack and files, $25; gas
pipe for heating, $25 ; gas brackets for lighting, $25 ; rail, $15 ; inci-
dentals, $25; making the total for furnishing the room, $250. For
running expenses, gas, $75; janitor, $50; incidentals, $25; total,
$150; the whole expense amounting to $400. And your Committee
recommend that the sum of four hundred dollars be appropriated, in the
belief that such papers and magazines as may be required can be ob-
tained by voluntary subscription, but should the town think it best to
make an appropriation sufficient to cover those, then the sum should be
made five hundred dollars.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
JAMES F. EMERSON.
WILLIAM N. TYLER,
GEORGE H. TEAGUE,
Committee.
Voted. That the report of the Committee be accepted and
adopted (substituting $500 instead of $400) and
that five hundred dollars be appropriated, and ex-
pended under the direction of the Trustees of the
Library.
Art. G. To hear and act upon the report of the Committee appointed
at a meeting holden on the twelfth day of March, A. D.,
1883, to take into consideration the purchase of land and the
erection of a school house thereon.
Wm. N. Tyler, in behalf of the Committee, re-
ported as follows :
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL HOUSE.
The Committee to whom was referred the subject matter of Art. 2 of
the town warrant of March 12, 1883, respectfully submit the following
report.
Art. 2 reads as follows: "To see what action the town will take to-
wards the purchase of land and the erection of a school house thereon.'
Under that article the following Committee were appointed to take
the matter into consideration and report at a future meeting: Lucius
Beebe, Thomas Winship, S. K. Hamilton, E. E. Emerson, A. W.
Brownell, W. N. Tyler.
Upon the organization of the Committee, Hon. Lucius Beebe was
chosen Chairman and William N. Tyler, Secretary.
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The Committee have had six evening sessions for the purpose of dis-
cussing the best possible structure to be erected to meet the present
needs, in which discussions the comparison oi cost with buildings al-
ready constructed, the necessary and desirable improvements upon
structures now in use, and the cost of construction of such a building:,
as to the Committee seems necessary to be erected, were dwelt upon,
with the sole and distinguishing object of meeting the necessities of the
case at a minimum cost. In addition to the evening sessions the Com-
mittee have met upon two afternoons for the purpose of examining
localities in the immediate vicinity of the centre of population of the
probable new district to be established. They have also visited school-
houses in other towns in order to be better prepared to make definite
recommendations as to the structure proposed to be erected.
The following lots of land were each visited and discussed, with refer-
ence to the present and future central location as to population and area.
A lot of land on Murray street opposite the Catholic chapel ; a lot of land
on the corner of Emerson and Auburn streets and known as the Dr.
Mansfield lot ; a lot of land on the northeasterly corner of Gould and
Cedar streets belonging to Mr. Beebe ; a lot on the southeasterly corner
of Gould and Cedar streets belonging to Mr. Cox of Lynnfield ; a lot of
land on Gould street west of the residence of Rev. Father Flatley and
known as the Burgess lot; and the lot of land on the southeasterly cor-
ner of Albion and Lake streets, being the property of Mr. Beebe.
After a full and thorough discussion of the various localities visited,
the Committee were of the unanimous opinion that the last named lot
was the most eligible as to situation, and it was voted that the Commit-
tee recommend that a lot of land situated on the southeasterly corner of
Albion and Lake streets, being 114 feet on Lake street and 115 feet on
Albion street, and comprising about 14,566 feet, be purchased b}f the
town, at an estimated cost of $1820.75, for a location for the erection of
a school house thereon.
A new school house now being erected at Melrose was visited by the
Committee, and being comparatively about such a building as the Com-
mittee believed the town would deem essential to build, take that
structure as a basis for their recommendations, so far as accommoda-
tions and cost of structure are concerned, and recommend that upon
the lot before mentioned the town erect a four room building, two
rooms on the first floor and two rooms on the second floor, at an esti-
mated cost of $8000. This estimate is based upon the cost of the Mel-
rose buiidino:, which has been erected through the winter months, when
the labor, as the contractor informed a member of the Committee, was
low. That building cost $6,500, above the underpinning, and could
not, as we are informed by the contractor, be now built for the same
sum. But your Committee believe that the sum of $8000 will fully
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cover the cost ot erecting such a building as the necessities of the town
now seem to require.
For the Committee,
WILLIAM N. TYLER, Secretary.
Voted, That the report of the Committee be accepted.
Art. 7. To see if the town will vote to erect a school house in accor-
dance with the report of the Committee mentioned in article
6 of this warrant; determine the location thereof, and adopt
all necessary measures to purchase or procure land for the
accommodation of the same, or what they will do about it.
Voted. On motion of C. W. Eaton, that the town build a
school house in accordance with the report of the
Committee made under Art. 6 of the warrant, ex-
cept that the building be of brick, and that the
same be located on the lot at the corner of Albion
and Lake streets, and that a Committee of six be
chosen, with authority to purchase said lot and
erect said house for, in behalf of, and in the name
of, the town.
Voted. That the same Committee that signed the report,
- (consisting of Lucius Beebe, Thomas Winship,
S. K. Hamilton, E. E. Emerson, A. W. Brownell
and William N. Tyler) be the Committee to carry
this vote into effect.
Voted. That this Committee be instructed to advertise for
bids, and that the contract be let out to the lowest
responsible bidder. (Yes, 31 ; No, 17.)
Voted. That the Committee ascertain the probable cost of
the building, and all other facts in regard to this
subject, and that a town meeting be called for the
town to take action thereon.
A motion to substitute, that the town appropriate
$12,000, was lost.
It was then voted that this meeting be adjourned
four weeks from to-night at 7.30 o'clock, P. M.
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Adjourned Town Meeting, June 4th, 1883.
Art. 7 was again taken up which was as follows
:
To see if the town will vote to erect a school house in ac-
cordance with the report of the Committee mentioned in art-
icle 6 of this warrant; determine the location thereof, and
adopt all necessary measures to purchase or procure land for
the accommodation of the same, or what they will do about it.
Voted. To reconsider so much of the vote passed at the
meeting held May 7th as instructed the Committee
on building a new school house to report at a
meeting to be called for that purpose.
The report of the Committee was then called for
and read by Wm. N. Tyler.
EEPOET.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Wakefield :
The Committee appointed at the town meeting held on the 7th day of
May, A. D., 1883, to purchase land and erect a school house thereon,
respectfully report in pursuance of a vote ot the town for said Commit-
tee to investigate and report upon the approximate cost of erecting a
school house of brick, that with a view of ascertaining the probable cost
of a building of the dimensions needed, the Committee invited several
architects to submit plans for a four room building of brick with esti-
mates as to cost. In reply to the invitations of the Committee, plans
of elevation, accompanied with ground plans, specifications and pro-
posals were submitted by five gentlemen, all varying in structure, ap-
pearance and cost, and after consultation and comparison, your Com-
mittee find themselves undecided as to the adoption of any plan sub-
mitted, as being too elaborate and expensive, but would recommend
that the sum of $15000 be appropriated for the purpose of purchasing
the land and erecting a school house thereon in accordance with the
vote of the town.
Respectfully submitted, for the Committee,
WILLIAM N. TYLER, Secretary.
Voted. To accept the report of the Committee.
A motion to reconsider the vote whereby the town
voted to build a brick school house was lost.
(Yes, 12; No, 39.)
It was then voted to adopt the report of the Com-
mittee.
Voted. That the Committee already chosen under Art. 7
be authorized and directed, in the name and behalf
of the town, to purchase the lot of land on Lake
street, owned by Mr. Lucius Beebe, there measur-
ing 75 feet, and bounded on the school house lot
already accepted by the town, 110 feet, for the
purposes of the new school building and the con-
templated new school.
Voted. On motion of Mr. Lucius Beebe, that the contem-
plated new school house be known as the "Hamil-
ton School Building," in honor of the Chairman of
the School Committee, Samuel K. Hamilton, Esq.
Mr. Hamilton being present responded briefly in
words of grateful acknowledgment, declaring the
vote of the town the greatest compliment and honor
he had ever received.
Art. 8. To see if the town will authorize its Treasurer, with the ap-
proval of the Selectmen, to hire money for a term of years
to provide funds to pay for the Jand and school buildings
mentioned in article seven of this warrant, and to issue notes
or bonds of the town therefor, or what they will do about it.
On motion of James F. Emerson it was voted
unanimously, (Yes, 47; No, 0,) That to provide
funds to pay for the land and school buildings, as
voted for, acting under Art. 7, the Treasurer, with
the approval of the Selectmen, be authorized to
hire the sum of fifteen thousand dollars, and to
issue notes therefor bearing interest, and in sums
of fifteen hundred dollars each, payable one note
each year for the next ten years, with the interest,
to raise each year by tax the sum to meet their
payment.
5
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Art. 9. To hear and act upon the report of the School Committee on
the Greenwood school house and yard, as authorized by ac-
tion under article twenty-nine of the warrant for the last an-
nual town meeting held in this town.
Mr, S. K. Hamilton, in behalf of the School Com-
mittee, reported that they had investigated the
matter in regard to the Greenwood school house
and yard, but were not prepared to make any rec-
ommendation to the town in view of the fact that
many citizens residing in Greenwood desired the
school house removed to another lot.
Votej). To refer the report back to the Committee for fur-
ther investigation, and report at a future meeting.
Art. 10. To see if the town will appropriate a sum ot money for the
purpose of purchasing an iron roller for use upon the high-
ways, or what thev will do about it.
Voted. That the town purchase an iron road roller for use
on the highways, and that the sum of two hundred
dollars be appropriated for the payment of the
same, or as much thereof as may be required.
Voted. That the Eoad Commissioners be the Committee to
carry this vote into effect.
Art. 11. To see if the town will direct the Road Commissioners to
emplo}r a competent Engineer to establish proper grades on
the highways of this town, or what they will do about it.
Voted. That the matter of this article be referred to the
Road Commissioners.
Art. 12. To see if the town will appropriate a" sufficient sum oi money
to cover the expense of transportation of four pieces of artil-
lery from Governor's Island to this town, the same having
been donated by act of Congress to this town, and to decide
upon their care and disposal, or what they will do about it.
Voted. That the sum of $50 be appropriated for the purpose
named in the warrant, and when the ordnance ar-
rives in this town it be placed in the care of Post
12, G, A. R.
Voted. To adjourn this meeting sine die.
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Town Meeting, November 6th, 1883,
STATE ELECTION.
Middlesex, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Wakefield, in said County,
Greeting :
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are directed
to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town of Wakefield, qualified
to vote in elections, to meet in the Town Hall, in said Wakefield, on
TUESDAY, the sixth day of November next, it being the Tuesday next
after the first Monday in said month, at seven o'clock in the forenoon,
to bring in their votes for a Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary,
Treasurer and Receiver General, Auditor and Attorney General of the
Commonwealth.
For a District Attorney for the Northern District, for a Councillor for
the sixth Councillor District, for a Sheriff for Middlesex County, for
three Commissioners of Insolvency for Middlesex County, for a Regis-
ter of Probate and Insolvency for Middlesex County, for one County
Commissioner and two special County Commissioners for Middlesex
County, for a Senator lor the Sixth Middlesex Senatorial District, for a
Representative in General Court to represent the Eleventh Middlesex
Representative District.
And the votes for all the officers above named, will be received upon
one ballot, and in a separate box.
The polls will be open at seven o'clock in the foienoon, will remain
open at least four hours, and for such longer time as a majority of the
voters present shall by vote direct, not later than the hour of four and
three-quarters in the afternoon.
Pursuant to the foregoing warrant the qualified
voters of the town assembled in the Town Hall for
the purposes mentioned in the warrant at seven
o'clock A. M.
The meeting was called to order by James Oliver,
Chairman of the Board of Selectmen. After read-
ing the warrant prayer was offered by Rev. R. D.
Grant.
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The Chairman then declared the polls open for the
reception of ballots for the various officers men-
tioned in the warrant.
Voted. That the polls be kept open until four o'clock and
forty-five minutes, P. M., and at that time be
closed.
At four o'clock and forty-five minutes P. M. the
Chair declared the polls closed.
The ballots were sorted and counted by the Select-
men, in open town meeting, and the result of the
ballot declared as follows.
RESULT OF THE BALLOT.
For Governor.
GEORGE D. ROBINSON, of Chicopee,
BENJAMIN F. BUTLER, of Lowell. .
CHARLES ALMY, of New Bedford, .
JOHN F. ARNOLD, of North Adams, .
For Lieutenant Governor.
OLIVER AMES, of Easton,
JAMES S. GRINNELL, of Greenfield, .
NATHANIEL S. GUSHING, oi Middleboro,
JOHN BLACKMER. of Spriugfield, .
GEORGE BUTTON, of Boston,
For Secretary of the Commonwealth.
HENRY B. PIERCE, ot Abinglon.
CHARLES MARSH, of Springfield,
NICHOLAS FURLONG, of Boston,
SOLOMON L. ROOT, of Douglas,
B. BROWN, oi Worcester,
For Treasurer and Receiver General
DANIEL A. GLEASON, of Medford, .
CHARLES II. INGALLS, of North Adams,
THOMAS J. LATHROP, of Taunton,
.
WASHINGTON WENDALL, of Orange,
HIRAM W. K. EASTMAN, of Lawrence,
COG
584
9
9
634
549
10
9
688
541
10
2
>j
629
546
-j
10
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For Auditor,
CHARLES R. LADD, of Springfield 638
JOHN HOPKINS, ot Millbury 546
ARADH. WOOD, of Lunenburg, . . . . 10
JONATHAN BUCK, of Gloucester, . . . . 2
GEO. W. KIMBALL, of Natick, ... 2
For Attorney General.
EDGAR J. SHERMAN, of Lawrence, .... 638
JOHN W. CUMMINGS, of Fall River, . . .547
JOHN FOSTER, of Lynn, ...... 9
SAMUEL L. FAIRFIELD, ot Maiden, . . . . 2
CHARLES A. TABER, of Lynn, . . . 2
For District Attorney, Northern District.
WILLIAM B. STEVENS, of Stoneham, ... 571
WILLIAM B. STEVENS, (no residence,) . . . 2
SAMUEL K. HAMILTON, ot Wakefield, . . . 593
SAMUEL K. HAMILTON, (no residence,) ... 1
S. K. HAMILTON, (no residence,) .... 4
For Sheriff .
HENRY G. CUSHING, of Low ell, .... 1186
HENRY G . CUSHING, (unexpired term) , . . . 15
For County Commissioner.
WILLIAMS. FROST, of Marlboro, . . . . 637
LEWIS P. TRUE, of Everett,
.
. . . . 558
For Special Commissioner.
LEANDERM. HANNUM, of Cambridge, ... 637
EDWARD E. THOMPSON, of Woburn, ... 637
SAMUEL STAPLES, of Concord, 656
SYLVANUS POND, of Holliston, .... 557
For Register of Probate and Insolvency.
JOSEPH H. TYLER, of Winchester, .... 1191
For Commissioners of Insolvency.
FREDERICK T. GREENHALGE, of Lowell,... 638
JOHN HASKELL BUTLER, of Somerville,
, . , 688
CLARK A. BATCHELDER, ot Ayer 637
CLEMENT MESERVE, of Hopkinton. . . . 556
JOHN H. POND, of Cambridge, .... 555
EDWARD B. QUINN, ot Lowell, . . . . 555
For Councillor, Sixth District.
JAMES W. BENNETT, ot Lowell 634
CHARLES S. LILLEY, of Lowell, .... 559
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For Senator, Sixth Middlesex District.
ONSLOW GILMORE, of Stoneham, .... 606
WILLIAM F. YOUNG, of Wakefield,.... 587
For Representative to the General Court, Eleventh Middle-
sex District.
ROBERT BLYTH, of Wakefield, . . . .016
ARLON S. ATHERTON, of Wakefield, . . 575
At 2 o'clock, P. M., the Chairman of the Board of
Selectmen read that part of the warrant relating to
town business, and proceeded under Art. 1 to
choose a Moderator.
Art. 1. To choose, by ballot, a Moderator to preside in said meet-
ing.
Whole number oi votes cast, . . 105
James Oliver, ... 8
Samuel K. Hamilton, . . 14
John M. Cate, ... 83
and Mr. Cate was declared elected.
Art. 2. To hear and act upon the acceptance of the List of Jurors as
prepared and submitted by the Selectmen.
The List of Jurors as prepared by the Selectmen
and revised by the town was accepted and adopted
by the meeting, (see further action at meeting of
Nov. 26th.)
Voted. That the remaining articles in the warrant be taken
up next Monday evening at 7 o'clock.
Voted. That this meeting, so far as it relates to town busi-
ness, be adjourned until next Monday evening at
7 o'clock. i
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Adjourned Town Meeting, November 12th, 1883.
At seven o'clock the meeting was called to order
by the Moderator, John M. Cate, but owing to
the small number present, it was voted to defer
taking any action under the warrant until 7.30
o'clock P. M.
At 7.30 o'clock it was voted to take up Art. 3.
There being some question as to the legality of the
organization of the meeting, as the Chairman of
the Board of Selectmen presided during the choice
of Moderator instead of the Town Clerk, it was
voted to dissolve the meeting.
The remaining articles in the warrant were as fol-
lows :
Art. 3. To hear and act upon the report ot the Committee upon a
stone crusher.
Art. 4. To see if the town will cause a Reservoir to be constructed
upon Nahant street near to the residence of William Oliver.
Art. 5. To see if the town will cause three hydrants to be placed
upon Main street in Greenwood.
Art. 6. To see what action the town will take in relation to the im-
provement of the old burying ground and the proper care of
the same.
Art. 7. To see if the town will cause three hydrants to be placed up-
on Richardson street, or what they will do about it.
Art. 8. To see if the town will make an additional appropriation ot
fifteen hundred dollars lor schools.
Art. 9. To see if the town will make an additional appropriation of
fifteen hundred dollars for school contingent expenses.
Art. 10. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of three hundred
dollars ior the purchasing and erection of a Public Drinking
Fountain, to be located in Main street, or what they will do
about it.
Art. 11. To see if the town will appropriate a sum sufficient for the
purchasing ot a Drinking Fountain, to be erected in the near
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vicinity of the Upper Depot, the sum not to exceed one hun-
dred dollars, or what they will do about it.
Art. 12. To see what action, if any, the town will take in respect to
commemorating by public observances, the introduction of
water in town through the medium of the Wakefield Water
Works.
Art. 13. To see it the town will cause two hydrants to be placed on
Vernon street between Salem and Cordis streets.
Art. 14. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of three hundred
dollars for covering the steam pipes in the basement of the
Town Hall, or what action they will take in the matter.
Art. 15. To see if the town will appropriate the sum ot seventy-five
dollars for a Gas Regulator to be used in the Town Hall
building, or what they will do about it.
Art. 16. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of two hundred
dollars to cover the expense of placing street lamps upon
Melvin, Water, Bryant, Elm, West Chestnut and Salem
streets, or what they will do about it.
Art. 17. To see if the town will order the introduction of water into the
Town Hall building, and certain ot the public school houses
in this town, and appropriate a sum sufficient to cover the
expense of the same, or what they will do about it.
Town Meeting, November 26th, 1883,
Art. 1. To choose, by ballot, a Moderator to preside in said meeting.
John M. Cate was unanimously elected Moderator,
having seventeen votes.
Art. 2. To hear and act upon the acceptance of the List of Jurors as
prepared and submitted by the Selectmen.
The list of Jurors as prepared by the Selectmen
was submitted to the town.
Voted. To excuse John S, Newhall, George H. Sweetser,
Francis Williams, Arthur G. Walton, Bartholomew
O'Hea, having been drawn as jurymen since the last
meeting. H. H. Savage was also excused from
serving, and Horace Gowing was added to the list.
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The list, as revised by the town, was then accepted
and adopted, (see Page 6.)
Art. 3. To hear and act upon the report of the Committee on a stone
crusher.
William G. Strong, for the Committee, presented
the following
REPORT.
Acting under Art. 50 of the town warrant at the annual meeting Apr.
2d, 1883, the undersigned were appointed a Committee to inquire into
the cost, qualities and capacity of differeut stone crushers, also the cost
of an engine of sufficient capacity tor operating the same, and report at
a future meeting, and having attended to that duty ask leave to report.
It is evident that the sentiment of the town is tending towards an im-
provement in the system of road building, with a view of making them
more passable and endurable, and thus lessen the expense in the long
run, and to accomplish this work of improvement the necessity of intro-
ducing new and improved machinery has become evident to many of
the citizens of the town.
Your Committee have visited four different places where crushers are
located, hoping to see them in operation, but only found two at work,
all of which are the Blake or the Blake improved, and as far as could be
ascertained was, and had given, entire satisfaction.
Your Committee has also communicated with the Selectmen and Road
Commissioners of the following cities and towns, viz: Salem, Lynn,
Woburn and Winchester, all of which are using the Blake Crusher, and
have them permanently located near ledges, all of which are of the
same size, being No. 6, and called 15x9. One of this size crusher, used
by the city of Boston, has in seven hours produced 118 cubic yards of
crushed stone. The estimated production of this size crusher is 8 cubic
yards of crushed stone per hour to two inches in size, and is estimated
by the manufacturers, as per table ot circular, to require 10 horse power
to do that amount of work, but, on close investigation and inquiry of
the different parties who are running them, your Committee would not
recommend an engine of less than 15 to 20 horse power to operate a
No. G Blake improved Crusher and Screen.
The cost of a No. 6 Blake improved Crusher, delivered on cars in
Boston, is $675. The cost of a revolving screen all attached to crusher
ready for belting is $165. The cost of a Hoadley improved portable
engine and boiler ot 15 horse power, on board cars in Boston, is $977.-
50, making a total of $1817.50, and should it be thought best to pur*
chase a 20 horse-power engine it would cost $255 more.
6
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The Chairman of the Board of Selectmen of Woburn says their whole
plant of crusher, screen, engine and building, cost $2500, and was the
best investment the town ever made, and ought to have been made
twenty years ago.
Your Committee would recommend (if by a vote ot the town it is
thought best) that the town purchase a No. G Blake improved Crusher
and Screen and a Hoadley improved portable Engine and Boiler of irom
15 to 20 horse-power, the whole to be permanently located near or at
some easy, accessible ledge, and be got ready for use early in the spring
of 1884, at a cost that we think would not exceed $3000.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
W. G. STRONG,
C. W. TROW,
AUSTIN E. PERRY.
A motion that the report of the Committee be ac-
cepted, was carried.
Voted. That the report be printed in the next annual town
report.
Voted. That further action under this article be postponed
until the next annual town meeting.
Art. 4. To see if the town will cause a Reservoir to be constructed
upon Nanant street near to the residence ot William Oliver.
Voted. That a reservoir be built in Woodville District on
Xahaut street, near the residence of William Oli-
ver, under the direction of the Board of Engineers,
at a cost not to exceed $200.
Art. 5. To see i( the town will cause three hydrants to be placed up-
on Main street in Greenwood.
Voted. On motion of W. S. Greenough, that the Select-
men and the Board of Fire Engineers be a Com-
mittee to consider and report upon the expense of
placing three hydrants in Greenwood, and report
at the next town meeting, or at an adjournment of
this meeting, and that this Committee be author-
ized to state in their report upon what terms a con-
tract can be made with the Wakefield Water Com-
pany for these and all additional hydrants.
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Aim.. 6. To see what action the town will take in relation to the im-
provement of the old burying-ground and the proper care of
the same.
Voted. That the matter be referred to a Committee of five
to report at a subsequent meeting.
The Chair appointed Geo. H. Sweetser, J. M. Ev-
ans, Win. G. Skinner, J. F. Emerson and J. N.
Ryder.
ART. 7. To see if the town will cause three hydrants to be placed up-
on Richardson street, or what they will do about it.
Voted. That the subject of this article be referred to the
same Committee of six appointed under Art. 5,
with same instructions in regard to reporting.
Art. 8. To see if the town will make an additional appropriation of
fifteen hundred dollars for schools.
Voted. That an additional sum of fifteen hundred dollars
be appropriated for the support of schools.
Art. 0. To see if the town will make an additional appropriation of
fifteen hundred dollars for school contingent expenses.
Voted. That an additional sum of fifteen hundred dollars
be appropriated for school contingent expenses.
Art. 10. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of three hundred
dollars for the purchasing and erection of a. Public Drinking
Fountain, to be located in Main street, or what the)* will do
about it.
Voted. To refer the subject of this article to the same Com-
mittee appointed under Art. 5.
Art. 11. To see if the town will appropriate a sum sufficient for the
purchasing of a Drinking Fountain, to be erected in the near
vicinity of the Upper Depot, the sum not to exceed one hun-
dred dollars, or what they will do about it.
Voted. To refer this subject to the same Committee ap-
pointed while acting under Art. 5.
Art. 12. To see what action, if any, the town will take in respect to
commemorating by public observances, the introduction of
water in town through the medium of the Wakefield Water
Company.
M
Voted. That this matter be indefinitely postponed.
Art. 13. To see if the town will cause two hydrants to be placed on
Vernon street between Salem and Cordis streets.
Voted. To refer this subject to the same Committee ap-
pointed under Art. 5, with same instructions.
Art. 14. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of three hun-
dred dollars lor covering the steam pipes in the basement oi
the Town Hall, or what action ihey will take in the matter.
Voted. That the sum of three hundred dollars be appropri-
ated for covering the steam pipes in the basement
of the Town Hall.
Art. 15. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of two hundred
dollars to cover the expense of placing street lamps upon
Melvin, Water, Bryant, Elm, West Chestnut and Salem
Streets, or what they will do about'it.
Voted. That the sum of two hundred dollars be appropri-
ated to cover the expense of placing street lamps
upon Melvin, Water, Bryant, Elm, West Chestnut
and Salem streets.
Art. 1G. To see if the town will appropriate the sum of seventy-five
dollars for a Gas Regulator to be used in the Town Hall
building, or what they will do about it.
Voted. To appropriate the sum of seventy-five dollars for a
Gas Regulator to be used in the Town Hall build-
ing.
Art. 17. To see if the town will order the introduction of water into
the Town Hall building, and certain of the public school
houses in this town, and appropriate a sum sufficient to cov-
er the expense of the same, or what they will do about it.
i
Voted. To refer this matter to the same Committee ap-
pointed under Art. 5, with same instructions.
Voted. To adjourn this meeting for two weeks from this
night at 7.30 o'clock.
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Adjourned Town Meeting, December ioth, 1883.
The meeting was called to order at 7.30 o'clock, P.
M., by John M. Gate, Moderator.
Acting under Art. 5 of the warrant, James H.
Carter, for the Committee, presented the following
report
:
REPORT OF TOWN COMMITTEE UPON HYDRANTS AND
WATER INTRODUCTION INTO PUBLIC BUILDINGS
AND DRINKING FOUNTAINS.
The Committee to whom were referred Articles numbered o, 7, 10,
11, 13 and 17 have attended to their duty and submit the following re-
port.
In regard to hydrants.—The Wakefield Water Company submit the
following proposition to the town. That the price for the additional
hydrants called for in articles numbered 5, 7, and 13 in this town war-
rant will be at the rate of fifty dollars per annum per hydrant, and fifty
dollars per hydrant will be the price for all additional hydrants until
one hundred hydrants are furnished by said Company to the town ; and
that all additional hydrants above the number of one hundred will be
furnished to the town by said Company at the price of twenty-five dol
lars per hydrant, and all contracts for additional hydrants so furnished
by said Company to the town are to terminate at the same period of
time as named in the original contract between said Company and the
town.
And the Committee are of ihe opinion that the above named prices
per hydrant is below the average price charged by other Companies
iurnishing water in the same wav.
The Committee are also of the opinion that final action upon articles
o, 7 and 13 ot this town warrant, to establish the hydrants called for in
said articles 5, 7 and 13, cannot now be taken in this town meeting, as
the articles should be differently written, and would need a two-thirds
vote 10 authorize a valid contract between the town and said Company.
The Committee would recommend that the town purchase two drink"
ing fountains of the pattern of the one located on Main street, Stone"
ham, Mass., manufactured by Henry F. Jenks of Paw cket, R. I., the
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cost being about $165 each; said drinking fountains to be located as
follows : one in the middle of Main street, about opposite to the house
of the late B. B. Wiley, the other fountain to be located at the corner of
Albion and Railroad streets, opposite the land of S. O. Richardson,
and would recommend the appropriation of lour hundred dollars tor
said purchase.
The Wakefield Water Company agree to furnish water for two drink-
ing fountains in this town, said drinking fountains to be of construction
satisfactory to said Company, and the water of said Company so fur-
nished to be run continuously for not more than seven months in each
year, for the sum of one hundred dollars for each of said fountains per
year, payable semi-annually.
Introduction of water into the public buildings ot the town.—The
Committee would recommend the introduction forthwith of water into
the Town Hall, the two school houses upon Otis street, the Franklin
St. school house, and the North Ward school house, and recommend
the appropriation of the sum of four hundred dollars therefor, the price
of the water being the Company's advertised rates.
JAMES H. CARTER,
A. W. BROWNELL,
OWEN CORCORAN,
JAMES OLIVER,
ROGER HOWARD,
OTIS V. WATERMAN,
Committee.
Voted. To accept the report of the Committee.
Voted. That all action under articles 5, 7 and 13 be indefi-
nitely postponed.
Voted. To take up Art. 17 (referring to the introduction
of water into public buildings)
.
A motion to appropriate $400 for the introduction
of water into the Town Hall, two school houses on
Otis street, Franklin street school house and the
school house in the North Ward, was offered, and
it was voted to divide the question.
It was then voted to appropriale the sum of $200
for the introduction of water into the Town Hall
Building.
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Voted. To appropriate the sum of $200 for introducing
water into the Otis street school houses, the school
house on Franklin street and the school house in
the North Ward. (Yes, 26; No, 19.)
Arts. 10 and 11, referring to the erection of drink-
ing fountains, was taken up and action indefinitely
postponed.
Voted. To dissolve the meeting.
Town Meeting, January 21st, 1884,
Art. 1. To choose, by ballot, a Moderator to preside in said meeting.
Otis V. Waterman was elected Moderator.
Art. 2. To hear and act upon the report of the Park Committee.
James F. Emerson, for the Park Committee, re-
ported that a written report had been prepared,
but was in the hands of one of the Committee who
was not present, therefore he would report verbally
the substance of the report, which was to the effect
that the Committee consulted Mr. E. W, Bowditch,
of Boston, a landscape gardener, and he offering to
make partial plans, free of expense, until one was
made that should be adopted, provided the Com-
mittee would have a survey and levels of the com-
mon and Park extension, with the land bordering
the east shore of the lake made. Such survev was
made by Mr. Percy M. Blake, civil engineer, but
after several discussions on the subject the Com-
mittee decided that before doing anything further
to recommend to the town to accept the provisions
of Chapter 154 of the laws of 1882, relating to the
laying out of public parks, and that if the town ac-
cepted the provisions of the Act, a Board of Park
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Commissioners would be chosen to have the charsre
and care of the park, it was thought best to leave
the matter of park plans for their consideration
and action.
The Committee also recommend that in view of the
large sum to be expended on the park, and to make
sure that all the acts of the town in relation to the
purchase and laying out of the park extension, also
in relation to the vote of appropriation to meet
the requirement of the Cornelius Sweetser bequest
be legal, that the town petition the legislature for
an act of legalization of all votes that have been
passed by the town in relation to those matters.
To accept the report.
Art. 3. To see if the town will accept the provisions of Chapter one
hundred and fifty-four of the Legislative Acts and Resolves
of the year A. D., 1882, by ballot "Yes" or "No," in answer
to the question "Shall an act passed by the Legislature of the
Commonwealth in the year A. D., 1882, entitled, 'An act au-
thorizing towns and cities to lay out Public Parks within
their limits,' be accepted?"
Voted. On motion of J. F. Emerson that the meeting pro-
ceed to vote upon the question of acceptance of the
public park act of the laws of 1882, and that the
vote be by ballot, "Yes," or "No 4 " in response to
the question of acceptance, and that the check-list
be used.
Fobm of Ballot.
Shall an act passed by the Legislature of the Com-
monwealth in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-
two entitled "An act authorizing towns and cities
to lay out public parks within their limits," be ac-
cepted.
Whole number of ballots cast, . . o.'>
Yes, .... 33
No
and the Chair declared the act accepted.
#>
Art. t. To see if the town will petition the Legislature tor an act of
legalization of all previous votes of the town in regard to the
purchase and laying out of the present park extension, and
of the vote of the town passed May seventh, A. D., 1883, in
regard to appropriating the sum of ten thousand dollars, in
compliance with the terms of the Cornelius Sweetser bequest
to the town, and choose a Committee for that purpose, or
what action they will take in regard to it.
Voted. That the town .petition the Legislature of the Com-
monwealth for an act of legalization of all previous
votes of the town in regard to the purchase aud
laying out of the present park extension, and also
of the vote of the town passed May 7th, A. D.,
1883, in regard to appropriating the sum of ten
thousand dollars in compliance with the terms of
the Cornelius Sweetser bequest to the town, and
that the Board of Selectmen be appointed a Com-
mittee to forward the petition and make all neces-
sary efforts to secure the desired legislation.
Voted. That the Alphabetical list usually posted in town
meeting, be posted in future as follows : The list
from A. to and including J. to be posted on the
left of the platform, the remainder of the list on
the right of the platform.
Voted. To dissolve the meeting.
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RECAPITULATION.
Birth >• registered in 1883, 136
Males, . ' » . .' m
Females, .... . 70
Nativity ofparents. Fathers. Mothers.
Born j n Wakefield, 8 7
i i other towns of the United States
,
61 57
i i British Provinces, . 18 25
1
1
Ireland, .... . 28 32
k i England,
. 12 7
» i Scotland,
. .
. . 4 2
1 Germany, 1 1
<, . Sweden,
.
li
o
O
i t Italy, 1 1
i i East Indies, 1
Mam'ages registered in 1883, 66
Nativity. Grooms. Brides.
Born in Wakefield, 8 10
t 4 other towns of the United States. 33 29
I » British Provinces, 9 15
( i Ireland, ... 8 7
i i England, 4 2
i t Scotland, 1
t < Sweden, . 2 3
4 ( Norway, 1
Total,
. 66 66
First marriage, ....
, 55 57
Second " . 10 6
Third i t 1 3
.-
(57
No. under 20 years of age,
between 20 and 30.
30 and 40,
40 and 50,
50 and 60,
60 and 70,
Deaths registered in 1883, .
Males, .
Females, .
Total,
Average age, 36 years, 5 months.
Number under 5 years,
between 5 and 10, .
10 and 20, .
20 and 30, .
30 and 40, .
40 and 50, .
50 and 60,
60 and 70, .
70 and 80, .
80 and 90, .
90 and 100, .
Stili-born,
Total,
Nativity.
Born in Wakefield,
other towns in the United
Ireland,
England,
Scotland,
Italy, .
East Indies,
Total,
11 days.
1 5
44 51
12 5
5 1
o 4
1
66 ^
• •
58
63
121
States,
121
29
8
6
10
7
7
12
17
12
7
1
5
121
55
48
11
3
1
2
1
121
08
DOG LICENSES.
Number of doos licensed in 1883,
Males, . . .
Females, ....
Tax on 142 males at $2, . . .
15 females at $5,
Deduct Clerk's fees, . ...
Cash paid County Treasurer,
157
142
15
$284 00
75 00
$359 00
31 40
$327 60
327.60
CHARLES F. HARTSHORNE,
Toivn Clerk.
60
Auditors' Report
APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1883-4,
For Town Debt,
Interest on Town Debt, . .
Support of Schools,
School Contingent Expenses,
Special for Hamilton School House
Special for New Parle,
Support of the Poor,
Pi re Department,
Salaries of Town Officers,
Town House Expenses,
and Receipts of Town Hall.
Street Lamps :
Regular, . . . 11,200 00
Special,
Miscellaneous Expenses
Night Watch,
Highways and Bridges,
Concrete Sidewalks,
Concrete Crossings,
Memorial Day,
Enforcement of Liquor-1
Beebe Public Library :
Regular,
Dog-tax, 1882 3.
iW
200 00
$450 00
281 79
$5,000 00
3,500 00
15,300,00
27,00 00
15,000 00
10,000 00
4,500 00
2,100 00
2,475 00
1 ,000 00
1 ,400 00
3,000 00
1,800 00
5,000 00
750 00
300 00
175 00
500 00
'31 79
A mou n t ca tried forward 75,231 79
70
Amount brought forward,
Expenses of Fish Committee,
Raising* Gallery Seats, . .
Gas Regulator for Town Hall,
Introduction of Water in Town House,
" " " " School Houses
Public Reading Room, . . .
Covering Steam Pipes in Town House,
Transportation for Artillery, .
Iron Roller, . . . .
Total,
. $75,231 79
25 00
100 00
75 00
200 00
> 200 00
500 00
300 00
50 00
200 00
. $7G,881 79
SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS.
April 2d. Appropriation authorized,
Xov. 26th. " additional,
Received from Town Treasurer—Mass.
State Fund,
Received for Tuition,
Rebate on fuel,
Total, . . . .
Expended as follows :
TEACHERS' SALAR I ES
.
Paid Walter C. Hill, Principal High School, .
Martha Keith, Assistant, •• "
Lucy P. Greenough, " •' 4i
Fred B. Richardson, " " "
M. E. Wentworth, Advanced Grammar,
Abbie S. Perkins, 1st Grammar,
Isabel Townsend. Ass't in 1st Grammar,
Philander A. Gay, 2d Grammar,
M. Annie Warren, 2d and 3d Granrnar,
Amount carriedforward,
$13,800 00
1,500 00
9
212 61
12 00
2 50
15,527 11
$1,668 25
709 33
186 67
500 00
760 42
683 82
79 33
1,066 92
510 83
$6,165 5
71
Amount broughtforward, ....
Clara E. Emerson, 3d Gram, and 2d Int.
Alice Field, 1st Int.
,
Lucy E. Evans, 2d Gram, and 2d Int.,
Alice G. Currier, 3d Int.,
Myra A. Stearns, 1st Primary,
Emma L. Kandlett, 2d "
Minnie E. Emerson, 2d and 3d Primary,
Geo. F. Wilson, Music Teacher,
L. J. Mansfield, 3d Int. and West Prim.,
Lizzie F. Ingram, Adv. Gram. & West Int.,
Bertha Dana, Wes1 Int.,
S. Emma Thompson, West Primary,
Hannah B. Danforth, North.
Cora H. Dennett, East,
Mary el. Kelle^y, Franklin Int.,
Eva E. Howlett, " Primary,
Harriet F. Kussell, " Annex, .
Mary E.McLaughlin , " '
'
Ella F. Prime, 1st Grain. No. 2, .
Susan S. Beebe. Greenwood,
Sarah E. Wilkins,
N. H. Thayer,
Kate L. Brown, Woodville,
F. Adelia Bishop, "
E. Mabel Tyler, Supply,
Jennie L. Dearborn , ' i
Sallie E. Young, "
Total for Salaries
,
Int., .
Primary,
,165 57
437 58
406 33
336 07
364 33
406 33
406 33
328 33
537 08
406 33
361 07
156 33
37 80
406 33
406 33
406 33
406 33
56 00
172 20
205 20
156 33
250 00
304 33
226 33
180 00
20 00
6 00
32 00
$13,583 19
72
JANITORS SERVICES.
Paid Wm. H. Wiley, High School JBuilding,
" " Bunk Building
Geo. E. Gamage, Centre and Brick
Hiram P. Hill, Franklin,
W. W. Bessey, West, .
Harry Haskell, North, .
Henry Phelps, t;
I. F. Sheldon, South,
W. J. Murphy, Woodville,
Jacob Remmel, East,
Sylvester Burditt, "
Total, .
Bl'k
$221 00
38 25
203 00
80 00
81 00
25 00
1400
60 00
42 50
35 00
9 00
$808 75
FUEL ACCOUNT.
Paid Waketield Coal Co. 132 650-2000 tows
-Coal, at $6 25, .
Basketing, .....
Wakefield Coal Co., Wood and Coal
Austin L. Mansfield', 10 cords Wood, at
$6 75,
Austin L. Mansfield, 1 ton Coal, .
N. H. Dow, 18 1-2 cords Wood, at $4 50
Geo. W. Aborn, 2 tons Coal, at $7 50,
Geo. E. Gamage, Preparing fuel,
Henry Phelps,
Hiram P. Hill,
Wm. H. Wiley,
1. F. Sheldon,
W. W. Bessey,
Jacob Remmel,
a
327 03
3 00
40 55
67 50
7 50
83 25
15 00
15 34
5 00
8 00
4 00
5 00
50
88
Total, $1,082 30
T7i73
Recapitulation,
Paid for Teachers' Salaries, .
Janitors' Services, .
Fuel Account,
Total,
Balance unexpended,
$13,583 10
808 75
1,082 30
$15,474 24
52 87
$15,527 11
SCHOOL CONTINGENT FUND.
April 2d. Appropriation authorized, . . $1,200 00
Nov. 26th. Additional appropriation, . . 1,500 00
Total, . . . . .. . $2,700 00
Expended as follows :
Paid Cyrus Wakefield, rent of room,
Lucius Beebc, u 4fc
Edw. E. Lee, books and supplies,
S. F. Littlefield & Co., stoves and repairs,
Geo. II. Teague, repairs,
X. H. Dow,
J. B. Wiley,
James Horton,
Daniel Goss,
J. & S. Winship,
W. J. Mo ul ton,
L. Descalzo & Co.,
H. X. Sweetser,
Z. F. Fairbanks,
E. E. Oliver,
Amount cw*riedforward, , , , , $?,07G 86
$80 00
60 00
221 48
376 78
. 632 69
326 50
234 00
65 16
23 44
2 4 Q0
10 12
(J 83
1 11
8 75
3 00
»
74
Amount broughtforward ,.
Dennis Greany, Repairs,
E. I. Purington, >=*«
Est. Adam Wiley, ••
A. Clark & Son,
Prang Educational Co., Furniture &e
A. G. Wbitcomhr 44 "
Boston School Supply Co., Supplies.
Win. Ware & Co.,
Wm. Tomlinson,
H. P>. & W. O. Chamberlin.
Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co.,
J. L. Hammett,
American Bank Note Co., Ptg
S. W. Chamberlain, ribbon,
Miss P. C. Wood,
M. J. Hill, writing diplomas.
Paul A. Garey & Co., clay for models
Wadsworth Bros. & Howland, artists'
rials, ....
S. S. White, water colors,
Waketield Rattan Co., mats &c.,
Dennis Dalev, gravel,
White Bros., concrete,
Wakefield Water Co., service pipe,
A. C. Perkins, tables and blocks,
Geo. F. Lucas, clock repairs,
Wm, II. Tay, shades and repairs,
.1. W. Locke, envelopes. .
Citizens' Gas Light Co., gas,
John H. Eaton, express, .
Rand, Avery & Co., printing, .
C. W. Eaton, printing &c.,
W. H. Jwombly, printing,
Amrmnt rnrrirtlforward , .
. $2,076 86
3 2o
34 80
1 60
5 00
•
. •
191 29
424 25
50 85
39 99
5 00
6 21
30 75
mas. 6 00
3 00
1 25
4 00
s? 1 35
' mate
13 50
2 50
15 40
15 00
190 36
27 93
12 00
15 40
79 15
17 50
10 15
36 40
10 00
57 00
3 75
$3,481 24-
In
Amount broughtforward
,
Doane & Grecnough, stationery, &c.<
Cutler Bros., supplies,
Everett W. Eaton, Johnson pump,
W. \Y. Bessey, taking census, .
\V . X. Tyler, carriage hire,
Carter, Harris & Haw ley, chemicals,
Ilowland & Place, chemicals,
William Gooch, tuning- piano.
(linn, Heath & Co., supplies,
Ivison, Blakeman & Taylor, "
Geo. S. Perry, "
Margaret Branstield, cleaning, .
Annie M. Babcock, u
W. W. Bessey, sundries,
II. P. Hill,
Geo. E. Gamagc,
W. II. Wiley/
Jacob Remmel.
Sylvester Burditt.
Henry Phelps,
I. F. Sheldon,
4 £
; i
Total expended,
Balance overdrawn,
13,431 24
14 55
15 66
5 75
25 00
4 00
5 77
a 45
2 00
17 4(i
5 40
13 75
5 00
5 00
21 12
6 00
43 22
27 01
2 75
1 00
2 00
G 95
. $3,674 08
974 C8
$2,700 00
HAMILTON SCHOOL BUILDING.
Appropriation authorized,
Expended as follows :
Paid Lucius Beebe, lot land as per deed, .
Wait & Cutter, architects,
C. W. Eaton, adv'g proposals,
Amount carried forward*
. $15,000 00
. 2,481 87
420 00
2 50
. C 2, 904 37
'6
Amount brought forward,
W. IT. Twombly, "
J. R. Osgood & Co., "
C. W. Eaton, printing contract &c, .
W. X. Tyler, expenses of committee,
David Perkins, on acct. contract,
Wm. Ilighton & Sons, registers, &c,
Walworth Manf'g Co., gas piping,
H. A. Lewis, name panel,
Wakefield Water Co., service pipe, .
Total,
Note.—For further details in regard to this appropriation s^e report
of Building: Committee.
4 80
20 00
10 95
. 8,960 00
28 20
72 00
105 00
13 30
. $12,122 37
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
April 2d. Appropriation authorized,
Expended as follows :
STEAMEK LUCIUS BEEBE.
Paid W. 13. Daniel, 1st Engineer,
E. I. Pnriuo-ton, 2d "
David Graham, Steward,
Members as per pay roll to May 1, '83
G. H. HathawaV, horses,
N. H. Dow,
Andrew Young,
David Graham, sundries, .
Geo. W. Aborn, fuel,
Wakefield Coal Co., fuel, .
Citizens' Gas Lt. Co., gas,
Amount carried forward
$2,100 00
$125 00
.* 100 00
75 00
180 00
118 00
45 00
12 00
2 50
19 75
18 75
16 25
$712 25
(7
repines.
Amount brought forward,
L. F. Bond, harness,
Worthjey, Downes &Co., rubber step,
Huiineman & Co.,
Braman Dow & Co.,
J. & S. Winship,
Wakefield Rattan Co.,
S. F. LiUlefield& Co.,
Thomas Little,
Smith & Anthony Stove Co., castings
Sherburne & Co., cotton waste,
Silsbv Manf'g Co., grates,
A. J. Wilkinson & Co., vise,
Linnell & Co., box and exp.,
J. H. Eaton, express,
A. S. Atherton, oil,
W. IT. Tay, duster,
Total,
$712 25
16 00
1 00
6 50
1 86
12 25
8 63
20
3 00
2 82
5 40
9 00
6 50
1 40
1 20
2 90
75
$791 66
C. WAKEFIELD ENGINE CO.
Paid Pay roll of members to May 1, 1883,
E. F. Preston, Steward, .
Abram Gould, rent of land,
A. L. Mansfield, horses, .
Hunneman & Co., repairs,
E. I. Purington, "
A. L. Mansfield, fuel,
A. S. Atherton, oil,
J. H. Eaton, express.
Total,
$507 75
53 80
12 00
31 00
10 50
11 61
5 75
40
70
1633 51
18
CHEMICAL EN&fNE C&,
r goods,
Paid Pay roll of members to May 1, 1883
F. J. McAvoy, Steward, .
Chas. Jordan, rent 1 year,
C. W. Badger, chemicals,
Geo. W. Aborn, fuel,
Wakefield Coal Co., "
A. L. Mansfield, "
Geo. H. Hathaway, horses,
Worthley, Downes & Co., rubbe
Scrannage Bros. & Cook, repairs,
Geo. T. Lament, '•
C. H. Davis,
S. F. Littlefield&Co.,
Daniel Goss, •'
D. "W. Hunt, teaming,
J. H. Eaton, express,
H. N. Sweetser, oil and lead,
A. S. Atherton, sundries.
Cutler Bros., rope,
Total,
$169 50
22 75
50 00
25 83
9 80
4 00
2 00
30 00
8 00
17 25
3 00
1 00
3 15
90
2 00
1 15
50
1 05
1 00
$352 SH
WASHINGTON HOOK & LADDER CO.
Paid Pay roll of members to May 1, 1883,
A. S. Cobb, Steward,
Warren Institution for Savings, rent 1 yea
to Jan. 1, 1884, .
Geo. II . Hathaway, horses,
Wakefield Coal Co., fuel,
A. L. Mansfield, "
Bishop & Bro., ladders,
Amount carriedforward,
$277 25
29 50
120 00
30 00
2 2!)
1 00
4 <>0
54 00
79
Amount brought forward
R. W. Cuff, straps, .
'A. S. Atherton, soap,
Wm. II. Tav, cord,
E. I. Purington,
II. N. Sweetser,
J. & 8. Winship,
Total,
repairs,
. . $464 60
2 90
07
63
60
- 50
75
$470 05
SUNDRY OTHER EXPENSES.
Paid Amos Kowe, Greenwood fire 1882,
C. W. Eaton, rent for Yale Engine,
" il " advertising,
James Cavinaro, care of Yale Engine,
J. H. Emerson, ringing bell,
L. F. Bond, harness,
Cutler Bros., sundries,
G. H. Hathaway, horses for H. F.
American Steam Gauge Co., repairs,
H. A. Winship, (ire hats, .
J. H. Eaton, express,
L. F. Linnell, "
D. W. Hunt, teaming,
Horace Gowing, watching tire, .
Samuel Bennett. " "
Preston & Humphrey, labor,
Hunnemanjfc Co., repairs,
E. I. Purington, "
xV. S. Jackson, " -
A. S. Atherton, sundries,
8. F. Littleneld&Co.,
G. W. Cunningham, express,
I. F. Sheldon, town pump,
Total
,
. .
. A
$1 12
30 00
1 25'
15 00
3 00
90 00
4 77
2 00
1 50
31 50
3 40
15
7 90
3 75
2 50
3 60
9 08
15 73
15 20
2 30
3 35
2 25
3 35
$250 70
80
RECAPITULATION.
Steamer Lucius Bcchc,
0. Wakefield Engine Co., f
Chemical Engine Co.,
Washington Hook & Ladder Co.,
Sundry other-expenses, .
Total,
Balance overdrawn,
$791 66
633 51
352 88
470 05
250 70
$2,498 80
398 80
$2,100 00
SALARIES OF TOWN OFFICERS
April 2d. Appropriation authorized,
Expended as follows:
Paid Board of Auditors for 1882-3,
4i Selectmen lor 1883-4,
" Assessors,
" Overseers of the Poor,
" School Committee,
'« lload Commissioners, .
*'* Fire Engineers, ...
Town Treasurer, . . • .
Town Clerk, .....
Richard Britton, on acc't; as Collector fo
1882, . ' .
Charles F. Woodward, on account, as. Col-
lector for 1883,
Constables and police, as follows, viz :
0. II. Davis, Constable,. $26 50
John A. Moloney, " . 20 90
. $2,475 00
100 00
400 00
400 00
250 00
250 00
150 00
75 00
50 00
100 00
100 00
300 00
Amounts carried forward
,
$47 40 $2,175 00
81
Amounts broughtforward
,
. $47 40
Peter B. Teed, Police, 4 00
J. T. Burditt, 4 4 9 00
R. K. Whitten, 4 4 2 00
R. L. Cooper, 4 4 2 00
Jerome S. Niles, 4 4 4 90
Geo. T. Lamont, 4 i 11 12
John F. Alexandei 4 4 34 15
Michael Welch, 4 4 16 00
Richard O'Leary, 4 4 54 40
J. A. Flockton, 4 4 31 90
C. F. Bickford, 4 4 17 45
John McMahan, 4 4 34 75
Charles Sullivan, 4 4 25 tio
John Drugan, 4 4 42 65
Thos. W. Sullivan. . 4 4 8 75
Dennis Daley, 4 4 21 95
J. S. Batchelder, 4 4 9 50
Israel A. Parsons, 4 4 3 30
D. W. McCarty, 4 4 3 00
John F. Whiting, < 4 1 00
Total,
Balance overdrawn. • • • •
$2,175 00
$384 87
$2,559 87
84 87
$2,475 00
Note.—The overdraws! in .this department Avas wholly upon the
Police apportionment.
TOWN HOUSE EXPENSES.
April 3d. Appropriation authorized,'
Receipts, from Town Hall,
n
$1,000 00
983 10
$1,983 }0
*• \
82
Expended as follows :
Paid Citizens' Gas Lt. Co., gas,
Wakefield Coal Co., 45580-2000 ton
at $6 00, ....
Wakefield Coal Co., 5 tons coal at $7
" " " wood,
H. C. Hall, Janitor,
" " care of Courtroom,
" ** extra service,
L. Descalzo & Co., repairs,
Geo. H. Teague, 4A
Charles A. Evans, "
J. B. Wiley,
Cutler Bros., sundries,
Wakefield Rattan Co., "
M. E. Bladden, repairing chairs,
J. W. Borthwick, cleaning cellar,
E. H. Tarbell, tubing,
C. O. Anderson, supplies,
C. H. Patch,
L. C. Johnson, dust pans,
A. J. Wilkinson & Co., door check &
F. E. Stuart, settees,
A. J. Hutchinson, water-coolers,
Oliver Walton, disinfectant,
Bowker, Torrey & Co., repairing tiles
D. W. Hunt, cleaning cellar,
Geo. H. Derby & Co., commode,
Geo. F. Lucas, clock repairs,
J..H. Eaton, express,
Howland & Place, alcohol,
J. S. Merrill, paper,
Charles S. Knowles, repairs,
S. F. Littiefield & Co.,
^mmtnt carriedforward,
$629 45
S CO
00,
spnn
271 74
35 00
6 75
483 26
39 00
27 50
90 02
61 28
17 75
12 80
24 21
2 50
3 25
11 40
1 60
8 36
2 08
1 00
g, 5 50
41 40
5 25
1 30
11 50
2 00
10 00
5 00
50
5 00
1 92
43 47
44 79
$1,9*06 58
83
Amount brought forward,
W. H. Tay,
. J. F. Woodward,
H. N, Svveetesr,
Alexander Turnbull,
W. J. Moulton,
Daniel Goss,
repairs,
t't
i i
i i
i i
i i
pawn,
. $1,906 58
1 25
1 40
83 51
7 40
2 50
4 35
Total,
Balance overd
. $2,006 99
23 89
$1,983 10
EXPENSE OF STREET LAMPS.
April 2d. Appropriation authorized,
Expended as follows
:
Paid Citizens' Gas Lt. Co., gas,
John Reagan, lighting,
Michael Low, "
I. F. Sheldon, Greenwood lamps,
Henry Phelps, North District, .
L. Descalzo, repairs,
John Starrett, "
Daniel Goss & Co., "
Sidney Merchant, "
Thomas Little, "
S. F. Littlefield&Co.,
Geo. P. Cutter,
Cutler Bros., supplies,
Balance overdrawn,
$1,200 00
684 05
50 03
287 18
117 35
12 50
20 91
2 95
60
8 00
1 00
13 06
4 25
35 77
$1,237 65
• 37 ^
$1,200 00
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SPECIAL APPROPRIATION FOR STREET LAMPS.
(see Art. 15, Page 44.)
Appropriation authorized, . . . $200 00
Expended as follows
:
Paid Globe Gas Lt. Co., posts, frames, &c,
jST. H. Dow, setting posts,
J. H. Eaton, express,
Balance unexpended, .
$200 00
174 00
5 00
12 00
$191 00
9 00
NIGHT WATCH.
April 2d. Appropriation authorized, . . $1,800 00
Expended as follows :
Paid John F. Whiting, . . $900 00
John A. Meloney, ... 900 00
$1,800 00
BEEBE TOWN LIBRARY,
i
April 2d. Appropriation authorized, . . $450 00
Dog-tax, 1882-3, . . . . 281 79
Total, $731 79
Paid C. W. Eaton, Treasurer of Board of Trus-
tees, as per receipts, . . . $731 79
For details of Expenditures see Trustees' Report.
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ENFORCEMENT OF LIQUOR LAW.
April 2d. Appropriation authorized,
Expended as follows
:
Paid H. L. Haskell, police service, 1882-3,
Sumner W. Perkins, assistance
Jerome S. Niles, police,
J. S. Batchelder, as per bills, .
Samuel TV. Abbott, prof, services,
Geo. H. Hathaway, team,
E. A. Upton, legal service,
Total expended,
Balance unexpended, .
$500 00
h . 5 00
3 00
5 00
65 83
1 25
2 00
10 00
$92 08
407 92
$500 00
MEMORIAL DAY,
April 2d. Appropriation authorized, . . $175 00
Paid R. P. Buzzell, Quartermaster Post 12,
G. A. R., 175 00
SUPPORT OF THE POOR.
April 2d. Appropriation authorized, . . . $4,500 00
Received from various sources as indicated in
Overseers' Report and paid to Town Treas., 1,567 37
$6,067 37
Paid Selectmen's Orders in this Department, 6,174 92
Balance overdrawn $107 55
For details of Expenditures see Report of Overseers of
the Poor.
S6
EXPENSES OF FISH COMMITTEE,
April 2d. Appropriation authorized.
Amount drawn by Committee, .
Balance unexpended, .
The Fish Committee furnish the following fig-
ures :
Cash received from town appropriation,
« " " 250 permits at 25 cts.,
Expended
:
Paid C. W. Eaton, printing,
Edw. Charlton, watching,
Constable Clark of Saugus,
Samuel Parker, Jr., services,
Howard Emerson, "
Charles H. Davis, "
Balance paid to Town Treasurer, $4 87
(Signed) CHARLES H. DAVIS.
Treasurer of Committee.
. 25 00
• 10 00
• • $15 00
. $10 00
•> 62 50
$72 50
$2 63
2 00
1 78
.
29 72
10 00
21 50
$67 63
RAISING GALLERY SEATS,
April 2d. Appropriation authorized, . . $100 00
Paid Geo. H. Teague, as per bill, . . . 90 00
Balance unexpended, . . . $10 00
GAS REGULATOR,
Appropriation authorized, .... $75 00
Paid Noves Mnfff. Co., regulator, . . . 75 00
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COVERING STEAM PIPES,
Appropriation authorized, .... $300 00
Paid 1he Chalmers-Spence Co., as per contract, 275 00
Balance unexpended, . . . $25 00
IRON ROLLER,
Appropriation authorized, .... $200 00
Paid Geo. T. McLaughlin & Co., roller, . . 200 00
TRANSPORTATION FOR ARTILLERY,
Appropriation authorized, .... $50 00
Nothing expended.
INTRODUCTION OF WATER IN TOWN HOUSE,
Appropriation authorized, .... $200 00
Expended as follows
:
Paid Wakefield Water Co., service pipe, . . $2 50
Alexander Turnbull, labor, . . . 33 92
George Goodhue, plumber, . . . 175 90
$212 32
Balance overdrawn, . . . 12 32
$200 00
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INTRODUCTION OF WATER INTO SCHOOL HOUSES.
Appropriation authorized,
Expended as follows
:
Paid Wakefield Water Co.,
George Goodhue,
$200 00
Balance unexpended, .
G2 31
17 95
$80 2(5
119 74
$200 00
It is understood that other bills for this Appropriation
were contracted, but were not presented in season for pay-
ment . (Amount unknown
.
)
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES.
Appropriation authorized,
Expended as follows
Paid to N. H. Dow, labor, Feb. & Mch., 1883,
Thomas Hickey, balance as per report,
" " additional bills,
Joseph Connell, balance due as per report,
" " jextrabillin March,
N. H. Dow, (no voucher)
Richard Britton, Treas. Road Commission-
ers, as per receipts,
Total,
Balance unexpended, .
$5,000 00
9 00
19 85
3 62
97 72
3 74
7 97
. 4,428 51
. $4,570 41
429 59
$5,000 00
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NEW PARK,
Appropriation authorized by vote of the town, $10,000 00
Expended as follows :
Paid Percy M. Blake, surveys, levels, as per
contract Avith Committee, . . $175 00
C. W. Eaton, searching records. . . 15 00
Total, $190 00
CONCRETE SIDEWALKS.
Appropriation authorized, . .
Paid Richard Britton, Treas. of Road
Commissioners, . . $1,423 00
of which there has been re-
ceived from abutters and
paid into the Town Treasu-
ry the. sum of . . 684 03
Balance unexpended, .
$750 00
$738 97
$11 03
CONCRETE GUTTERS AND CROSSINGS.
Appropriation authorized, .... $350 00
Paid Richard Britton, Treas. of Road Commis-
sioners. ...... 333 81
Balance unexpended,
Dad Commissioners fu
connection with- this department
:
$16 19'
rhe Roa rnish the following figures in
i?
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT,
IJOADS AND BRIDGES.
Received from Town Treasurer,
. .
. $4,428 51
"
" sale of loam and stones,
. . 18 50
$4,447 01
Paid for labor and teams as per pay
rolls, .... $3,830 50
T. 11. Newhall, stones Salem st.
bridge,
Geo. W. Aborn, drain pipe,
" " " 318 loads grav-
el at 6 cts.,
Geo. W. Aborn, storing scraper,
Wm. H. Bachelor, 47(1 loads
gravel at 6 cts.,
Wakefield Goal Co., posts,
Chester W. Eaton, advertise-
ment, ....
X. PI. Dow, lumber, Salem st.
bridge, ....
Mrs. W. W. Kuggles, 339 loads
gravel at 7 cts.,
Zeuas Perkins, labor on trees, .
Young & Hutchinson, bl'ksmith,
Geo. IT. Teague, street signs,
.
People's Ice Co., 541 loads grav-
el at 5 cts., ...
J. & S. Winsbip, blacksmith,
.
D. W, Hunt, teaming stono
bounds, ....
John Lee, 95 loads gravel at G cts.
Frauk W. Lawn, stones,
.
Amounts carried forward,
, $4,103 96 $4,447 01
(39 90
45 10
19 08
7 00
2S 5(3
11 80
3 13
5 00
20 34
10 00
5 40
4 00
27 05
6 90
50
5 70
4 00
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Amounts broughtforward
,
White Bros., gravel & grading,
James A. Bancroft, surveying, .
Cate & Jewett, lumber,
Ckas. H. Davis, snow plough, .
Dennis Greany, sanding walks,
S. F. Littlefield & Co., tools, .
Thomas Little, blacksmith,
James Killoran, labor,
James Lahey, 10 bound stones.
" " covering 1 "
City of Somerville, 1152 yds.
gravel at 10 cts.,
Jonathan Lassell, snow paths,
Austin L. Mansfield, " "
Andrew Young, " "
N. H. Dow, " '«
H. AT . Winslow, k ' < fc
Henry N. Oliver, " "
Sargent & Bartley, 15 loads
gravel at 8 cts., . . 1 20
,103 9(i $4,447 01
15 00
11 75
5 91
5 00
19 65
12 27
4 75
1 00
4 00
G 60
115 20
15 00
25 75
26 25
44 12
11 11
18 49
$4,447 01
CONCRETE SIDEWALKS.
Received from Town Treasurer, . . . $1,423 00
" " owners of estates, one half cost, 684 03
Total,
Paid White Bros, for 4,034 1-2 yds.
. walks at 34, .
White Bros, for 155 6-10 yds.
walks at 25, .
J. W. Morrison, measuring walks,
C. W. Eaton, printing, etc.,
• $2,107 03
371 73
38 90
8 00
4 37
Total, . . . $1,423 00
Town Treasurer, collections, 684 03 $2,107 03
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The following sums have been collect ed by the Commi s-
sioners and paid to the Treasurer :
Baptist Society, Main street, U5 28
John Perkins, " i i 14 01
J. N. Fames, Albion 14*02
John F. Wiley, " i t 23 85
George W. Aborn, " i i, 11 01
J. F. Hall, i i
'
16 42
H. F. Pitman, '« i i 16 07
Jas. F. Woodward, " i i 18 94
George W. Aborn, " i i 11 97
Est. John. E. Sweetser, Albion street, 9 18
M. S. Southworth, W. Chestnut street, 14 61
E. E. & Building Assn. i i a a 11 10
Preston Sheldon, i i u a 10 (Vo
A. W. Brownell, i i a a 13 44
John W. Lee, Avon and Eailroad Sts. 40 99
Benj. Mansfield, Yale Avenue, 33 15
J. N". Eyder, Bryant street, 10 01
Everett Hart, i i i i 14 47
a a a i i 25 23
Mrs. W. A. Eamsdell, t i i i 10 01
L. J. Moody, i i i t 17 13
George W. Aborn, 4 i i t 1 6 80
E. W. Eicker, i i i i 9 33
Mrs. I. G. Lord, a i 4 13 24
A. E. Bryant, i i i i 13 58
Mrs. C. A. Firman, i i I i
\
8 35
George Abbott, a i i. 12 GH
Andrew Young, i i a 26 (y2
Sadie J. Norcross, a i i 12 05
C. A. M. Taber, i i t i 7 84
George W. Aborn, . i i i 9 81
M. J. Mill, i i and Pleasant Si s. 27 84
Amount carriedforward
,
$560 28
us
Amount broughtforward,
Win. J. Rridger, Pleasant street,
George II. Madclock, Lawrence street,
Mrs. Nancy Boardman, Salem street,
S. K. Hamilton Guardian, " "
R. N. Howard, t; "
J. S. Newhall,
Warren Nichols, •' "
Alexander Turnbnll,
C. S. Emerson,
J. H. Cartland,
W K. Perkins,
Lake avenue,:
Central street, (special)
$560 28
9 13
23 27
4 50
11 29
10 10
14 26
9 69
9 72
12 34
7 05
12 40
Total, $684 03
J. W. Jenkins has not paid for the concrete walk in front
of his estate on Albion street. The bill (14.01) has been
placed in the hands of the Town Treasurer.
GUTTERS AND CROSSINGS.
Received from Town Treasurer,
Paid White Bros, for 436 8-10 yds.
Gutters, at 34, ... $148 51
White Bros, for 370 6-10 yds.
Crossings, at 50, . . . 185 30
333 81
$333 81
The work on the highways has been under the direction
of Mr. Dow, who has superintended nearly all the work
performed. Wc advertised for proposals to furnish gravel
by the cubic yard for grading on Main street, near the resi-
dence of Mrs. Flint. No bids were received. The town
should take action to procure gravel for grading, either by
purchase or by laying out pits as provided by law. In
some cases during the past year we have been obliged to
cart gravel a mile or more, and in one case have been out-
side the limits of our town to procure suitable grade.
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The wages paid in this department have been as follows :
laborers, 20 cents per hour ; horse and cart, 20 cents per
hour ; labor on stoiie work, 25 cents per hour ; superintend-
ent, 30 cents per hour; breaking snow path, 25 cents per
hour for man and 25 cents per hour for each horse.
We have caused stone bounds to be placed on Maple
street, Byron street and Yale avenue. We have also placed
signs at the entrance of all private ways.
By a vote of the town we were charged with the duty of
purchasing a Street Roller. A contract was made with Geo.
T. McLaughlin & Co., of Boston, who furnished us with a
first class roller for $200, the amount appropriated by the
town.
The town should take some action to provide a suitable
building in which to store the Road Scraper, Roller, Snow
Ploughs and other tools used in this department.
The contract for concrete walks, gutters and crossings
was awarded to White Bros, of No. Abington. The amount
of work performed is shown in the financial statement. The
work marked "special" was on Central street in front of the
residence of W. K. Perkins, the walk having been concreted
several years ago by Mr. Perkins, at his own expense, and a
contract was made to do the work at 25 cents per cubic yard,
the town allowing Mr. Perkins 17 cents per yard, the same
as allowed on new work.
RICHARD BRITTON,
B. B. BURBANK,
NATHANIEL H. DOW,
Road Commissioners.
Wakefield, March 1, 1884.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
Appropriation authorized
,
Expended as follows :
$3,000 00
MILITARY AID,
?aid Nelson Gammons, $168 00
Wm. P. Dyer, 108 00
Peter Connell, 96 00
D. A. Shanahan, 72 00
John P. Swain, 72 00
Timothy Haggerty, . 72 00
D. W. Chase, / . 52 00
Patrick Fay, 34 00
Jeremiah Whitehead, 12 00
Geo. W. Nichols, 6 00
V. IT. Ryder, .... 6 00
Total, $698 00
BOARD OF HEALTH.
Paid John M. Gate, service and travel,
C. W- Eaton, printing,
W. H. Twombly, «
Simon Froton, labor,
B. Donnelly, "
Fred C. Patch, distributing bills,
C. H. Davis, serving,
E. W. Davis, burying dog, &c.
A. N. Blanchard, <« "
Frank Whitford, " <4
A. W. Cate, burying cat,
$48 30
53 75
19 50
4 50
4 00
9 50
4 25
2 00
1 50
1 50
1 50
Total, $150 30
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RICHARDSON LIGHT GUARD.
Paid Warren Institution for Savings, rent from
Dec. 1, 1882 to March 1, 1884, .
Citizens' Gas Light Co., gas,
A. A. Mansfield, fuel, .
Wakefield Rifle Rano-e,
Total, .
PRINTING, STATIONERY, &C.
Paid C. W. Eaton, ptg. Town Reports,
" " sundry ptg. and adv'g,
\\r . H. Twombly, " "
A. W. Brovvnell, printing,
A. Mudge & Son. "
Doane and Greenough, sundries,
Winkley, Thorp & Dresser, "
Edw. E. Lee,
J. W. Locke, stamps, &c,
Total, . . • .
$375 00
130 20
18 25
25 00
$548 45
. $406 80
241 50
1)1 G3
17 75
14 00
21) 83
1 77
4 54
14 29
$822 17
SUNDRIES.
Paid Geo. H. Teague, Committee on 4th July,
S. K. Hamilton, legal services vs. City of
Lynn, ......
C. W. Eaton, examination and abstract of
Records for Assessors,
C. W. Eaton ,*acc't of tax sales and defect-
ive tax: titles, .....
C. F. Hartshorne, insurance on Hamilton
School Building, ....
C. F. Hartshorne, recording statistics,
C. F. Hartshorne, copying valuation,
Amount carriedforvjard, . .
$125 00
166 67
62 50
69 25
115 00
87 80
60 00
$086 22
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Amount broughtforward,. . . . $686 22
0. F. Hartshorne, selling grass, . . , 5 00
John F. Whiting, truant officer, . . 25 00
Geo. H. Teague, " " . ."
...
• 25.00
Geo. H. Teague, labor &c, . . 1160
Suburban Telephone Co., . . . 33 95
Roger Howard, damage to team, . . . 22 62
Geo. H. Hathaway, carriage hire, . . 29 00
Oliver Walton, return of deaths, . . 28 50
.
Wm. G. Skinner, " " . . 5 25
John A. Moloney, " " . . (5 25
Chas. Jordan, M. D., " births, . . 6 25
J.R. Mansfield, M.D.," " ". . 10 00
' H. C. Hall, circulating reports, . • 13 00
" " posting and notifications, .25 00
John P. Lovell & Sons, twisters, . . 6 30
H. A. Davis, sealing w'ts and measures, . 6 35
Jesse A. Dill, caterer for Legislative Com., 25 00
Clerk of Court, recording toy pistol regulations, 2 00
O. Y. Waterman, recording, . . . 1 21
J. H. Emerson, ringing bell, . . . 4 50
R. H. Mitchell, " " . • . . 2 50
Moses Staples, " kt . '. . 2 50
John F. Alexander etal, meals for prisoners, 1195
J, W. Heath, M. D., prof, services, police
department, . .'..."•'.. . 7 00
J. H. Eaton, keys and express, . ''. 6 90
. .Linnell & Co., express, . . . . 4 55
J. F. Emerson, binding reports, . . 1 00
Cutler Bros., oil for night police, ... 96
Oliver \\ralton, care Ezra Eaton lot, . . 2 00
S. F. Littlefield& Co., for police, . ",: 2 00
Peter B. Teed, care of trees, . . . 44 80
J. A. Meioney, care of lockup, ... 41 41
"of insane, ... 2 00
13 Total, $1,107 66
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KECAPITULATJO'K
Military Aid, ....
Richardson Light Guard,
Board of Health, .
Printing, Stationery, &c,
Other expenses,
Balance overdrawn,
PUBLIC READING ROOM.
Appropriation authorized.
Expended as follows :
Paid A. H. Davenport, furniture,
L. Descalzo & Co., steam heating,
E. H. Tarbell, gas fixtures,
Watson & Bishee, railing,
George H. Teague, labor, material etc.
E. G. Butman, show cards,
Winkley, Thorp & Dresser, tiles,
The Elastic Tip Co., tips,
A. J. Wilkinson & Co., door spring,
A. H. Rolfe & Co., magazines and papers,
E. E. Lee, papers, etc..
Cutler Bros., feather duster,
B. M. Boyce, clock,
Geo. F. Lucas, setting do.
J. W. Locke, p. O. hox,
L. F. Linnell, express.
IT. C. Hall, janitor 3 mos. to Jan. 1, 1884,
Total expended,
Balance unexpended, .
$ti!)8 00
548 45
150 30
822 17
1,107 ()(>
$3,326 58
326 58
$3,000 00
$500 00
141 75
75 40
26 75
24 95
60 30
3 00
3 33
7 81
5 50
1
(JS 23
8 00
3 50
13 00
50
1 00
i) 58
25 00
_ $477 61)
• 22 31
$500 00
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COLLECTORS' STATEMENTS.,
Tax of 1881.
Balance uncollected, ..... $4,836 01
Received as interest, ..... 382 01
*o.218 02
Paid Town Treasurer, . . . $4,316 C)(y
Abated by Assessors, . . . 001 36 $5,218 02
Tax of 1882.
Balance uncollected, . . . . $10,606 91
Received as interest, . . . . . 199 58
$10,806 49
Paid Town Treasurer, . . . $5,602 34
Abated by Assessors, . . . 50 57 $5,652 91
Balance uncollected, .... $5,153 58
RICHARD BRITTON, Collector.
March 1, 1884.
Tax of 1883.
Total amount assessed, ..... $54,604 11
Received as interest, ..... 10 82
$54,614 93
Paid Town Treasurer, . . . $43,227 11
Discounts allowed, . . . 1,594 86
Abated bv Assessors, . . . 522 92 45,344 89
Balance uncollected, .... $9,270 04
CHAS. F. WOODWARD, Collector.
March 1, 1884.
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TREASURER'S REPORT,
James. F. Emerson, Treas., in acct. with Town of Wakefield.
DR.
To cash balance in Treasury, March 5, 1883,
Hired on town notes,
Premium on town notes,
Jonathan Nichols, as a gift to the town, with cond
-
•
"-.; ; tions,.in aid of the Temperance Cause, accepte
by vote of the town April 2, 1883,
County Treas. acct., dog taxes, 1882.
18i3,
Overseers of Poor, receipts, 1882,
1883,
Selectmen, error of order,
Release of tax deeds,
C. F. Hartshorne, Auctioneer License,
John Day "
W. G. Skinner,
-.- II. B. Semple,
S. H. Gowing, Highway Surveyor, 1882,
Richard Britton, Collector, 1881,
/. -.. : " " " 1882,
Chas. F. Woodward, " 1883,
Income Town Hall, .
" " " rent of Courtroom, Sept. 1, '82
to Jan. 1, '84, ....
and for Janitor's service, April '83 to Jan. '84,
use of Town Hall Telephone,
Town Reading, custody of person and lockup fee
Lyman Tasker, Crvstal Lake rental, 1 yr. to Marcl
1, '81, .
State Treas. Corporation Taxes,
Nat. Bank
State Aid
" " Relief of Indigent Soldiers & Sailors,
" " Rent of Armory
;
St*te School Fnnd,
Cosmo Dc Cecca, State License to peddle fruit in
Wakefield, dated Jan. 26, '84, 1 year,
Fish Committee,
Road Commissioners acct. of concrete.
School Committee,
Sale of grass,
11 of plans Town Hall seats,
First Dist. Court, lockup fees.
Interest on Deposits,
. $3,093 2G
. 21,000 00
30 00
1
. 1,000 00
281 79
317 77
33 50
. 1,567 37
10 00
275 69
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
15 48
. 4,316 &}
. 5,602 31
43,227 11
745 10
200 00
38 00
15
4 00
20 00
4,508 72
1,047 61
2,575 50
488 00
300 00
212 61
1100
4 87
684 03
227 11
28 25
4 30
26 00
48 00
$91,952 22
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en.
By cash paid Town Orders, .
Principal on Loans, .
Interest on Funded Loans,
" Temporary "
Flint Memorial Fund to Beebe
Library, ..-..•
Richard Britton, Collector, for Tax Deeds,
For Registry of Deeds,
State Aid account,
'• Tax,
" Nat. Bank Tax,
Saugus Tax, .
County "
School Com., State School Fund,
Total cash paid,
Tow
. 860.072 13
. 17,500 00
. 2.477 50
140 48
60 00
122 52
170
. 1,909 75
. 3,210 00
. 1,070 68
4 41
. 2,393 21
212 61
. $89,174 99
Balance cash in Treasury, .1 $2,777 23
$91,952 22
io2
LOAN ACCOUNT.
Amount as per audit, March 5, 1883, . . $61,500 00
Since hired by Treasurer,
. . . 21,000 00
$82,500 00
Amount paid since March 5, 1883, . . 17,500 00
$65,000 00
Loans are now held March 5, 1884, being
Town Notes, Interest at 4 per cent., as follows, by
Lynn Inst'n for Savings, due July 5, '84, $1,500 00
State Treasurer <
a a
Lynn Inst'n for Savings,
State Treasurer,
Lynn Inst'n for Savings,
Gardner Savings Bank,
Lynn Inst'n for Savings,
Gardner Savings Bank,
Lynn Inst'n for Savings,
Gardner Savings Bank,
Lynn Inst'n for Savings,
a a a
a a a
a a a
u it a
Total,
. .
>.-."'.,
• $65,000 00
Note.—The majority ot above notes were sold at a premium,
making the rate ot interest less than 4 per cent.
Sept. 20, '84, 5,000 00
i i 20, '84, 5,000 00
July 5, '85, 1,500 00
Sept. 20, '85, 5,000 00
t i i i l i 5,000 00
July 5, '8C>, 1,500 00
Oct. 1. '86, 10,000 00
Aug. 3, '87, 1,500 00
Oct. 1, '87, 10,000 00
Auo-. 3, '88, 1,500 00
Oct: 1, '88, 10,000 00
Aug. 3, '89, 1,500 00
Nov. 13, '90, 1,500 00
Nov. 13, '91, 1,500 00
Nov. 13, '92, 1,500 00
Nov. 13, '93, 1,500 00
'town debt.
Amount of Notes bearing interest
March 5, 1884, . . .$65,000 00
Interest accrued on Notes to date, 1,025 00
Outstanding town orders, . . 290 96
Total liabilities, . . . $66,315 96
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Total liabilities broughtforward, . . $66,315 96
('ash balance in Treasury, . . 2,777 23
Due from State on acc't State Aid as
per monthly reports, 1883, . . 1,985 00
Due from State on acc't Military Aid,
one-half of annuity paid, $734 00, 367 00
Due on Tax List, 1882. . . . 5,153 58
«
- - " 1883, . . . 9,270 04
Total assets, . . . . $19,552 85
Net debt, $46,763 11
Net debt as per report this year, . 46,763 11
" " ." *« last " . 41,123 52
Increase since 1883 report, . . $5,639 59
Increased by new brick school house,
(Hamilton), .... 15,00000
Old debt reduced 9,360 41
LIST OF TAX DEEDS NOW HELD BY TOWN TREAS-
URER FOR NON-PAYMENT OF TAXES.
No. Tax. Dato of Deeds.
77 Owner Unknown,
(T. Lord Estate), 1878, July 12, 1880, $18 90
82 Owners Unknown,
(T. Lord Estate;, 1879, July 16, 1881, 27 81
90 Mark Crosby, 1880, July 28, 1882, 22 19
91 Owner Unknown,
(T. Lord Estate), 1880, July 28, 1882, 30 69
93 Lewis I. Kenrick, 1880, July 28, 1882, 15 40
94 *' '• " i i a a a 9 81
95 " M " a a a a 7 62
96 " " " i i 14 u i i 9 24
97 Mark Crosby, 1881, July 13, 1883, 24 18
98 Owner Unknown,
(B. A. Osgood Factory Est.)1881, July 13, 1883, 98 34
$264 18
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STATE AID.
Amount allowed to various individ-
uals for the year ending March 5,
1884, ..... $1,821 50
Balance due pensioners,unpaid March
1, 1823, 88 25
$1,909 75
The total sum of the above amount has been paid to pen-
sioners, and the amounts which have been paid to each per-
son, appear in the following statement
:
A. S.fAtherton, Guard, for
John Kell}',
Abbott, Jas. E.
Bateman, Elizabeth
Bessey, W. W.
Brown, Mary V.
Bryant. Ellen M.
Babcock. Geo. \V.
Chandler, Augusta M.
Clifford, Eliza X.
Coombs, T. W.
Clark, Hannah
Curtis Mary A.
Cowdrey, Adah E.
Davis, John
Davis, Martha A.
Drake. Alvin
Eaton, Victor
Edmunds, llodney
Fay, Patrick
Fay, Mary
Gammons Orlando N.
Greenleaf, C. H.
Goodwin, Caroline
Heath, Micah
Heath, Sarah
Hunter, JS'. C.
Ilurd, Jos. L.
Lanergac, Patrick
Locke, Lueinda 44 f«0
$'SQ 00 Mason, Sarah A. 52 00
18 00 Moses, Elizabeth, 52 00
48 00 Miller James, 45 00
50 00 Nichols, Hannibal 72 00
24 00 Oliver, James 54 00
20 00 Parker, Wm. D. GO 00
39 00 Parker, Flora W. 40 00
24 00 Parker, Esther S. 8 00
12 00 Pillinjr, Martha A. 52 00
52 00 Poland, Lucy E. G4 00
•44 00 Pinkham, Daniel G. 28 00
28 00 Richardson, Jos. II. 9 00
12 00 Sargent, John S. 8 00
5G 00 Sweetser, Lydia 48 00
40 00 Sweetser, Sarah 8 00
21 00 Townsend, G. W. 50 00
12 00 Townsend, Louisa 20 00
72 00 Weary, James 52 00
15 00 Whiting, Geo. X. 52 00
5 00 Wiley, Albeit S. 9 00
G 75 Wiley, Geo. H. 52 0©
45 00 Wiley, John 12 00
24 00 Woodis, Hiram, 39 00
56 00 Wiley, Elbridge A. 52 00
40 00 Wiley, Julia A. 24 00
58 00
24 00 81,909 75
24 00
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REPOKT
OF THE
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
OVERSEERS' GENERAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
RECEIVED,
Regular Town Appropriation, .... $4,50000
Cash received by Overseers,
from Almshouse sales,
" " board,
" other towns and cities,
" friends of the insane,
ki Road Commissioners, acct. of labor of
Peter Casey,
» k Miss A. J. Davis,
Total sum available for payments,
PAID.
Expense at Almshouse, poor, .
" " fixtures,
"' of home relief, . . . .
" " persons resident elsewhere, with set-
tlement here, . . . . 839 82
" " persons residing here, with settlement
elsewhere, ..... 337 58
li persons in hospitals, . . . 1,150 24
%i miscellaneous, . . . . 79 33
. 1,111 51
108 00
167 30
169 56
9 00
2 00
. $6,067 37
. $2,854 56
37 76
875 63
i i
4 .
Total expense, . . , . $6,174 92
Amount paid beyond appropriation, . . $107 55
14
10(5
EXPENSES OUTSIDE OF ALMSHOUSE.
CAKE OF INSANE IN HOSPITALS.
Paid Danvers Hospital, ac't of H. C. Flynn.
Geo. W. Clark,
Catherine Smith,
Sarah Bachellor,
Mary E. Osborne,
Mary E. Adams,
Nelson Sweetser,
Worcester
Taunton '
'
Worcester Asylum,
Total,
$176 41
194 82
53 86
182 21
169 5S
178 52
194 86
$1,150 24
AID TO PERSONS RESIDING IN WAKEFIELD
WITH SETTLEMENT ELSEWHERE.
Paid on ac't of Mrs. E. Stafford, Lynntield,
Geo. W. Babcock, Wenham,
E. L. Stickney, Lexington,
A. Martin, Woburn,
Albert W. Waitt, Melrose,
J. T. B. Hall, Saiiffus,
J. W. Fnrbush, Warren. .
A. eT. Davis, (State,)
S. Doucette, Boston,
\V. H. Batchelder, Salem,
A. F. Fisher, Falmouth,
W. J. Sloan, (State,)
Thomas Green, ;i
S. J. Gowcll, "
Mrs. Mannis, "
Total,
$48 95
98 35
89 28
20 00
11 50
22 00
23 25
2 00
2 00
7 00
3 50
1 90
3 75
3 00
1 10
$337 58
lot
AID TO PERSONS RESIDING ELSEWHERE WITH
SETTLEMENT IN WAKEFIELD
Paid Abbie E. Oliver, Reading, $50 00
Moses Barnes, Northbridge, 425 00
H. Walter Brown, Reading, M 88
Corey family, Monson, . 118 85
Walter Linwood, Marblehead, . 39 00
Henry Williams* Lynn, . 36 00
Hannah Hicks, Stonebam, 31 80
J. E. Smith, House of Correction 4 57
James Russell, Peabody, . 63 43
P. Farrington, House of Correction, . 4 29
Total, . $839 82
HOME RELIEF.
Paid Aid to children of B. F. Burlington, $108 28
family of Patrick Farrington, 47 75
" Samuel Emmons, 102 50
' Timothy Regan, 2d, 10 00
Barnard Derby, 21 00
" Peter Casey, . 75 50
" Daniel Shannahan, 17 25
Mrs. Josephine Sweetser, 104 00
* v Abbie Hawkes, 88 00
" Lawrence Deimehy,. 93 25
" John Donnelly, 5 25
" J. Kelly, 32 40
" H. Thompson, 6 27
" Porter Weston, 60 00
Mr. Matthew F. Leslie, 43 03
" Samuel Mayo, 52 25
" James Hennessy, 6 40
" Madden, 2 50
Total, .... $875 63
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Paid Gooch and Burditt, fees in Kicker case,
Expense of relieving 134 tramps,
Net outside expense.
$17 69
61 64
$79 33
Total outside expense, . $3 ,282 60
i i i i receipts, • 347 86
$2,934 74
OUTSIDE RECEIPTS.
From V. H. Osborne, acc't of Mary E. Osborne, $169 56
Town of Woburn, " Annie Martin, 20 00
TownofLynnfield, " E. Stanford,
Town of Wenham, " Gr. W. Babcock,
Koad Commissioners, labor of Peter Casey,
Miss A. J. Davis, acc't of nursing,
48 95
98 35
9 00
2 00
Total, $347 S(j
RECAPITULATIONS OF EXPENSE.
OUTSIDE.
For Insane Hospital expense, .
home relief, outside of Almshouse,
persons with settlement here,
" " «' elsewhere,
miscellaneous outside expense, •
Total expense,
Leaving net outside expense,
Net outside expense, last year,
$1,150 24
875 63
839 82
337 58
79 33
$3,282 60
$2,934 74
$2,568 42
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DETAILED ALMSHOUSE EXPENSES.
GROCERIES.
Paid Cutler Bros., $82 40
A. S. Atherton, 31 01
W. L. Griffin, 92 69
Ira Atkinson, 100 74
A. J. Plutchinson, 23 83
W. A. Cutter, 115 74
E. W. Eaton, 49 79
James W. Dean, 16 88
H. L. Day, . 24 00
Lane & Co., 13 20
M. A. Chesley, 51 13
Wm. G. Strong, 8 68
Total,
GRAIN ANI) FEED.
Paid Cutler Bros., $40 50
A. S. Atherton, 18 65
W.L. Griffin, 78 05
Ira Atkinson, 31 25
A. J. Hutchinson, 22 55
E. W. Eaton, 32 22
W. A. Cutter, 24 61
M. A. Chesley, 43 07
Geo. E. Donald (offal), 65 26
D. M. Carter (offal), 6 75
Total,
MEAT, FISH AN]) PROVISIONS.
Paid John W. Jenkins, . $89 97
Taylor & Hanley, . 90 91
W. D. Deadman, 71 60
Epes Butler, . 21 75
George E. Donald, 2 00
Total, • •
$'610 09
$362 91
$276 23
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DRY GOODS, CLOTHING, BOOTS AND SHOES.
Paid Chas. H. Patch,
C. O. Anderson.
Jordan Marsh & Co.,
Richard Britton,
I. O. Wiley,
Everett G. Daland.
Quannapowitt Clothing House,
A. A. Hawkes,
Total,
$15 15
18 44
12 50
16 20
3 40
1 50
1 80
1 15
$70 14
WOOD AND COAL.
Paid Wakefield Coal Co., $128 26
MEDICAL EXPENSES.
Paid J. YV. Heath, services,
Howland & Place, medicines.
Total,
LABOR EXPENSES.
Paid Charles Currier 11 months farm
S12 50
5 50
labor, $222 00
Simon Froton, 6 00
J. VT. Bothwick, 3 00
For help in housework,
. 47 00
Total,
TOCjLS AND GARDEN SEEDS.
aid Whittemorc Bros, for farming
tools, $60 50
Parker & Gannett, seeds. 5 05
Geo. E. Donald, " 7 15
B. W. Oliver, 12 75
Total,
$18 00
$278 00
$85 45
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HARDWARE AND BLACKSMITH WORK.
Paid Young and Hutch nson, $6 26
Thomas Little, • . 5 15
T. McCoubrey, . . 6 75
Joshua Walton, . 4 00
John A. Blount, . » 1 50
Geo. M. Kelley, , . 2 33
Geo. E. Donald, , , 3 50
Total, • . -. $29 49
wheelwright's work and repairs.
Paid Edwards Bros $10 00
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS
.
Paid Geo. \V. AJborn, drain pipe, . $10 24
James Westgate, lumber for hen
house. ....
G. Oliver, labor on hen house,
E. I. Purrington, feed boxes,
J. G. Morrill, windows, .
Mr. Leavis, "
Wm. Darling, 4t
F. Poole, painting room, .
D. Goss, repairs.
Geo. E. Donald, repairs, .
Total, . . . $37 76
STOCK EXPENSES.
3
aid S. P. Kirby, yoke of oxen,
Joseph Kirk, cow, .
A. L. Dunshee, cow,
J. B. Nichols, cow, .
W. L. Griffiin, 2 pigs,
Geo. E. Donald, shoats,
11 " " swine & fowls,
Total . . . S379 25
10 92
2 80
2 90
1 25
2 00
3 00
1 50
2 40
75
$170 00
75 00
67 50
25 00
21 00
16 00
4 75
15
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SALARY ACCOUNT.
Paid Geo. E. Donald, 1 month,
" " " 12 months, to
April 1, '84,
Total, . . . $458 33
$33 33
425 00
5ES.
$12 50
9 70
8 75
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
Paid G. W. Cunningham, manure,
W. L. Griffin,"
Thomas Green, *<
O. Walton, burial E. A. Love-
land, .
. . 22 00
J. G. Morrill, expenses at Mon-
son, . . . . 14 30
J. G. Morrill, ice,
,
7 75
C. W. Eaton, Citizen & Banner, 2 00
Geo. E. Donald, rubber cover, . 6 00
C. E. Hamilton, repairing clock, 1 00
D. C. Wright, dressing hog, . 1 50
James Eaton, attendance on sick
cow, .... 3 00
J. T. Atwood, attendance on sick
cow, .
Wakefield Coal Co., lime,
S. F. Littlefield, sundries,
Geo. E. Donald, pasturing cow,
Cate & Jewett. lumber,
T. J. Horgan, repairing harness,
A. L. Maclachlan, horse collar,
" " " repairing har-
ness, ....
Geo. E. Donald, sundries,
J. H. Eaton, expressing, .
D. Hegarty, digging grave of J.
Noonan, . . . . 3 00
Total, . . . $148 41
Total Almshouse expense, .... $2,892 32
4 00
1 25
13 39
5 00
4 62
1 75
3 50
3 00
18 30
2 10
lis
DETAILED ALMSHOUSE RECEIPTS.
From Chas. H. Davis, acc't of Charles Davis, $72 00
Geo. E. Donald, " Mrs. Gould, 12 00
" " " " Henry McCulloug]li 20 00
" " "
4
' Rose Durgin, 4 00
account of sale of one pair of oxen, 170 00
'< " cow, 33 00
' " calves, 2 25
' " heifer, 15 00
' " shoats, 11 00
" pigs, 51 50
,' " chickens, 2 00
' " swine, 30 21
" milk, 645 80
" eggs, 11 07
.
" "
w
* potatoes, 29 40
i " apples, 1 00
•' " peas, 3 50
" " beets, 2 00
" i4 poultry, 9 60
" pork, 23 80
li " wood, 50 00
>4 " barrels, 2 00
" junk, 50
" offal, 188
" of use of oxen, . 11 00
" " difference in sleds,
Total,
5 00
. $1,219 51
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ALMSHOUSE INVENTORY, MARCH 1, 1884.
One Morgan horse,
Three cows at $75 each,
Two cows, .
One heifer, .
Seventeen swine, .
Fifty fowls, .
Hay, grain and feed,
Manure, 20 cords, ,
Coal, 10 tons,
Wood, 30 cords,
Carriages and harnesses,
Farming tools,
Household goods,
Provisions
,
Total,
$250 00
225 00
85 00
Ho 00
106 00
38 00
-$739 00
148 00
160 00
70 00
150 00
438 00
253 00
440 00
146 00
$2544 00
INMATES OF ALMSHOUSE, MARCH 1, 1884.
Age.
. . 85 years.
66
"
32
88 " (board repaid.)
OVERSEERS' FINAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
Sarah Nichols,
John Mertins,
Annette Mayo,
Charles Davis.
Whole expense on Almshouse account,
Less, paid for permanent fixtures, $37 76
Less, also, cash paid Treasurer, 1,567 37
Add Inventory of March 1, 1883, .
Total,
Deduct Inventory of March 1, 1884,
$2,892 32
$1,605 13
1,287 19
2,341 28
3,628 47
2,544 00
lit
LEAVING.
Net cost of Poor at Almshouse, . . . 1,084 47
Outside Relief, . . . ' . 2,934 74
Total net cost of Support of the Poor, 4,019 21
ALMSHOUSE INMATES.
First of the year, . 6
Close of the year, . . . 4
Largest number, 15
Smallest number, 4
Average number, 7 (nearly).
Cost per week, per inmate, $2 96-100
Last year, ..... 2 92-100
Tramps received at Lock-up, . 134
Cost of Tramps, for the year, . . $61 64
OVERSEERS' GENERAL REPORT.
The Town Farm and Almshouse have been under the care-
ful and efficient charge of Mr. and Mrs. George E. Donald
during the year just closed, and their services have been
secured for the year ensuing.
Improvements have been made on the Farm by grading a
portion of the Flats which have been heretofore unproduc-
tive, and increased returns of hay are expected from this
source. Boulders from the fields and pastures have been
removed to a great extent ; a wood lot that was burned
over last year has been cleared up, from which has been cut
some thirty or more cords of Avood. Stone walls and fences
have been repaired, thus making an improvement in the gen-
eral appearance of the Farm and its surroundings.
The crops were seriously injured by the drought of last
summer, but enough was raised to show what the Farm is
capable of under favorable circumstances.
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Six cows have furnished all the milk required for Alms-
house use for the year, while the sum of $645.80 has been
realized from the sale of milk to outside parties. This
income is believed to be larger than has ever been received
from this source, and shows what can be done in this direc-
tion with a capable Superintendent.
Katie Blakeney who was committed to our charge by the
Judge of the Municipal Court in Boston, wTas 14 years old
last August ; Frank B. Fay, General Agent of the Society of
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children has been appointed
her guardian and has removed her from the Almshouse thus
relieving the Town from further care.
One death has occurred at the Almshouse, that of Mrs.
Jane NoonanonFeb. 23, 1884. Otherwise the health of the
inmates' has been general]}7 " good.
OUTSIDE RELIEF.
Henry H. Corey and family of Monson whose case was
reported last year have received personal attention of the
Overseers. His settlement is a military one. As they could
not conveniently be removed to our Almshouse an arrange-
ment was made with the Town of Monson to aid them. Mr
Corey died the 26th of February, 1884, and it is hoped that
the family may now be removed here, making the expense
to the Town less.
Moses Barnes is now living in Northbridge, Mass., receiv-
ing aid from the Overseers of that town at our expense.
During the year th6 Overseers have visited Northbridge sev-
eral times to see if he could be removed here, but found it
impossible owing to his condition. He has paralysis, and is
confined to his bed with no prospect of recovery, needing
constant care and attention. This accounts in a great meas-
ure for the excessive expenditure of $400.33 over the previous
year, in the Outside Kelief department of persons whose
residence is here.
Forty-nine families representing one hundred and twenty-
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nine persons have received aid from the Town during the
year. Of this number ninety have settlements in this town,
while the remaining thirty-nine belong to the State or other
cities and towns.
The case of B. F. Burlington, who was arrested last year
under the provisions of Chapter 270 of the Acts of 1882,
was carried to the Superior Court. This Court has sustained
the decision of the lower court, and he is noAV serving out a
sentence for unreasonably neglecting to provide for his minor
children.
Whole number of Tramps lodged in the Lockup during
the year was 134.
An increase in the population of the Town brings an in-
crease of expense in this as well as other departments of the
Town. The Overseers have exercised great care especially
in dispensing outside relief in order to keep the expenses
within the appropriation granted.
HIRAM EATON, ) Overseers
JOSEPH CONNELL, \ of
JOHN G. MORRILL, S the Poor.
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ASSESSORS' REPORT.
Valuation of estates, real and personal, taxed in this town
May 1st, 1883 :
Valuation of Eeal Estate, . . . $3,052,000 00
Personal'*
. . . 352,122 00
Resident Bank Stock (Nat. B'k of So. Reading,) 54,784 00
Total valuation, . . . $3,459,906 00
Whole number of polls, males, 1,654, at $2 00, $3,308 00
Amount of State tax, . .$3,210 00
County tax, . . 2,393 21
Town Appropriations, . . 46,875 00
$52,478 21
Total amount assessed including overlay, $53,476 63
Rate of taxation $14 50 per $1^000.
Number of dwelling houses taxed, . . . 1,060
horses " ... 313
" cows << . . . 224
" acres of land " . . . 3,734
Value ot real estate and machinery of corpora-
tions, $501,015 00
Value of real estate in Wakefield exempted by
law from taxation, .... 147,000 00
Number of steam boilers ..... 21
Aggregate horse power, ..... 721
Respectfully submitted,
DAVID PERKINS,
CHAS. F. HARTSHORNE, \> Assessors.
CIIAS. F. WOODWARD,
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT.
The Report of the Selectmen upon the different matters
under their supervision, for the year ending April 1st, 1884,
is hereby respectfully submitted.
NEW PAKK.
Appropriation authorized . . . $10,000 00
Sale of Grass, 28 25
Total, ....
$10,028 25
Expended, $190 00
The action of the Town in accepting the "Park Act" has
been officially communicated to the Secretary of State,
by the Secretary of this Board, and the publication of the
required certificate by the State official has been duly certi-
fied to the Town Treasurer by the Secretary of the Com-
monwealth.
By vote of the town passed May 7th, 1883, the Treasurer
Avas authorized, with the approval of the Selectmen, to hire
,
ten thousand dollars in notes of one thousand dollars each,
to meet the conditions of the bequests in the will of Corne-
lius Sweetser, and it was also voted that the sum of one
thousand dollars be raised annually, for the next ten years,
to meet the payment of these notes. This sum with the
bequest of Mr. Sweetser ($10,000) to be expended in improv-
ing and beautifying the new park. Our citizens will be
called upon at our next annual town meeting to vote for
three Park Commissioners.
INTRODUCTION OF WATER.
Under date of Dec. 1st, 1883, the Selectmen were noti-
fied by the Wakefield Water Company of their readiness to
16
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complete their contract, for the introduction of water into
the town, and the 13th of the same month was assigned as
the time for testing the hydrants. The trial was first made
upon those upon Main street, on each side of the Town Hall
building, followed by those upon, and near the junction of
Pleasant and Salem streets, and finally of those upon Main
street near the residence of Mr. Lucius Beebe. The result
in each case was highly satisfactory, the water being thrown
from fifty to seventy-five feet in a perpendicular stream by
the force of reservoir pressure alone. Each hydrant was
also tested by the Chief Engineer, and by him reported to
the town as in a satisfactory condition for their designed
use.
PERAMBULATION OF TOWN LINES.
The line between the towns of Melrose and Wakefield,
was perambulated by the Selectmen of the respective towns,
on the 27th of Oct. 1883, in conformity with law, and the
monuments found in good condition.
TOWN HALL BUILDING.
Appropriation authorized, • . . $1000 00
Keceipts (as per vote of the town) . 983 10
1983 10
Expended . . . 1994 51
Many much needed repairs and improvements have been
made upon the interior of the edifice, and it is believed that
the whole is now in a state of complete repair. By vote
of the town Nov. 26th, the sum of three hundred dollars
was appropriated to meet the expense of covering the steam
pipes in the basement of the building with a cement com-
posed of asbestos, and insoluble earth, to secure and convey
to the different radiators the entire amount of heat generated
by the boiler. This vote has been carried out at an expense
of $275.00 with very satisfactory results.
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At the same meeting the sum of $75.00 was appropriated
to cover the expense of a Gas Regulator for the building.
This was purchased and placed for the sum named, securing
it is believed a saving of one hundred feet, in each eleven
hundred feet of gas.
Bv vote of the town Dec. 10th, the sum of two hundred
dollars was appropriated for conveying water into the build-
ing. This was accomplished at an expense of $212,32.
STREET LAMPS.
By vote of the town Dec. 26th, 1883, the sum of $200,
was appropriated for placing street lamps upon Melvin,
Water, Bryant, Elm, W. Chestnut and Salem streets; this
vote has been carried out, and in addition a lamp has been
placed upon Lake street. The lighting of the lamps in the
central part of the town has been attended to in a very un-
satisfactory manner indeed, causing much dissatisfaction
among the citizens, as well as annoyance, and regret to the
Selectmen.
INSURANCE.
Policies for the following amounts of insurance are now
held upon the public buildings.
Building. Sum. Company. Expires.
Town Hall, $5,000 Lancashire, Eng., Sept. 10, IS 84.
•« 5,000 Franklin. Phil., March 13, 1886
t. 10,000 No. America, Phil., a a
" 10,000 Com'l Union, Londoi 1 , it (i
• 5,000 Phoenix " . ( >•
.< 10,000 Liverpool & London & Globe. a a
" 5,000 Pennsylvania, Phil., Dec. 1, 1886.
'• Furniture, 5,000 Royal, Liverpool, Aug. 3, 1881.
Beebe Town Library, 2,000 iEtna, Hartford, .Tune 24, 1884.
i 1 ..
•2,000 Dorchester Mutual, Bo ston, May 1,18*6.
High School, 5,000 London & Lancashi re, Liverpool, Jan. 9, 1887.
it 5,000 No. America Phil., i: u
it 10,000 American " Sept. 12. J887.
H 5,000 Royal, Liverpool, " u
" 5,000 Pennsylvania, Phil., April 1, 1887.
North School, 2,000 Guardian. London, May 9. 1886.
West «• 2,000 »< £« •• 6, '•
Centre " 4,000 '• •• 3, "
" Academy, 3,000 (1 <i
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Montrose School, 2,000 Home, New York, Nov. 18, 1887
South a 2,000 li a !< (t
Franklin a 2,000 Royal. Liverpool, Jan. 8, 1887.
<< a 2,000 Sun Fire, London, Feb. 1,1888,
Woodville it 4,000 London & Lancashire, Nov. 8, 1887.
Almshouse and Barn, 2,250 Citizen's, New York, July 11, IP88
ti ti 2,250 National, <; it a
New Ham ilton School,
.1
5,000
5.000
Royal, Liverpool,
Guardian, London.
Dec. 1, 1888.
« a a 1,000 Pennsylvania, Phil., Feb. 18. 1*89.
it .< Furniture , 1,000 " ' ; *
LYNN WATER SUPPLY.
A movement was commenced by the City of Lynn by a
petition to the Legislature for authority to take water from
Saugus Kiver, to increase the supply for that City. This
was opposed by the Board and by many citizens of the town
as threatening to destroy our ancient source of drainage.
The expense in opposing it was considerable, but was war-
ranted in our judgment by the importance of the subject,
but owing to causes beyond our control our opposition was
unsuccessful.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES OLIVER, > Selectmen
OTIS V. WATERMAN, I of
A. W. BROWNELL, ) Wakefield.
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POLICE REPORT,
Police Office, Wakefield, Mass.,
March 1, 1884.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen ;
Gentlemen,—The report of this Department from June
1, 1883 to March 1, 1884, is herewith respectfully sub-
mitted :
ARRESTS.
Whole number, . . 51
Males, ........ 46
Females. . . . . . . . .5
Minors, ........ 3
NATURE OF CRIME.
Drunkenness, . ....... 14
Bur^larv, . . . 2
Drunkenness, assault and avoiding fare, 2
Disturbance of the peace, . 4
Assault, . ... . 12
Highway robbery, .... 1
Vagrancy, 1
Insanity, ...... 1
Assault, and default warrant,
. 1
Malicious mischief, .... 5.
Common drunkard. ....
, 2
Default warrant, . . . . 1
Larceny, ...... 1
Threatening bodily harm , . 1
Larceny, and assault on officer, .
.
2
Disobedience, .....
. 1
Total, ....
. 51
Respectfully submitted,
J. S. BATCHELDER,
Chief of Police.
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NIGHT WATCH REPORT.
Wakefield, March 1, 1884.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen,—The report of this Department, commenc-
ing March 1, 1883 and ending Feb. 29, 1884, is herewith
respectfully submitted
:
Males, . 26
Females,
Assault, . 4
Burglary, 1
Drunkenness, . 8
Vagrancy, . 4
Malicious mischief, . 5
Default warrant, 1
Disturbing the peace, . 2
Larceny, . 1
Alarms of fire by night, 11
Places of business found open, 27
Stray teams cared for, 4
Stray horses cared for, 3
People assisted home, 22
People assisted in finding lodgings, 18
Disturbances suppressed, . 15
Stray children found, . 2
JOHN A. MELONEY,
JOHN F. WHITING,
Night Police.
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LOCK-UP REPORT,
Wakefield, March 1, 1884.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
;
Gentle3ien,—The report of this Department from March
1, 1883, to March 1, 1884, is herewith respectfully sub-
mitted :
One hundred and thirty-four tramps have been provided
with lodgings at the Lock-up from Feb. 15th, 1883 to March
1st, 1884.
There have been received from the First District Court of
Eastern Middlesex, for the town of Wakefield, as lock-up
fees, from March 1st, 1883, to March 1st, 1884, $17.50.
There have also been received, as lock-up fees due from
last year, $8.50.
JOHN A. MELONEY,
Lock-up Keeper,
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ENGINEERS' REPORT,
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen,—The Engineers of the Fire Department
herewith present their annual report, in which a detailed
statement of its force and apparatus, together with a com-
plete record of all tires and other information relating to its
work and present condition are given.
FORCE.
The force of the Department numbers 84 men, including a
Chief and two Assistant Engineers, and the following named
companies and apparatus :
Steamer Lucius Beebe Co. No. 1 ; Foreman, Justin How-
ard, 15 men.
One fourth class Silsbv Steam Fire Engine.
C. Wakefield Engine Co. No. 2; Foreman, Thomas
Hickey, 35 men.
One Hunneman Hand Engine.
Washington Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1, Truck ; Foreman,
David C. Malcolm, 20 men.
Chemical Engine Co. No. 1 ; Foreman, W. C. Allen >
11 men.
One Chemical Engine.
One two-wheeled Hose Carriage, stationed in Chemical
House, in charge of Foreman W. C. Allen.
Yale Engine, out of commission. Housed on Park street,
near Main.
One four-wheeled Hose Carriage.
One Supply Wagon.
One Fire Extinguisher, located at Town House.
Fifty-one Johnson Pumps and Buckets.
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Three thousand two hundred feet of hose, a small portion
of which is not thoroughly reliable for steamer service or
hydrant pressure under certain possible conditions.
One Lowry Hydrant Base, on Main street, near Lincoln
street, for which a four or six nozzle head should be pro-
vided.
Sixty double nozzle Fire Hydrants, furnished by the
Wakefield Water Company. And said Hydrants, at the re-
quest of your Honorable Board, were carefully examined and
tested by your Chief Engineer, assisted by the Superintend-
ent of Water Works, and were found to be in good order
and of sufficient force and capacity for the throwing of two
good, efficient fire streams from each and every hydrant.
And it is the opinion of your Engineers that with this
great accession to the forces already named, for the suppres-
sion of fire in the thickly settled portions of the town, there
might be some changes made for the reduction of apparatus
and men. After careful thought, we would respectfully
offer the following: suggestions, or recommendations, forO CTCT 7
your consideration :
That the Chemical Engine Company be changed to a Hose
Company.
That the C. Wakefield Engine be placed on the retired
list.
That the Chemical Engine take its place for the protection
of that section of the town.
That one thousand feet of hose be purchased for hydrant
service.
That for the better protection of life, in the event of a fire
in Wakefield's Block, a portable fire escape be located in the
upper story thereof.
That the town offer a substantial, standing reward for the
detection, conviction and punishment of incendiaries.
That an electro-mechanical tower-bell striker be placed in
connection w7ith one of our heaviest bells, (if permission of
17
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the society owning it could be obtained,) for the giving of
lire alarms.
That the cause of all tires be investigated, and the sale of
low-test kerosene oils prohibited.
That the steamer and the horses should be nearer each
other, and, finally, that the town should soon take into con-
sideration the question of new, more commodious and more
centrally located quarters for the Fire Department.
We trust that you will give these matters your careful
consideration, to the end that the efficiency of our Depart-
ment may be maintained and that disaster from fire may not
come to us.
FIRES AND ALARMS.
The loss by fire during the past year has been light, and
in almost every case was confined to the building in which
the fire originated. Two or three incipient fires have been
put out by holders of Johnson Pumps, who showed courage
and good judgment in not alarming the entire town, where a
few buckets of water only were required.
There have been 19 alarms of fire, 18 of which were re-
sponded to by the prompt turning out of the entire depart-
ment, and one fire where one company failed to get the
alarm.
April 1st, 1883. Fire at Woodville. House of Henry
MoCul lough. Totally destroyed. Supposed cause, an over-
heated brick oven. Loss $2000. Insurance $1400.
April 26th. Alarm rung in by boys for a grass fire in the
vicinity of Bear Hill.
April 27th. Alarm rung in by boys for a light seen in
the vicinity of Lexington. This was a wanton and malicious
alarm.
May 3d. Alarm for fire set in the woodlands of Thomas
Cox at Lynnfield. Another piece of malicious mischief.
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May 9th. Fire at the house of Mr. Joseph Cartwright.
Fire confined to interior of house. Cause, a defective flue.
Damage $400. Insured.
June 17th. Fire in Reading. Large business block and
one dwelling-house totally destroyed. Chief Engineer
Parker called for assistance and the Steamer "Lucius Beebe"
was at once dispatched.
June 28th. Fire at the barn of Cyrus Wakefield. Cause
unknown. Damage $200. Insured.
July 12th. Fire at Michael Holclen's. Barn and contents
damaged. Received on insurance $235. Cause unknown.
July 19th. Fire on Elm street. Barn owned by Walton &
Aborn. Loss $25. Set by children.
Aug. 15th. Fire at Greenwood. Cider mill owned by
James B. Forsythe. Cause unknown. Loss $300. Insur-
ance $300.
Sept. 5th. Fire in swamp near New England Ice Houses.
Supposed to have been set by locomotive.
Sept. 5th. Fire in house on Otis street. Damage very
slight.
Sept. 5th. False alarm.
Sept. 6th. Fire in woods at Woodville. Incendiary.
Sept. 6th. Fire in woods between Wakefield and Read-
ing. Supposed to have been set by a locomotive.
Sept. 27th. Fire alarm. Burning of grass in Lynnfield
meadows. Cause, supposed to have been set by locomotive.
Oct. 6th. Fire caused by swamp clearing at Woodville.
Still alarm. Taken care of by the H. F. P. A.
Oct. 7th. Fire in the woods at Woodville. Fire extin-
guished with a Johnson Pump. Cause, incendiary.
Oct. 25th. Fire in a small shed on Richardson street.
Damage slight. Cause, unknown.
Nov. 30th. House and barn at Greenwood owned by
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Mrs. Burrell. Totally destroyed. Valued at $1900. In-
sured for $3000. Cause, upsetting of a kerosene lamp.
No alarm being sounded the department did not respond.
Dec. 29th. Fire at Lake Cottage, Saugus.
Jan. 12th, 1884. Fire in large boarding house owned by
Cyrus Wakefield. Damage by fire and water about $500.
Insured. Caused by a careless smoker.
First use of Water Company's hydrant at a fire.
Feb. 23d. Still alarm. Caused by a burning chimney in
a tenement house owned by Chas. Bateman.
Mr. Patrick Kenny responded to this alarm with Johnson
Pump No. 20, and rendered a service which entitles him to
our thanks, and adds another proof of the value of these
small pumps when promptly managed.
The location of Johnson Pumps has not changed since last
year, with the exception of No. 24 transferred to Mrs. H. N.
Flint's, Main st., No. 38 transferred to John J. Brooks, For-
est st., No. 42 transferred to John McGlory, Jr., Elm st.
In closing this report we desire to tender our thanks to
the Selectmen and other town officials, for the interest
shown by them in the welfare of the department, and their
uniform courtesy at all times.
To the officers and members of the Fire Department we
are under renewed obligations for the good will shown dur-
ing the past year. By their devotion to duty and the
promptness with which they have responded to all alarms,
they have maintaineditheir former good and well-earned rep-
utation.
We are not unmindful of the independent, self-supporting-
organizations, outside the regular Fire Department,—the
Fountain Engine Company and the H. F. P. Association.
Both are entitled, to a share of praise, and the thanks of
the community they endeavor to faithfully serve.
Our thanks are also due Messrs. Hathaway, Dow and
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others, and their assistants, for prompt responses to all
alarms, and for skillful handling of the horses. On one
occasion the excellent management of the driver prevented
what might have proved a very serious disaster.
We are pleased to report that none of the members have
met with accidents in the discharge of their duty worthy of
mention, nor have any died during the past year.
The expense of the Department exceeded the amount esti-
mated. See report of Auditors, page 76.
And we would recommend for the ensuing year that the
sum of $5,000, including Hydrant Service, be raised and
appropriated for the Fire Department.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES H. CARTER, )
OWEN CORCORAN, } Engineers.
ROGER HOWARD, Sec, )
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REPORT OF FISH COMMITTEE.
The eighth annual report of the Fish Committee of Wake-
field is herewith submitted.
And it differs but little from those which have preceded it,
as the movements of the fish are in the order of nature from
season to season, unless interfered with by the devices of
men.
The alewives came up from the sea in about the usual
numbers for a short time during the first part of the season
,
when it was found that the Fish Way gates were shut, thus
retarding the movements of the schools of fish.
The State Commissioners were notified and measures were
promptly taken to do away with this trouble, when the fish
again went forward and on into the lake. Large numbers
of the young fish went out of the lake before the unprece-
dented drought cut off their escape. But large numbers
must have remained in the lake until the midwinter rise of
water.
A constantly increasing growth of water weeds seems to
be filling the lake in a manner previously unobserved, inter-
fering with both rowing and sailing.
And there is no remedy known to the Committee to
obviate this state of affairs.
Fishing appears to* have been as good as last year, so far
as the returns have been made, but we regret to say that
they have come in very slowly.
Total number of permits issued . . . . 252
Number returned ...... 38
Leaving a balance unaccounted for . . . 214
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On which no estimate of catch can be made. Following
is a list of fish taken according to returns sent in.
83 Black Bass, 262 Pickerel, 32 White Perch, 1961 Red
Perch, 226 Miscellaneous Fish. Total number, 2674. Total
weight, 990 lbs.
With the exception of carelessness on the part of holders
ot permits, in not making returns as they should do, the
regulations have been well observed, and there have been no
cases of illegal fishing. A party from out of town laboring
possibly under a misapprehension of the situation, went out
to fish, but were waited on by the executive officer of the
Committee who informed them of the regulations, and they
at once returned to the shore, and desisted from anv further
attempt to fish.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
SAMUEL PARKER, JR., ) w . ,
CHARLES H. DAVIS, V n .„HOWARD EMERSON, ) ^ommutee >
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REPOKT
OF THE
APPROPRIATION COMMITTEE.
The Committee chosen by the town at the last annual
meeting have held three meetings, and after consulting with,
and hearing the statements of, the Boards charged with theCD ' C
expenditure of the various appropriations, would respectfully
report as follows, and recommend the following appropria-
tions for the next financial year.
For Payment of Town Debt,
Interest on Town Debt,
Support of Schools,
School Contingent Fund,
Poor Department,
Fire Department,
Expense of Street Lamps,
Town House Expenses,
Highways and Bridges,
Repairs of sidewalks with concrete, where
abuttors are willing to bear one-half of
such expense, ....
Concrete crosswalks and gutters, .
Beebc Town Library, the funds now in
hands of Town Treasurer from doe:-
tax and ......
Support of Reading Room,
$5,000 00
3,500 00
16,200 00
1,500 00
4,500 00
2,000 00
1,200 00
2,000 00
5,000 00
750 00
350 00
500 00
225 00
$42,725 00
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Salaries of Town Officers to be divided as
follows :
For Town Treasurer, . . $200 00
Town Clerk, ... 100 00
Board of Selectmen, . . 400 00
" Assessors, . . 400 00
« Overseers of Poor, 250 00
" School Committee, 250 00
" Fire Engineers, . 75 00
Auditors, . . 100 00
4i Road Commissioners, 200 00
Tax Collector, . . . 400 00
Constable and Police, . . 350 00
$2,725 00
Miscellaneous expenses, . . . 3,000 00
Total, . . . $48,450 00
We recommend that tho compensation of Enginemen for
the year commencing May 1, 1884, be fixed at the sum of
fifteen dollars and a poll-tax or its equivalent.
Respectfully submitted,
YV. F. YOUNG, Chairman,
LUCIUS BEEBE,
THOMAS WINSHIP,
JAMES F. EMERSON,
S. O. RICHARDSON,
EVERETT HART,
T. J. SKINNER,
THOMAS HICKEY,
JOSHUA PERHAM,
J. O. BLANCHARD,
A. W. BROWNELL, Sec'y.
is
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HAMILTON SCHOOL BUILDING.
To the Citizens of Wakefield
:
Your Committee ask leave to report that the Hamilton
School Building is nearly completed, and will be ready for
occupancy at the beginning of the next school term in April.
We employed for architect our townsman, R. Pote Wait,
Esq.. accepted his plans, and after advertising, in conform-
ity with your instructions, finally awarded the contracts to
our townsmen, Mr. David Perkins and Mr. Dennis Greaney,
their bids having been, if not the very lowest of the thirteen
submitted, manifestly the best, considering as factors their
lesponsibility, and well-known character for faithfully exe-
cuting their contracts.
We regret that the cost will considerably exceed the ap-
propriation, but anticipate the pleasure of presenting to the
town an edifice of superior material and workmanship, well
adapted for school purposes, and to the needs of the locality
where it is situated.
We think that all who take the trouble to examine the
building will be pleased with it, and that no one, after a fair
inspection, will complain of its cost.
We respectfully ask the town to make a further appropri-
ation of four thousand one hundred dollars to cover the de-
ficiency, and for heating and furnishing the building, and for
grading and fencing the premises, basing our estimate on
the following figures, which show the items of cost as nearly
as can be stated at this time.
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Land at cottier of Albion and Lake sts., 21,825 ft. $2,481 87
David Perkins, contract for School Building, . 12,550 00
" " outhouse, . . 1,000 00
II. Pote Wait, architect, . . . . 600 00
F. A. Lewis, tablet 110 00
:,741 87
Deduct appropriation, . . 15,000 00
,741 87
EXTRAS AND INCIDENTALS.
Car fares for Committee to Wey-
mouth, Haverhill and Salem to
inspect School Buildings,
C. W. Eaton, adv'tising & other pt'g,
Extra on stock in floors,
k< " gutters, difference between
copper and zinc,
For tarred paper between floors,
•' painting and tinting walls,
" coal bins, coal, janitor &c,
" heating apparatus, three Kohlar
furnaces, ....
Estimated cost of grading,
" " " fencing,
" " " school furniture.
$10 95
31 05
120 00
30 00
30 00
145 00
150 00
650 00
500 00
200 00
500 00
,367 00
$4,108 87
Respectfully submitted, for the Committee,
LUCIUS BEEBE, Chairman.
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE'S REPORT.
To the Town of Wakefield:
The mariner before he embarks learns his port of destina-
tion, examines his chart, acquaints himself with his course,
inspects his vessel, tests his compass, and then ploughs his
way as directly as may be to his destined harbor, but when,
perchance, "tossed for many days in thick weather and on
an unknown sea, he naturally avails himself of the first pause
in the storm, the earliest glance of the sun, to take his lat-
itude, and ascertain how far the elements have driven him
from his true course."' Somewhat like the mariner is one
who leads in a system of public instruction. He must know
his port and the course he must pursue, familiarize himself
with the changing currents, steer clear of the dangerous
reefs, and if he drifts away he must avail himself of the first
glance of the sun to take his latitude and return to his true
bearings.
Surrounded by alarmists, extremists, hobbyists and theo-
rists, all attacking and endeavoring to change our system of
common public schools to suit their various and varying
fears, views, notions and whims, it is wise for those who
have the responsibility and charge, and those who are most
deeply interested, to sit down and "reason together for a
season." To this end, let us see what we are, what we have,
and whither we should tend. In the first place we must
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disabuse our minds of the prevalent idea that the public
school system is organized and our schools established for
the benefit of individual children or any number of children
;
we must learn that they are not for private, but the pub-
lic good, and that individual good is incidental only to the
greater public welfare. The State has a right to demand
that its citizens become qualified to occupy the stations in
life to which they are called, and to take part in affairs per-
taining to the welfare of society, the State and Nation,
and so far as individual education promotes the welfare of
the aggregate population of the State it is competent for our
schools to be conducted for individual good. Further than
this there is no warrant, either in the law or the Constitu-
tion. Taxes should be raised only for the public welfare,
and it is for that welfare that the large sums which are ap-
propriated from year to year for educational purposes are
raised and paid. It is, in fact, taking by force of the strong
arm of the law private property of a person against his will,
which ought only to be done for the public safety, protec-
tion and welfare. Schools are established, school houses
built, teachers hired and paid, and all the incidental expenses
incurred, upon the theory that it is for the benefit of the
State, and so far as any good results to individuals, as such,
it is incidental to and absorbed in the greater public weal.
Given then, in a town like ours, the problem—A thousand
children to educate aud fit for the duties and responsibilities
before them in a lifetime so that the welfare of the State
shall be subserved in the best possible manner—a thousand
children from all the walks of life, some born and nurtured
in stately mansions midst luxurious surroundings, others in
miserable hovels where gaunt want stalks boldly round,
some who from heritage are noble, quick and true, and some
whose very look betokens the sluggish blood of a dead an-
cestry—a thousand varying scintillations from the Divine
Eye, environed in the clay, made life, with bodies, minds
and souls, to be educated physically, mentally and morally,
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to be equipped for the various callings, trades, business and
professions into which the activities of the world are divided.
This problem was met by our ancestors generations ago,
and with such modifications as changed circumstances have
required, their solution has remained the true one to the
present day ; but the tendency of the present is to drift
away from the ancient moorings, and we can be led to
adhere to true principles no better than by an occasional
restatement ol them.
Considering the small proportion of time given to the care
of our youth in the public schools, all .that was desired
could not be taught there, so that which seemed most for
the benefit of the State and that to wThich the force of the
public schools could be most profitably and successfully
applied, was made the most prominent in the curriculum, and
that which could be learned elsewhere to better advantage,
was made less prominent. Physical culture, while instruc-
tion in its principles was given, was relegated to its more
appropriate sphere, the farm and the workshop, and while
instruction in morals was not wholly neglected, its more
specific and definite teaching was left to the home circle and
surrounding influences, so that the chief purpose of the pub-
lic schools was to afford an opportunity for intellectual train-
ing. This purpose and principle, with such modifications as
we have suggested, founded upon the Constitution of the
Commonwealth, has run down the ages in our law until it is
embodied in our last revision in these words from the Public
Statutes
:
Chapter 44.
Section 1. In every town there shall be kept, for at
least six months in each year, at the expense of said town,
by a teacher or teachers of competent ability and good
morals, a sufficient number of schools for the instruction of
all of the children who may legally attend public school
therein, in orthography, readiug, writing, English grammar,
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geography, arithmetic, drawing, the history of the United
States, and good behavior. Algebra, vocal music, agricul-
ture, sewing, physiology, and hygiene shall be taught, by
lectures or otherwise, in all the public schools in which the
School Committee deem it expedient.
Sec. 2. Every town may, and every town containing
five hundred families or householders, according to the
latest public census taken by the authority either of the
Commonwealth or of the United States, shall, besides the
schools described in the preceding section, maintain a High
School to be kept by a master of competent ability and
good morals, who, in addition to the branches of learning
before mentioned, shall give instruction in general history,
book-keeping, surveying, geometry, natural philosophy,
chemistry, botany, the civil polity of this Commonwealth
and of the United States, and the Latin language. Such
High School shall be kept for the benefit of all the
inhabitants of the town, ten months at least, exclusive of
vacations, in each year, and at such convenient place or
alternately at such places in the town, as the legal voters
at the annual meeting determine. And in everv town
containing four thousand inhabitants, the teacher or
teachers of the schools required by this section shall, in
addition to the branches of instruction before required,
be competent to give instruction in the Greek and French
languages, astronomy, geology, rhetoric, logic, intellectual
and moral science, and political economy.
Sec. 8. A town may establish and maintain one or
more industrial schools, which shall be under the superin-
tendence of the School Committee, who shall employ the
teachers, prescribe the arts, trades, and occupations to be
taught therein, and have the general control and manage-
ment thereof; but they shall not expend for any such
schools an amount exceeding the appropriation specifically
made therefor, and shall not compel any scholar to study
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any trade, art, or occupation without the consent of his
parent or guardian ; and attendance upon such schools
shall not take the place of the attendance upon the pub-
lic schools required by law.
Sec. 9. A town may establish and maintain, upon
shore or upon ships or other vessels, at the option of the
School Committee one or more schools for training vounff
men or boys in nautical duties ; such schools shall be subject
to the provisions of the preceding section, except that the
School Committee may excuse boys attending such nautical
schools from attendance on other schools.
From the reading of these statutes, it is easily seen that
until sections 8 and 9 were enacted in 1872 and 1873 respec-
tively, which were innovations, the evident purpose of the
law was, to lay a foundation broad and deep of general train-
ing and culture upon which a superstructure of correspond-
ing breadth and symmetry, or one narrow, contracted and of
a specialist character could be reared at the individual's
choice. The aim was that the culture provided by the
schools should be of a character and kind which would lit
each for the discharge of the ordinary duties of citizenship
and to meet the requirements of the ordinary transactions of
life, and leave for individual acquirements in special schools
the arts, trades and professions by which the business of the
world is done. The prime object then of the school system
is to afford to all, the means for that intellectual culture
which will best prepare them to walk in the divergent paths
to which their tastes, inclinations or necessities lead them,
and to the highest degree of success in their respective
walks. This culture involves the acquirement of a certain
amount of knowledge and the training of the perceptive,
retentive and reasoning faculties of the mind so thac when
the intricate questions of business and professional experi-
ence arise, the best powers of which the mind is capable
may be concentrated for their solution and the ascertainment
19
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of right aud truth. While the perceptive faculties, aided by
the senses, those sentinels and couriers to the human mind
may be easily trained to their best effort, the retentive and
reflective faculties require constant drill and exercise. It is
by their own constant use that they are made strong. Anal-
ogous to the muscles of the human body in the manner and
means of their growth, they are unlike them in the unlimited
development of which they are capable. Into what depths
of research and reasoning may not the mind of man descend,
and to what flights of fanc}^ or eloquence may not the same
mind rise ! What phantasms may it not invoke, and what
realities may it not draw from the chambers of memory!
Like the muscles of the arm, the mind grows stronger by
work, like the diamond it grows brighter by rubbing, and
the educator who recognizes the fact that the child learns
best who learns from his own effort, has mastered the funda-
mental principle of his calling. The teacher who tells the
scholar the least, but compels him by judicious measures to
exercise his own faculties, does the most towards properly
educating him. He develops and strengthens the reasoning
faculties, impresses the retentive, and thus prepares him to
answer greater demands. It is just here that the great army
of theorists of the present day part company with true prin-
ciples. The}r vainly imagine that a child's mind is a vacuum
into which knowledge can be poured as Avater into a reservoir
;
that all they have to do is to make school a play house, to
tell entertaining, very likely instructive stories, read pleas-
antly written books or newspapers, read the lessons which
the law requires to tye learned and let the children catch
what they can therefrom; perhaps be required to tell or
write what they can remember from. a hasty reading, and that
this will educate them. Such exercises in proper quantity
are very well, and the scholar will gain some information,
but they afford only the subordinate part of an education
such as the law of the land contemplates, and leaves the child
with a dwarfed aud flabby mind, which never knows what
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it ought and can never use what it knows at the right time
and in the right place. Education defined as training and
knowledge, can come only from work, work, work. "There
is no royal road to learning." This much upon the under-
lying principles and methods in view of the current criti-
cisms of the day. "Out of the abundance of the heart, the
mouth speaketh."
By what we have written above we would not have any
one infer that we ignore the teaching of morals, or the incul-
cation of good habits, for we do insist that the formation of
good character and the acquisition of good habits is the great
desideratum of young life. It is true that character makes up
the sum of human life, and that its maintenance is infinitely
more important than knowledge or discipline, and that no
opportunity should be lost to comply Avith the letter and
spirit of our statute law, which imposes the duty upon all
instructors of youth "to exert their best endeavors to
impress on the minds ot children and youth committed to
their care and instruction, the principles of piety and justice,
and a sacred regard to truth ; love of their country, human-
ity and universal benevolence ; sobriety, industry and fru-
gality ; chastity, moderation and temperance ; and those
other virtues which are the ornament of human society, and
the basis upon which a republican constitution is founded ;
and it shall be the duty of such instructors to endeavor to
lead their pupils, as their ages and capacities will admit, into
a clear understanding of the tendency of the above mentioned
virtues, to preserve and perfect a republican constitution,
and secure the blessings of liberty as well as to promote
their future happiness, and also to point out to them the
evil tendency of the opposite vices."
The simple mention of these objects of moral training
forming the very elements and essence of character, shows
a wide field for the observation and action of every teacher
and educator, yet a single day's experience in one of our
common schools will very likely afford the occasion for his
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dealing- with every one of them. They must be handled
with tact and judgment, and with such arguments, state-
ments and illustrations as shall fix the right principle in the
mind of the child, and arm him with weapons to defend it
from attack. How ample, then, should be the resources of
every educator, how thoroughly equipped should be every
teacher. Xot alone physical strength, not alone intellectual
endowments, but transcending all bodily and mental powers
the earnest teacher should exemplify an inwrought moral
worth Avith his whole life and being w^oven into his pupils'
life, and theirs made pare of his. He must love them for
what the are, hope for their possibilities, and in that hope
be patient with all their imperfections.
" O'er wayward childhood would'st thou hold firm rule.
And sun thee in the light of happy faces ?
Love, Hope and Patience—these must be thy graces
:
And in thine own heart, let them first keep school."
OUR OWN SCHOOLS.
Upon the principles which we have outlined as general,
have we tried to conduct the trust committed to our hands.
Our success has been varying. In those schools in which
the teachers have comprehended these principles and acted
upon them, we do not hesitate to say that excellent work
has been accomplished. The results in recitation and exami-
nation, the power with which scholars are enabled to grapple
with new questions, and a gradual but sure growth towards
true manliness and womanliness afford ample evidence of it.
Some teachers, however, like some other people, arc born
visionary, and are very much like the boy who runs after
the bag of silver at the end of the rainbow, and their work
is about as profitable. To say that Ave are satisfied with the
work of the year would not be true, for avc know that it
ought to have been better, and with" a better environment it
might have been ; but it can be 1 , however, only when parents
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make education, as we have defined it, the paramount duty
of their children's child-life. So long as parties, balls,
sociables, entertainments, show and dress, are made by
parents of primary importance and education secondary, the
work of the schools must remain inferior in quality, and the
money, time and labor devoted to them will be partially
wasted. When children go to school in the morning with
their energies exhausted by the excesses of the previous
evening, and perhaps by lack of proper sleep and rest, they
arc in no suitable condition for the school work, which
requires quick apprehensiou, lively thought and a rested
brain and body, but they are dull, sleepy, careless, and
perhaps cross, annoying to other scholars and their teachers
;
the day is practically lost to them, and the school is injured
by their presence. This state of things has become so
alarmingly frequent that we cannot forbear to call attention
to it, and respectfully ask those, who have the power, to
apply the remedy. We would not deprive children of a due
amount of pleasure and entertaiument, for we know full
well how essential it is to their growth and happiness, and
with what abiding satisfaction these youthful scenes and
pleasures recur to us in succeeding years. It is only the
excess and abuse we seek to have remedied. In this behalf
will not parents and those having children in their charge
sec to it that during their school years they shall be prompt
and regular in their attendance, and that their other duties,
so far as they can, be made subservient to their school
work. If the best possible results are desired, the greatest
possible effort must be made. Teachers and Committee will
gladly co-operate and the incentive of watchful and anxious
parents will be of untold value.
For the last few years the number of scholars m our
schools has been on the increase, and the Committee, as ne-
cessity required, have resorted to various expedients to keep
the expenses as light as possible and furnish the accommo-
dations needed. It is unnecessarv to sav that some of these
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expedients have proved of doubtful utility and all unsatis-
factory. At the beginning of the April term of this year the
number in the Primary rooms in the Centre, West Ward
and Franklin Street schools had increased so much that two
new schools were absolutely necessary, and a Primary school
was established in the Bank Building at the corner of Rail-
road and Albion streets, and another in Mr. Ricker's building
near the Junction. These schools were placed under the
charge of Misses Minnie E. Emerson and Mary E. Mc-
Laughlin respectively.
.
When they were established it was
expected that the new school house on the west side of the
railroad would be ready for occupancy at the opening of the
fall term. As the character and style of that building were
changed, this was found impossible, and these schools have
been continued in their' respective rooms to the present time,
and are necessary till the completion of the new school build-
ing. At the opening of the fall term it was found that the
number of scholars at Greenwood was too large for the care
of a single teacher, and that school was graded to correspond
with the West Ward and Franklin Street schools, to wit :
an intermediate and primary grade.
More than one hundred scholars presented themselves at
the door of the Second Grammar room at the beginning of
the school year, for whom the accommodations were totally
inadequate, and at once the school was divided, one half
remaining in the old quarters and the other going to a room
hired for the purpose in Wakefield's Block, and put under
the charge of Miss Warren, formerly of the Third Grammar.
At the same time the First Grammar School was too full for
successful work, especially as it contained quite a number
who were promoted as exceptional or special cases, and it
became a question whether an unquestionably good school
should be injured by over-crowding and the presence of
practically two grades, or another school established. The
latter course was chosen as the wiser, and twenty scholars
were taken from that room and placed under the care of
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Miss Ella L. Prime of Salem, in an ante-room on the
same floor, which, so far as size is concerned, afforded
ample accommodations. In other respects it was not what it
should be, but it was the best we had. Thus it is seen that
during the year five new schools have been established. This
will account for the large outlay of money which a report of
our expenditures will show.
CHANGES.
At the close of the summer term Miss Lucy P. Greenough,
who for several years had rendered faithful and valuable
service as an Assistant in the High School, tendered her
resignation. Her punctilious attention to every detail of
her duty and her sincerity of purpose always won the respect
of those associated with her, and the commendation of the
Committee.
The advent of a lanjo class in Seotember, together with
the feeling that the physical sciences should receive a larger
share of attention in this school, led to the employment of a
sub-master. Mr. Frederick B. Eichardson, a graduate of
Amherst College, and formerly an Assistant Teacher in the
Kimball Union Academy at Meriden, N. H., was elected to
that position. The wisdom of that choice has been clearly
demonstrated by the increased interest developed among the
scholars in studies of a scientific and practical nature. The
other teachers in this school, the Advanced Grammar, the
First and Second Grammar Schools, remain the same as last
year. The vacancy in the Third Grammar School occa-
sioned by the transfer of Miss Warren to the New Second
Grammar, was filled by the transfer of Miss Clara E. Emer-
son from the Second Intermediate, and that vacancy was
filled by the choice of Miss Lucy E. Evans of this town,
formerly an assistant in the Second Grammar under Mr.
Gay, and she still has charge of that room.
During the month of January Miss Currier, the very suc-
cessful teacher of the Third Intermediate School, resigned
to take effect on the first day of February. She did not
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afford the Committee any reason for this course, but we have
heard well authenticated reports, and we tender her our best
wishes and congratulations.
To fill this vacancy Miss Mansfield was transferred from
the West Ward Primary, at her own request. The Commit-
tee felt that her meritorious services for twelve years entitled
her to a ready compliance with this request.
In October Miss Brown resigned her charge at Woodville
to accept a situation in Milton, and Miss F. Adelia Bishop
of this town was selected to fill that vacancy.
At the close of the school year in June Miss Susan S.
Beebe renewed her resignation from the Greenwood School,
which she had filed in April and which she temporarily with-
drew at the request of the Committee. Having been
appointed in April, 1881, she thus closed more than two
years of efficient work in a large school in which the work
was rendered more difficult bv the number of classes ranffinsr
from the lowest Primary to the First Grammar. The char-
acter of her work was sufficiently shown by the increased
percentage of her scholars who were able to pass the exam-
inations for promotion. Since the grading of the school
Miss Sarah E. Wilkins of Lynnfield has been placed in
charge of the Intermediate department, and Miss X. J.
Thayer of Greenwood of the Primary. This arrangement
has proved satisfactory to the people and the Committee.
In the West Ward Intermediate the results of the exam-
ination at the end of the year showed that the scholars must
be promoted, if at all, upon the teacher's mark, and it only
satisfied us of what we had for some time feared, that satis-
factory work was j not done in the school for some reason.
The teacher was an accomplished lady and as sincerely
desirous of doing her full duty as any teacher ever under our
charge. With a different school under different circum-
stances we doubt not she will be successful. Somo of the
best teachers we ever had made failures elsewhere, and it is
a well understood fact that one failure will not prevent fur-
ther successful work.
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Miss Lizzie F. Ingram of Amherst, for one year an assist-
ant with Miss Perkins, unci one year with Mrs. Wentworth,
was appointed to this school at the opening of the school
year. She had a difficult situation to fill but she has com-
menced her work with determination to do it well. Excellent
results are already apparent, and from her character and
training we are led to expect that this school will soon arrive
at its old-time standing:.
Miss Emma Thompson of Brockton was selected to till the
vacancy occasioned in the West Ward Primary by the trans-
fer of Miss Mansfield to the Third Intermediate in the
Centre. Her stay with us is of such short duration that we
are unable to form any accurate or satisfactory judgment of
her work, but certainly the outlook is promising.
The other schools of the town are under the instruction of
the same teachers as at the date of the last report. We do
not propose to speak of them individually ; the mention of
the names of most of them is a sufficient guaranty of the
character of the work they have done. Alive to whatsoever
is new in educational thought and work, conservative enough
to analyze new propositions and theories before adopting
them, they have based their work upon the underlying prin-
ciples which we have outlined, and the results have been
correspondingly satisfactory. Disheartened at times by lack
of sympathy and appreciation, exhilarated by kind worlds and
trifling encouragements, they have pushed patiently but
zealously forward in the civilizing and enlightening work to
Avhich their lives are consecrated.
"When God helps all the workers for his world,
The teachers shall have help of Him not last."
ATTENDANCE.
The average attendance has not been so high as in some
years past. This result is partially due to a lack of a just
appreciation of its value, and partially to the prevalence of
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contagious diseases in the town. We have reason to believe
that the last named cause has been aggravated by a want of
attention to the rules of the Committee, adopted several
years ago, a substantial copy of which has been made the
law of the State by the present Legislature, which we append
for the guide and instruction of all.
AN ACT TO PREVENT THE SPREAD OF CONTAGIOUS DISEASES THROUGH
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Kepresentatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows :
Sec. 1. The School Committee shall not allow any pupil
to attend the public schools while any member of the house-
hold to which such pupil belongs is sick of Small Pox,
Diphtheria or Scarlet Fever, or during a period of two
weeks after the death, recovery or removal of such sick
person.
Approved, March 2, 1884.
RECESSES.
Our school sessions, excepting the High School, have
heretofore been three and two and one-half hours in length
in the morning and afternoon respectively, including twenty
minutes for recess during each session. The necessity for
recesses has been foij a long time a mooted question, and the
experiment of dispensing with them entirely has been tried
in several of our neighboring towns with apparent satisfac-
tory results. After making some inquiries we determined
to shorten our afternoon session to two and one quarter
hours, and dispense with the recess in all the schools except
the Pligh and Primary (the High having but one session
daily) and the plan thus far has worked admirably, and so
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far as our information extends, no evil results have followed.
The teachers have been instructed to use the utmost care
and we have no doubt the}r have followed their instructions.
EXAMINATIONS AND PROMOTIONS.
It was perceived before the close of the school year that
the rules for examination and promotion adopted last year
would not afford that test of both teachers' and scholars'
work that it was desirable the Committee should have in
order to act intelligently, so a slight modification was made
and the examinations and promotions made in accordance
therewith. From the two changes made during the year
there naturally arose some misunderstandings, and these
grew wonderfully in cases of failure, and thus was given an
opportunity for an unusual number of special cases with
which Ave were obliged to deal as best we could. With a
sincere desire to deal fairly and justly with all teachers and
scholars we have formulated a plan of examination and pro-
motion, varying slightly from that of some years past, which,
if adhered to, will result in raisins; the standard of scholar-
ship and dispensing with special cases. These rules are
published in this report so that parents, teachers and scholars
may have full knowledge of them, and we shall not depart
from them except in very exceptional instances such as
continued illness or compulsory detention from school on
account of illness in families. The requirement of seventy
per cent, to entitle a pupil to promotion is a low one, and
ordinary application will enable every scholar in town to
obtain it, and a failure to reach that per cent, is ample
evidence that the scholar has not done his duty or is not
qualified to advance. To promote such a one is not a kind-
ness to him but an injury, and parents ought so to regard it,
however great the disappointment of failure.
A movement has beeu made looking toward the promotion
of scholars solely upon the recommendation of their teacher.
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This method undoubtedly has its attractions for a certain
class of teachers and lazy committees and superintendents,
but it does not afford the opportunities for testing the work
of the schools which the spirit of our system contemplates
;
it abolishes a powerful incentive and opens the door to grave
abuses. The law intends that the Committee shall have the
general charge and superintendence of the public schools,
and this involves the transfer of scholars from one grade to
another, and from one school to another of the same grade,
and the grading of the schools, as well as their establishmento O 7
and organization.
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION,
The graduating exercises of the High School took place
at the. Town Hall on the evening of June 27th. Varied
from the usual routine on such occasions, shorter in duration,
they afforded gratifying evidences ot solid work and accu-
rate instruction to the friends of the school who crowded
every part of our capacious Town Hall. The essays were
thoughtful, the declamations and recitations well delivered,
the music and calisthenics meritorious. Heretofore the
honors in the High School have been bestowed according to
rank and scholarship. Hereafter deportment will be consid-
ered, and a knowledge of this fact has had, Ave think,
a material effect upon the conduct of the pupils. The
following is the programme of the evening and the names
of those composing the graduating class :
l
PROGRAMME.
Chorus—"Morning Invitation." .... G. A. Veazie.
Sal utatory—"Shams. 1 ' Alice B. Aborn.
Recitation. From Longfellow's "Morituri Salutamus."
llattie M. Emerson-
Trio.—"Happy Wanderer." ....... AM.
Calisthenics.
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C Miss Beebe,
Mountains and their Associations. . . < Miss Con ant,
( Miss M. B. Emerson.
Declamation —''The Baron's Last Banquet.' 1 . . . Green.
Patrick F. Ealaher.
Cnorus— "Damascus Triumphal March." 1 . . . Costa.
Valedictory.—"Step by Step We Gain the Heights. 11 Annie E. Keefe.
RirtincOde 5 Music by Miss Aborn,°
I \v ords oy Minnie B. Emerson.
The day has come when we must part
From those we love so well
;
And sadness dwells in every heart,
As sounds our last farewell.
The years have been to us a day,
With all their fleeting hours
;
As we have passed the time away
'Mid Learning's fragrant bowers.
And though our ways lie far apart
In this broad world of ours,
There will entwine around each heart
Sweet sprays of Memory's flowers.
Bright pictures of that school-room dear,
Our minds will oft recall,
The pleasant scenes of many a year,
Our teachers, class-mates, all.
Presentation of Diplomas.
Benediction.
The following are the names of the Graduates :
CLASSICAL COURSE, FOUR YEARS.
Alice Bancroft Aborn, Annie Elizabeth Keefe.
ENGLISH COURSE, THREE YEARS.
Clara Jane Conant, Hattie Maria Emerson,
Minnie Bentley Emerson.
BUSINESS COURSE, TWO YEARS.
Henrietta Hartshorne Beebe, Patrick Francis Kalaher,
*La Boy Perry.
^Excused from his part.
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The conduct of a portion of the audience in leaving the
hall during the exercises and especially near the close, was
an exhibition of ill manners which we trust will not be
repeated. Thoughtless on the part of those who were guilty,
it was very annoying to those taking any part, or desiring to
hear, and mortifying to those who are jealous of the good
name of the town.
MUSIC.
We have frequently spoken of this delightful part of our
school exercises in terms of commendation. The experi-
ence of the last year has been in harmony with that of
preceding years. In June the pupils gave a concert in the
Town Hall under the charge of their musical instructor, Mr.
* Wilson ; all the schools being represented in a chorus of
more than nine hundred voices. The selections sung were
taken from the regular music studies used in the schools and
the concert was so enthusiastically received that a repetition
was demanded and given. The proceeds of the concert
were devoted to the purchase of music readers.
A SUPERINTENDENT.
" Shall we have a Superintendent of Schools another
year?" is a question we hear frequently. The law author-
izes towns by vote "To require the School Committee
annually to appoint a Superintendent who, under the direc-
tion and control of said Committee shall have the care and
supervision of the public schools." The compensation of
the Superintendent shall not be less than one dollar and
fifty cents per day for each day of actual service and shall
be determined by the School Committee, and in every town
in which a Superintendent is appointed and which does not
provide otherwise by vote, the School Committee shall
receive no compensation.
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Upon a subject of such interest we do not wish to speak
with any uncertain sound. Our schools have not been cared
for as they ought. No one is better aware of this than the
Committee, and no one will criticize our work more rigidly
than ourselves. We have kept the organization intact and
had a general oversight of the work, but a multitude of details
have unavoidably escaped us. The general trend of the
work has been in the right direction, but with better super-
intendence it could have been materially improved. The
course of study conld have been better adapted to the needs
of the town, text-books could have been more carefully
examined, school supplies more promptly procured, methods
of teaching more intelligently criticized, examinations made
more thorough and promotions and changes more satisfactory.
These are some of the improvements which a better supervis-
ion would give us. The difficulty lies in finding the man
and raising the money to pay him. A good Superintendent
should be a man of general intelligence, broad views, accur-
ate scholarship, warm heart, agreeable manners, experienced
and skilled in the management of children from the lowest
grade of the Primary through the High School, and acquainted
with the most approved methods of teaching through all
these grades. He must be able to exercise sound judgment
in the organization of his work and tact in its execution, and
for the best results he must be able to adapt himself to all
the various social elements of the community. Such men
are rare, and valuable as they are rare, and when the town is
willing to pay the price of such, we join most heartily and
enthusiastically in the call for a Superintendent, and not till
then. A poor Superintendent is worse than a poor teacher,
because his capacity for harm is multiplied by the number
of schools under his charge. No broken down political hack,
teacher, lawyer, doctor or minister wilt fill the bill. Better
by far continue our present method than have a Superintend-
ent who will require more care than the schools themselves.
Superintendence of schools is a profession by itself, and must
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be recognized, ranked and paid as such. Your Committee
stand upon this ground. Will those who have written and
spoken so vigorously upon this question meet us?
VISITORS.
Our schools have been honored during the year by the
presence of a number of distinguished educators, among
whom was Mr. John T. Prince, one of the agents of the
State Board of Education, who spent several days Avith us
in January and addressed both the teachers and Committee.
He made a very careful inspection of our schools, and to
some extent tested the work by an examination. This
revealed some serious defects which we shall do what lies in
our power to remedy. As one of the main objects of his
visit to our town was to show us the need of a Superin-
tendent it is fair to presume that this examination would
tend to disclose those deficiencies which a more careful
superintendence would supply rather than to enable him to
form an accurate judgment upon the condition and worth of
our schools. His visit was provocative of good in thought
and expression among teachers and Committee, and we shall
welcome him most cordially whenever the the condition of
his public duties will permit him to visit us. Mr. Walton,
also an agent of the State Board of Education, to whom Ave
are ahvays under a debt of gratitude for valuable sugges-
tions, spent one evening Avith the Committee in company
Avith Mr. Prince. To such men is the CommonAvealth
indebted for her high educational standard.
I
SCHOOL BOOKS.
For some years it has been optional with towns to furnish
all the text-books used in their schools, but by a law which
has just been enacted by both branches of the Legislature,
and at this Avriting awaiting the approval of the Governor to
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take effect August 1, 1884, this will be made obligatory. It
will entail a large expense upon the town of which we have
had no time to make an intelligent estimate. It will also
increase the work of the School Committee to an extent
which they will be unable to perform without clerical help
or the aid of a Superintendent. The following is a copy of
the law :
AN ACT
To Furnish Free Text-Books to the Pupils of the
Public Schools.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Eepresentatives
in General Court assembled and by the authority of the same,
as follows :
Section 1. The School Committee of every city and
town shall purchase, at the expense of said city or town,
text-books and other school supplies used in the public
schools and said text books and supplies shall be loaned to
the pupils in said public schools free of charge subject to
such rules and regulations as to care and custody as the
School Committee may prescribe.
Sec. 2. Pupils supplied with text-books at the time of
the passage of this Act shall not be supplied with similar
books by the Committee until needed.
Sec. 3. This Act shall take effect upon the first day of
August, 1884.
It will be necessary to make provision for the execution
of this law at some meeting other than the annual meeting.
EXPENSES.
To carry on the school department the town, at its annual
and special meetings, appropriated for the regular fund,
fifteen thousand three hundred dollars ($15,300.00), and
twenty-seven hundred dollars ($2700.00) for incidental
expenses. The amount received from the Massachusetts
State School Fund, the amount received from tuition and
21
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a small rebate upon fuel transferred to the regular fund
made an aggregate of fifteen thousand five hundred twenty-
seven dollars and eleven cents ($15,527.11). Of that
amount fifteen thousand four hundred seventy-four dollars
and twenty-four cents ($ 15, 474. 24) have been expended,
leaving a balance of that fund on hand of fifty-two dollars
and eighty-seven cents ($52.87). One hundred and forty-
nine dollars and twenty-six cents ($149.26) of this expendi-
ture was inherited as an over-draft from last year.
The amount expended for incidentals (so called) is three
thousand six hundred seventy-four dollars and eight, cents
($3,674.08), showing an expenditure over the appropriation
of nine hundred and seventy-four dollars and eight cents
( $974.08). Of the amount expended five hundred eighty-
four dollars and fifty cents ($584.50) has been used to
purchase new furniture which can be transferred to the new
school house, when completed, and save a like expendi-
ture at that time. One hundred and forty dollars ($140.)
have been paid for rent, and about one thousand dollars
($1,000) may fairly be ascribed to extraordinary repairs
upon school houses and yards. This latter expenditure was
inevitable and should have been made before, and we have
no fear of the approbation of the town in regard to it. Still
further repairs are necessary, and it is the part of wisdom to
make them as permanent as possible. Money cannot be
more judiciously or economically expended than in concret-
ing the walks and yards about our buildings. It is cheaper
than gravel, floors and mats, not to mention the neatness
and comfort whick a clean smooth surface affords. By all
means let a generous appropriation be made for its use.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
The work of the ensuing year will require the services
of at least twenty-six teachers, whose salaries, at the present
rates, would amount to thirteen thousand nine hundred and
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live dollars ($13,905.) We estimate the care of school
houses at nine hundred dollars, and the cost of fuel at
fourteen hundred dollars, making a total estimated expense
for regular school purposes of sixteen thousand two hundred
and five dollars ($16,205,), and we recommend that the
town raise therefor the sum of sixteen thousand two hundred
dollars ($16,200.). An overdraft for incidentals lor the
past year must be provided for in the sum of nine hundred
seventy-four dollars and eight cents ($974.08), and we
recommend to meet this deficiency and defray the incidental
expenses of the year ensuing that the sum of three thousand
dollars be raised. We recommend the raisins: of such sum
as the town shall deem prudent to be expended in concreting
the walks and yards about the school houses.
If the town votes to require the School Committee to
employ a Superintendent, we recommend that two thousand
dollars be raised to pay his salary.
We recommend that parents should take a more lively
interest in all that pertains to their children's educational
welfare, and that they should exhibit it by more frequent
visits to school rooms, a more free and kindly interchange of
thought and opinion with teachers and Committee, a more
careful scrutiny of the conduct of their children to the end
that the work given them to do shall be done in the most
thorough and satisfactory manner, and that more manly men
andTmore womanly women may pass out over the threshold
of our school room doors.
We recommend to teachers that they insist upon the strict
performance of all school requirements on the part of
scholars to be performed ; that they familiarize themselves
with the home and social surroundings of their pupils ; that
their intercourse with parents be pleasant, free and truthful
to the end that harmony in views and union in action may
be more readily obtained and preserved ; that they remem-
ber that with the onward march of events, school-teaching
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must keep pace, and that they possess themselves of the
best thought and practice of the period.
In the discharge of their duties your Committee have held
forty-one meetings and made two hundred and seventy-one
visits to the schools, and held almost innumerable consulta-
tions with parents, teachers and scholars.
The foregoing, together with the rules and tables hereto
appended, we respectfully submit as our annual report.
Wakefield, March 24, 1884.
8. K. HAMILTON, Chairman,
LUCIUS BEEBE,
WILLIAM N. TYLER, Secretary,
SELIM S. WHITE,
EDWARD A. UPTON,
MELVIN J. HILL,
School Committee.
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22,
1881.
High School, .... 80. 76.3 95.49 74 89
Advanced Grammar, 41.3 39. 94.2 64 30
First Grammar, No. 1, 41.5 39.3 95.6 49 44
First Grammar, No. 2, 19. 16. 84. 20
Second Grammar,No. 1, . 61.13 57.45 93.93 84 50
Second Grammar, No. 2, . 51.1 47.6 93. 52
Third Grammar, 39. 35.7 91.5 45 42
First Intermediate, 44. 39.7 90. 45 57
Second Intermediate, 55.5 50.7 90.2 53 60
Third Intermediate, . 46.5 39.9 85.8 50 49
Centre Primary, No. 1, 42.21 37.25 88.2 37 45
Centre Primary, No. 2, 47.98 41.05 85.76 63 57
Bank Building Primary, 41.5 33.8 81.4 40
NorthWard, .... A Q o 36.9 85.2 43 45
East Ward, 35.23 31.31 88.6 36 32
Woodville, 43.1 35.2 82.4 43 40
Greenwood, Intermediate, 34.6 31.7 91.6 62 23
Greenwood Primary, 38.3 32.7 85.4 40
Franklin St. Intermediate, 63.8 58.7 92.1 71 63
Franklin St. Primary, 56.6 50.6 89.7 65 58
Franklin St. Annex, Incl uded in Int.& Prm
West Ward Intermediate, 42.3 37.9 89.5 46 51
Westward Primary, 42.7 36.2 85. 65 40
1010.5 904.2 89.5 990 1,031
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NAMES OF TEACHERS FOR THE YEAR, SALARIES, AND DATES
OF ELECTION.
Names of Schools.
Hteh
Advanced Gram'r,
Ctr. Gram. No. 1,
Ctr. Gram. No. 2,
Ctr. Gram. No. 3,
' Interna e'ate, 1,
Centre Primary, 1,
(.< 4. 9
?
" BankBidg.,'
North Ward,
East Ward,
Woodville,
Greenwood,
Int.
Prim.
Franklin St. Int.,
" Primary,
" Annex.
West Intermediate
" Primary,
Teachers,
Walter a Hill,
Martha Keith, . Ass't
Lucy P. Greenough, "
Fred'k B. Richardson,
Mrs. M. E. Wentworth,
Abbie S. Perkins,
Ella L. Prime,
Philander A. Gay,
M. Annie Warren,
M. Annie Warren,
Clara E. Emerson,
Alice Field,
Clara E. Emerson,
Lucy E. Evans,
Alice G. Currier,
L. J. Mansfield,
Myra A. Stearns,
Emma L. Randlitt,
Minnie E. Emerson,
Hannah B. Dan forth,
Cora E. Dennett,
Kate L. Brown,
F. Adelia Bishop,
Susan S. Beebe,
Sarah E. Wilkin s,
Miss N. H. Thayer,
Mary J. Kelly.
Eva E. Ilowlett,
Mary F. McLaughlin,
Bertha Dana,
Lizzie F. Ingram,
L. J. Mansfield,
Emma Thompson,
Geo. F. Wilson, (Music)
Elected. Salaries.
Dec, 1881. $1650
April
,
1878. 700
Sept. 1879. 500
Sept. 1883. 800
Mar., 1871. 750
Sept.
,
1873. 675
Sept, 1883. 360
Feb., 1882. 1050
Dec, 1871. 550
Dec.
^
1871. 500
Dec, 1879. 450
Jan., 1879. 400
Dec, 1879. 400
Sept. 1883. 360
Mar., 1880. 400
Sept. 1871. 400
Sept. 1875. 400
Dec, 1881. 400
April 1883. 360
Aug., 1882. 400
April 1882. 400
Aug., 1882. 400
Sent, 1883. 400
April , 1880. 400
Sept. 1883. 400
Sept. 1883. 360
July, 1882. 400
" 1880. 400
Sept. 1883. 280
Dec, 1881. 400
Sept. 1883. 400
Sept. 1871. 400
Feb., 1884. 360
Sept., 1876. 550
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RULES .OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
I. The officers shall be a Chairman, and Secretary who
shall also act as Treasurer. Their duties shall be such as
ordinarily devolve upon these officers. The rules governing
the action of the town at its meetings shall govern the action
of the School Committee so far as applicable.
II. The regular meetings of the School Committee shall
be holden on the first Saturday evening of each calendar
month of the year, the Saturday evening before the begin-
ning of each term and every Saturday evening during term-
time at 7 1-2 o'clock. Special meetings shall be called by
the Secretary upon the request of any member of the Board,
which notice shall contain a brief mention of the business to
be acted upon.
III. A majority of the Committee shall constitute a
quorum
.
IV. The Committees of the Board shall be a prudential
Committee, a text-book Committee and a supply Committee,
all to be appointed by the Chairman, and such other special
committees as may be found necessary.
Y. All expenditures of money shall be authorized by
vote of the Committee attested by the Secretary.
YI. Books and supplies for schools must be furnished
upon a written requisition from the teachers, and school-
house supplies upon like requisitions from the janitors, upon
blanks to be furnished by the Committee. These requisi-
tions, by vote of the Committee, must be returned as
vouchers for the bills presented.
VII. All persons having claims or accounts against the
Department of Public Schools are required to present their
bills to the Secretary on or before the first Saturday of each
month
.
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VIII. Parents, teachers, scholars, and others desiring to
confer with the Committee arc requested to do so at their
meetings,—as far as practicable.
IX. Admissions to the school shall be granted only
during the first two weeks of each term.
X. These rules may be suspended at any meeting by a
vote of four members, and amended upon a week's notice by
a majority vote.
EULES AND REGULATIONS
For The Government of the Schools of Wakefield.
I. The school year shall consist of forty weeks of five
days each as indicated by the manual.
II. The following holidays shall be allowed when they
occur in term time. New-Years, Washington's Birthday,
Fast, Memorial Day, Seventeenth of June, Fourth of July,
Thanksgiving and Christmas days, and no other unless by
written permission of the Chairman of the School Committee.
III. All schools except the High shall begin at 8-30 and
close at 11-30 A. M. during the year. The afternoon session
shall begin at l^and close at 3-45 P. M. during the year.
The teacher may lengthen the session to an hour not later
than 5 P. M. for those pupils who do not acceptably fulfill
their school duties. The High School shall commence at
8-30 A. M. and close at 1-30 P. M. One half hour being
allowed for recess.
IV. The teachers must be at their respective school-
rooms at least fifteen minutes before the appointed time for
beginnino; school.
V. They must not dismiss their schools nor change the
school hours except by permission from the Committee and
for weighty reasons ; and they must observe exact hours for
beginning and closing recess, for which ten minutes arc
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allowed each sex, the same not to be abridged more than
one half in any case. No recesses authorized during the
afternoon sessions except in Primary grades.
VI. Teachers are to hear all recitations in person except
specially authorized to do otherwise by the Committee.
VII. Teachers will not incur any expenses unless pre-
viously authorized by vote of the Committee.
VIII. The teachers shall take cognizance of the conduct
of pupils when coming to and returning from school and
shall be especially careful to inculcate and enforce the prin-
ciples of truth, kindness, justice and good morals.
IX. They are requested not to dismiss pupils before the
close of the school except in extreme cases, without a written
request of parents or guardians ; also to require notes of
excuse from tardy and absent pupils except in Primary
Schools signed by their parents or guardians.
X. They are to exercise great diligence that their school
rooms, houses, grounds and premises generally are kept
neat and free from any injury or defacement. If injury is
done by any pupil, the parent or guardian of said pupil shall
be immediately notified of the fact, and in case of neglect
to repair the damage, the Committee shall cause the same
to be done at the expense of said parent or guardian.
XI. No contribution shall be taken for any purpose nor
notices given except those pertaining to the direct work of
the school ; nor shall agents be permitted to display books,
wares, advertisements etc. nor visit the school rooms or
yards unless permission be previously granted in writing by
the School Committee.
XII. Teachers are required to keep fully and neatly the
State registers with such other records as may be prescribed
by the School Committee and return the same completed to
the Chairman of the Committee on or before the first day of
March in each year.
32
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XIII. In all cases where corporal punishment is used or
any form of physical pain inflicted, a record shall be made
of the name of the scholar punished, of the offence for
which it was inflicted, and of the form, mode and severity
of the punishment, which record shall be open to the
inspection of the Committee, and such punishment shall be
inflicted only with a rattan or strap.
XIV. Xo deviation shall be made from the course of
study prescribed by the Committee, nor any scholar degraded
or promoted without their consent.
XV. Teachers may for violent opposition to authority,
persistent misconduct or non-performance of school duties,
temporarily suspend a pupil from school ; but it shall be
required of teachers in every case of suspension immediately
to report the fact to the sub-committee, whose duty it
shall be promptly to investigate the matter, and in case of
failure to settle the difficulty he may confirm the suspension,
subject to an appeal to the whole Board.
XVI. When any parent or guardian shall feel aggrieved
by the conduct of any teacher, the cause of grievance shall
either be removed by a private interview with the teacher,
or reported to the Committee ; but in no case will denun-
ciatory or excited language be allowed towards the teacher
within hearing of the school.
XVII. No pupil shall be admitted to any public school
till he has been successfully vaccinated or otherwise secured
against small pox, nor without a permit from the Committee,
and no scholar shall be allowed to attend any public school
while any member of the household to which such scholar
belongs is sick of sma^ll pox, diphtheria or scarlet fever, or
during a period of two weeks from the death, recovery
or removal of such sick person
.
XVIII. No pupil shall be permitted to go from one
school to another or to attend school out of the district in
which he resides without a permit from the Committee.
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XIX. No text books except those approved by the
School Committee in a legal manner shall be used in the
schools, provided that teachers are allowed to use such vol-
umes of their own as they may deem judicious for supple-
mentary reading, illustration or reference.
XX. Whenever any teacher is absent and his place is
supplied by another, the salary of the absent teacher shall
cease during such absence unless otherwise voted by the
Committee ; nor shall teachers unauthorized employ substi-
tutes.
XXI. Teachers are required to visit other schools than
their own one day in each term, permission from their sub-
committees as to time having been first obtained.
RULES FOR EXAMINATION AND PROMOTION.
I. The pupils in each grade, classified for promotion,
shall receive five regular written examinations embracing the
work of the year, a convenient division into five sections of
the course in each branch, to be made for that purpose.
These examinations shall be completed in time for a general
review, preparatory to a final examination at close of year,
on the full year's course.
II. For the regular examinations, the teacher of each
grade shall prepare, for that grade, a set of ten questions
upon each subject taught, correct all papers, marking each
answer on a scale often, and keep a record of the results.
III. One week preceding the final examination, the
teacher of each grade shall forward to the Secretary of the
School Committee the percentages obtained by the pupils in
each examination then taken
;
pupils, in the returns, to be
designated by numbers, and the same numbers to be given
at the final examination. Each teacher shall also send to
the Secretary of the School Committee, in a sealed envelope,
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the names of the pupils, with the numbers by which they are
designated in the report of results.
IV. For the final examination, the teacher of each
grade shall prepare for the examination of pupils of the
next lower grade, a set of ten questions in each branch,
embracing the work of the year, and forward the same to
the Secretary of the School Committee.
V. The teacher of each grade shall send all final exami-
nation papers to the teacher preparing the questions, who
shall mark each answer on the scale of ten, tabulate the
results, and forward the same, with examination papers and
questions, to the Secretary of the School Committee.
VI. Every pupil passed for promotion must receive an
average of 70 per cent, upon the six examinations.
VII. All exceptional cases of low percentage by reason
of sickness, unavoidable absence or other causes, shall
receive consideration, and be passed upon by the School
Committee.
VIII. The final examination shall be under the super-
vision of the School Committee.
RULES FOR JANITORS.
They are required :
—
T. To have the rooms properly warmed at the time for
the daily opening of the schools.
II. To keep therpoms properly swept, dusted and aired ;
also to keep floors, windows and paintTwashed.
III. To cleanse the funnels in the month of May, and at
such other times as they may need it ; wind the clocks, and
see that the rooms are closed and locked at night.
IV. To provide fuel at hand for use during the day; to
see that water pails and sinks are furnished and kept in good
condition ; to guard against the defacement of school prop-
erty by thoughtless or mischievous pupils, and to lend to
teachers such incidental aid in preserving order as they may
be able.
V. To exercise a general oversight over the school
grounds, keep the yards raked, and snow shoveled, so that
the scholars can have easy access to and about the premises
;
make such slight repairs as will not require much time or
labor ; keep the privies cleanly, and report to the Committee
such repairs of a general nature as may be necessary, or the
lack of anything the schools may need.
It is expected that the Janitors will personally fulfil or
superintend the duties they assume, and will incur no
expense except by vote of the Committee.

REPORT
OF THE
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WITH LIST OF
ACCESSIONS OF BOOKS
During the Year.
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ORGANIZATION OF TRUSTEES
OF THE
BEEBE TOWN LIBRARY.
COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY.
Lucius Beebe, Azel Ames, Jr., Joseph M. Skulley,
Georsrc H. Teasrue. Otis V. Waterman.
COMMITTEE OX FINANCE.
Cyrus Wakefield, Solon O. Richardson, John M. Cate,
John G. Aborn, Wm. N. Tyler.
COMMITTEE ON BOOKS.
Chester W. Eaton, Thomas Winship, Win. H. Morrison,
John R. Mansfield, E. H. Walton.
Chairman, . . . . . Lucius Beebe.
Treasurer, ..... Chester W. Eaton.
Secretary, ..... Otis V. Waterman
.
Librarian.—Victorine E, Marsh,
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES,
Recognizing the right of our citizens to require of us an
annual statement of the condition and working of this insti-
tution, we herewith present to the Town our twenty-eighth
annual report, together with those of the Treasurer and
Librarian.
The growth in number and magnitude of Public Libraries
in our Commonwealth, dating from the formation of our
own which was one of the pioneers under the provisions of
the Statute of 1851, is one of the marvels of this generation.
They perform what the average individual cannot afford
to do, any more than he can to construct an aqueduct, to
bring pure and wholesome water from a distant lake ; for
they give him free access, not only to the current literature
of the day, but also to other select works on topics, from
which facts, statistics and clews may be obtained, of practi-
cal use and value.
rOPULAll APPKECIATPON.
Our Library continues to be a popular resort and its
records show that at no time since its establishment has it
been more generally patronized and appreciated by our
citizens than during the past year. It contains by actual
count 7828 volumes, most of which are in good condition for
use. 29,760 deliveries have been made during the year, and
only 8 books, and those of the cheaper works, are missing.
126 books have been discarded, as having become unfit for
23
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further service by ordinary wear, mutilation or defacement,
or from
sickness.
having been in families where there was contagious
ACCESSIONS OF BOOKS.
The selection of books for a library like ouis is a matter
of some perplexity to those of our Trustees who have that
matter in charge, owing to the various requirements of
different classes of readers.
Works of fiction necessarily predominate, for the rule of
demand and supply obtains in this as in other matters. But
well written and well devised novels are no longer considered
objectionable, or out of place, in a Public Library, for they
interest and at the same time instruct those who read for
recreation. They give employment to the mind and incul-
cate sentiments of loyalty to Country, to Friends and to
Home, and detain many with their families who would other-
wise spend their time and their money at places of low resort.
CHILDREN AND YOUTH.
A considerable proportion of the applicants for books are
children and very young people of both sexes, necessitating
the exercise of care and discrimination on the part of the
Librarian in the delivery to them of such books as are appro-
priate—for while the Library is not the receptacle of any
literature that can ekert a pernicious influence on any class
of readers, it contains works on science and medicine better
adapted to adults than children.
The rising generation has not been forgotten in the selec-
tion of books, for a due proportion of juveniles have been
added ; and also others with special reference to the needs
of the teachers and scholars of our public schools.
The accessions compare favorably with those of previous
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years, and comprise many standard works of science, poetry,
history, biography and art.
"All t;i3tes supplied, young hcarls and hoary,
With sermon, science, song anrl sfcovy."
THE DUTIES OF THE LIBRARIAN
have been performed by Miss Victorine E. Marsh and her
assistant in an acceptable manner to the Trustees.
These duties have been augmented by the growth of the
Library, the increased number of applicants for books, the
length of time the books have been in use, (necessitating
extra coverings and repairs), and also by the fact that many
people who send for their books, and some who apply for
them in person, have learned to depend on the Librarian for
making for them a suitable selection.
This her familiarity with the contents of the library, and
her acquaintance with most of its patrons, eminently qualifies
her for doing, and she has done it in a commendable spirit
of accommodation.
In consideration of these extras and of the fact that her
time is now largely devoted to the interests of the Library,
we propose to make a moderate increase in her salary, if the
town, in its liberality and wisdom, grant the appropriation
asked for.
THE PUDEIC HEADING EOOM
was opened in Memorial Hall under the supervision of a
committee consisting of Messrs. Emerson, Tyler and Teague,
in conformity with the recommendation of the Trustees in
their last annual report, and of a vote of the town at its
subsequent meeting.
The janitor reports that it has received fully eleven
hundred visits each month sinc3 it was opened to the public,
and it is evidently gaining in popular favor and usefulness.
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Its central location, proximity to the Library, and convenient
and tasteful appointments, make it a pleasant resort to those
of our citizens who wish to examine the magazines, papers
and pictorials with which the room is amply supplied.
Children are excluded from most public reading- rooms,
but it has been the policy of this Board to admit all well-
behaved people, without regard to age, to all the facilities
for instruction and amusement which the Library and Reading
Room can afford, believing that the injuries inflicted on the
books and magazines, by careless handling, are more than
compensated for by the benefits derived from their use.
Under the care and supervision of the janitor, Mr. Henry
C. Hall, excellent order and decorum has been maintained,
and no injury to furniture or fixtures has been done.
There has been no desecration of the place as a Memorial
Hall, and hundreds of people have had their memories
quickened and their emotions of gratitude aud patriotism
awakened, ou viewing these sacred mementos of our depart-
ed heroes.
In compliance with the wishes of many of our citizens,
and of our conviction of the expediency of so doing, we
propose to have the reading room open from Sept. 1st to
June 1st every week day evening, and from June 1st to
Sept. 1st, the afternoons of every Monday, Wednesday and
Saturday.
CONGRATULATORY.
I
It is cause for congratulation that while the profits in
trade, manufacturing and finance, in which many of our citi-
zens are engaged, have been somewhat obscure, and the
lawyers and doctors complain of hard times, our population
has increased to over seven thousand inhabitants.
Our churches are well-attended and nearly out of debt.
Our twenty-two public schools, with their eleven hundred
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scholars, compare favorably with those of' any town in our
Commonwealth.
The new Hamilton School Building is nearly completed,
and is a model of stability and convenience. It will accom-
modate four schools of fifty scholars each, and be a credit
and an attraction to our town.
Our financial and other local institutions are all in a sound
and healthy condition.
An unlimited supply of pure water that vies with the
crystal in its clearness, has been introduced into our houses,
and sparkles on our tables.
Dwelling houses, factories and shops have been erected,
and buildings for various other purposes are in process of
construction—and it seems safe to predict that, with these
evidences of thrift and increased facilities of public educa-
tion, the year we are about to enter upon will be one of
prosperity to our town aud community.
CONCLUSION.
The Trustees recommend an appropriation by the town of
five hundred dollars and the dog tax, for the uses of the
Library ; and the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars for
the uses of the Public Reading Room ; basing the latter on
the cost of publications and incidentals.
In behalf of the Trustees,
LUCIUS BEEBE,
Chairman.
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FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE LIBRARY.
Beebe Town Library in account with C. W. Eaton, Treasurer of Trustees.
CE.
By Balance from lastfyear, . . . $3 85
Town Appropriation, . . . 450 00
Dog Taxes, refunded Town by County, 281 79
Interest on Flint Fund, . . . 60 00
Interest on Hurd Fund, . . . 20 10
Sale of old books and papers, . . 3 11
Sale of Catalogues, ... 800
Fines collected, 36 05
$862 90
DR.
To cash paid V. E. Marsh, Librarian, $374 96
for purchase of books, 378 94
repairs of books, 44 75
covering paper, 24 50
signs, .... 15 00
express charges and postage, 7 25
sundries at Library, 9 50
printing, advertising, etc., 8 00
$862 90
Respectfully submitted,
CHESTER W. EATON,
Treasurer of Trustees.
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT,
Total number of volumes in the Library 7,828
Added by purchase within the year, . . 396
donation from Franklin Poole, Esq., 30
Lucius Beebe, Esq., . 30
Hon. S. Z. Bowman, . 8
Miss M. F. McKown, . 4
State of Mass., . . 11
Hon. Thomas Winship, . 2
Mr. Geo. T. McLauthlin, 1
Mr. W. B. Hazen, . . 2
Commissioner ofEducation, 1
494
Xumber added in each class.
Theology, . . Class 1, 4
Mental and Moral, . " 2, 24
Political and Social, " 3, 27
Natural Sciences, . "4, 24
Medical " . "5, 3
The Arts, . . " 6, 6
Language and Literature, " 7, 43
History, . . . " 8. 18
Travel, etc., . . "9, 23
Biography, . . " 10, 23
Poetry, . . . "11, 4
Fiction, . . . "13. 295
494
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Persons having signed the By-Laws during year,
Number of acct's on which books have been charged,
books covered during year,
rebound,
replaced,
discarded, .
Whole number of books delivered,
Greatest number to one account, .
Average number delivered each day,
135
684
3,956
157
164
126
29,760
186
270
VICTOEINE E. MARSH.
Librarian,
Wakefield, March 22, 1884.
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BOOKS ADDED TO THE LIBRARY SINCE PUBLICATION
OF LAST ANNUAL REPORT.
THEOLOGY-GLASS 1.
Candle of tho Lord and other Sermons. Phillips Brooks 344
Ingersollism. Lecture by George R. Wendling 341
Right and Wrong Uses of* the Bible. R. Heber Newton 342
Ten Great Religions. Part 2. James F. Clarke 343
MENTAL AND MORAL-GLASS 2.
Book of Psalms in Phonetic Short-hand. 204
Complete Phonographic Class Book, S. P. Andrews and F. Boyte 203
Fonographer. conducted by Izac Pitman 200
Inquiries into Human Faculty. Francis Galton 210
Lectures on the Science and Art of Education. Joseph Payne 208
Libraries and Readers. William E. Foster 207
Libraries and Schools, (sel.) Samuel S. Green 206
Paradise Lost. Phonetic Spelling, (pub.) Izac Pitman 205
Phonographic Reporter, (coud.) Reed. 4 vols. 202
Phonographic Correspondent, (cond.) Izac Pitman 198
Practical Elocution. J. W. Shoemaker 209
Reporter, (cond.) Benn Pitman. 4 vols. 201
Reporter. Izac Pitman 195
Reporter's Companion. Izac Pitman 196
Reporters Manual and Vocabulary. Benn Pitman 197
Reporter^ Magazen. (cond.) I. Pitman. 2 vols. 199
Room at the Top. (comp.) A. Craig 194
24
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POLITICAL AND SOOIAL.-GLASS 3.
Agricultural Report:. U. S. 1881—1882.
Census of Mass. 1880—from the 10th U. S. Cousin.
Compendium of the 10th U. S. Census, 1880, 2 vols.
Congressional Records. 47th Congress, 2d Session. 4 vol
Index to Congressional Records. 1883.
Manual for the General Court. 1883.
Massachusetts Public Documents. 1881. 5 vols.
1882. 4 "
People and Politics. G. W. Hosmer
Report of the Chief Signal Officer of the War Uept. 1880.
1881
J. R. Nichols
" " Commissioner of Education. 1881.
"
'• Manufactories at the 10th U. S. Census.
Twenty-ninth Annual Report of the Boston Board of Trade.
Tenth Census of the U. S. Population, 1880.
Wealth-Creation. Augustus Monjrredien
NATURAL S0IEN0ES.-0LASS 4.
Animal Intelligence. George J. Romanes
Ants, Bees and Wasps. Sir John Lubbock
Boston Journal of Chemistry, '66 & '67. (ed.)
'68 & '69. "
'69&70. '•
70&71.
71 & 72. *'
72&7S. "
73 & 74. "
74&75. "
75 & 76. "
76&77. "
77 & 7.8. '•
1879. "
1880. "
1881. "
1882.
Door-Yard Folks. Amanda B. Harris
Insects Injurious to Vegetation, by Harris, (ed.) C. L. Flint
Life and her Children. Arabella B. Buckley
Popular Astronomy. Simon Newcomb
The Aerial World. Georg Hartwig
The World by the Fireside. Mary & Elizabeth Kirby
Orchid Culture* E. S. Rand
i
235
229
225
233
237
230
228
236
240
227
232
234
239
238
231
226
222
240
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235.
236'
237
239
238
243
241
212
222
4
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MEDICAL SCIENCE-GLASS 5.
Anti-Tobacco. Addresses, Lectures, &c. 91
Health at Home. A. II. Guernsey and I. P. Davis 92
Study and Stimulant?, (eel.) A. A. Reade 90
THE ARTS-CLASS 6.
American Cottages. Plans and Specifications, (pub.)
W. T. Comstock 222
Cookery for Beginners. Marion Harland 223
Cottage Houses lor Village and Country Homes. S. B, Reed 224
Cottage Kitchen. M. Harland 220
What to get for Breakfast. M. T. Colbrath 221
Workshop Receipts. Ernest Spon 219
LANGUAGE AND LITEEATURE.--OLASS 7.
A Sylvan City. Sketches of Philadelphia cOl
A Day with Socrates. Translations 512
Atlantic Monthly, 1873. 2 vols. 498
1874. 2 " 499
By-ways of Nature and Life. Clarence Deming 506
Culture and Anarchy. Matthew Arnold 517
English Rambles, etc. William Winter 504
Essays in Criticism. Matthew Arnold 514
Excursions of an Evolutionist. .John Fiske 510
Fables of Msop 495
La Fontaine 496
Folk-Lore ot Shakespeare. T. F. T. Dyer 521
From Ponkapog to Pesth. T. B. Aldrich 493
George Eliot; a Critical Study. George Willis Cooke 502
God and the Bible. Matthew Arnold 519
Harper's Weekly. 1882. 2 Vols. 497
History of English Literature. Mrs. Oliphant, 2 Vols. 522
Legends ot Le Detroit. Marie C. W. Hamlin 505
Lectures and Biographical Sketches. Ralph W. Emerson 508
Letters and Memorials of Jane W. Cariyle. (ed.)
James A. Fronde. 2 Vols. 492
Literature and Dogma. Matthew Arnold 518
i88
LitteR's Living Age. 1875. 4 Vols.
,
5C0
Life on the Mississippi. S. T. Clements. 2 copies. 494
Memorie and Rime. Joaquin Miller oil
Miscellanies. Ralph W. Emerson 509
Mixed Essays. Matthew Arnold 515
Nights with Uncle Remus. Joel C. Harris 503
Pages from an Old Volume of Life. Oliver W. Holmes 507
Poems in Prose. Ivan Tourgueneff 513
St. Paul and Protestantism. Matthew Arnold 520
Study of Celtic Literature and of Homer. Matthew Arnold 516
HISTORY-CLASS 8.
Blockade and the Cruisers. James R. Soley 432
Brook Farm to Cedar Mountain. Geo. H. Gordon 435
City on the Sea. Venetian History 441
Civil War in America. Vol. 3 Comte de Paris 436
Hessians in the Revolutionary War. E. J. Lowell 443
Lost Histories of America. W. S. Blacket 445
Military Operations of Gen. Beauregard. 2 vols. Alfred Roman 442
Oregon—the Struggle for Possession. William Barrows 438
Our Inheritance in the Great Pyramid. Piazzi Smyth 444
Recollections of a Drummer Boy 437
Statistical Record of the Armies of the U. S. Frederick Phisterer 434
Stories from English History. Louise Creighton <J39
United States History in words of One Syllable. Helen W. Pierson 446
Virginia Campaign of "64 and '65. A. A. Humphreys 433
Virginia: A History of the People. John Esten Cooke 441
Young Folks' History of the Civil War. Mrs. C. E. Cheney 440
TEAVELS, ETC.- CLASS 9,
Camping among Cannibals. Alfred M. Johnson 604
Due West. Maturin M. Ballon 607
Family Flight through Spain. E. E. and Susan Hale 595
Golden Chersonese and the Way thither. Isabella L. Bird 590
In the Orient. Walter Harriman 592
John Bull and his Island. Max Ollell 608
Life at Pus:et Sound. Caroline C. Leiofhton 605
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Mero. Edmund O. Donovan 610
North American Indians. Richard I. Dodge 609
On the Wing. Mary E. Blake 589
Old Mexico and her Lost Provinces. William II. Bishop 596
PortraitsofPlae.es. Henry James 606
Round about Rio. Frank D. Y. Carpenter 598
Roundabout Journey. Charles D. Warner 602
Seven Spanish Cities. E. E. Hale 594
Sinners and Saints. Phil Robinson 591
Storied Sea. Susan E. Wallace 593
Travels in India and Ceylon. Ernst Haeckel 603
Troja. Dr. Henry Schliemann 601
Wakefield Directory for 1884. Dean Dudley 611
Wild Tribes of the Soudan. F.L.James 600
Woods and Lakes of Maine. Lucius L. Hubbard 599
Zigzag Journeys in Northern Lands. Hezekiah Butterworth 597
BI0GEAPHY.-0LASS 10.
Adelaide Phillips—a Record. Mrs. 11. C. Waterston 672
Anthony Trollope. Autobiography 689
Autobiography and Letters of Orville Dewey, (ed.) M. E. Dewey 683
Emily Bronte. A. Mary F. Robinson 671
Friendship of Mary Russell Mitford. (ed.) A. G. LVEstrauge 688
George Eliot. Mathilde Blind 667
George Sand. Bertha Thomas 685
James Nasmyth, Engineer. Samuel Smiles 669
Joseph Addison. W. J. Courthope 681
Life and Poems of Theodore Winthrop, edited by his sister 687
Life and Mission of Emanuel Svvedenborg. Benjamin Worcester 680
Margaret Fuller. Julia Ward Howe 675
Maria Edgeworth. Helen Zimmeon 677
Mary Lamb. Anne Gilchrist 074
Naval Recollections. Capt. W. H. Parker 676
Oliver Wendell Holmes. William Sloan Kennedy 668
Our Famous Women. G78
Queen Victoria : her Girlhood and Womanhood.
Mrs. S. J. Lippincott 679
Real Lord Byron. John Cordy Jeaffreson 670
Reminiscences of Court and Diplomatic Life. Baroness Bloomfield 673
Ptichard Baxter. G. D. Boyle 684
Samuel Sharpe. P. W. Clayden 086
Twelve Americans. Howard Carroll 682
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POETEY.—CLASS 11,
Indian Idylls, from the Sanscrit. Edwin Arnold 226
Poems. William H. Burleigh 224
Poems. Ralph Waldo Emerson 225
Poems and Dramas. Algernon Charles Swinburne 227
FI0TI0N.-0LASS 13.
Admiral's Ward. Mrs. Annie F. Hector 2399
Arius the Libyan. Anon 2511
Banned and Blessed. From the German of Werner 2439
Beatrix Randolph. Julian Hawthorne 2498
Bek's First Corner. Mrs. Nathaniel Conklin 2388
Belinda. Rhoda Broughton 2497
Beyond the Gates. E. S. Phelps 2459
Blossom Bud. Julie P. Smith 2409
Bread Winners. 2501
But Yet a Woman. Arthur S. Hardy 2407
Chelsea Householder. Leisure Hour Series 2395
Chicot, the Jester. Alexandre Dumas 2522
Colonel's Daughter. Capt. Charles King 2455
Conspirators. Alexandre Dumas 2524
Daughter of the Philistines. No Name Series 2385
Dead Men's Shoes. Mrs. Braddon 2489
Dialect Tales. Sherwood Bonner 252G
Diane Coryval. No Name Series 2508
Doctor Claudius. F. Marion Crawford 2421
Donal Grant. George Macdonald 2440
Elsie's New Relations. Martha Fin ley 2458
Executor. Mrs. Annie F. Hector 2444
Exchange, no Robbery. Miss Betham-Edwards 2393
Expelled. Bernard Heldman. 2390
Fair Plebeian. Mayjli. Stone 242G
Fanchettc. Round Robin Series. 2394
Fashionable Sufferer. Augustus Hoppin 2410
Floyd Graudon's Honor. Amanda Douglas 2493
Folk-Tales of Bengal. Rev. Lai BeliaH Diy 2451
Fortune's Fool. Julian Hawtfcorne 2458
For the Major. ConstanceF. Woolson 2414
Forty-five Guardsmen. Alexandre Durna^ 2523
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From Cadet to Capt. J. Percy Groves 2468
Gideon Fleyco. II. W. Lucy 2404:
Godfrey Morgan. Jules Verne 2436
Guenn. Blanche Willis Howard 2465
Grey Hawk, (ed.) Dr. Macauley 2474
Her Lord and Master. Mrs. Florence Church 2487
Hester. Mrs. Oliphant 2495
He who will not when he may. Mrs. Oliphant. 2445
His Second Campaign. Round Robin Series 2425
His Sombre Rivals. E. P. Roe 2454
His Triumph. Mary A. Denison * 2432
Hot Plow-Shares. Albion W. Tourgee 2411
In the Carquinez Wood-. Bret Harte 2434
In the Olden Time. .Mrs. Margaret Roberts 2405
Jewel in the Lotos. Mary Agnes Tinker 2464
John's Alive, etc. William T. Thompson 2417
Judith. Mrs. Mary V. Terhune 2466
Kings in Exil»\ Alphonse Daudet 2480
Ladies Lindores. Mrs. Oliphant 2415
Last Chronicles of 15a i set. Anthony Troilope 2486
Led-Horse Claim. Mary H. Foote 2398
Little Sister. No Name Series 2481
Lorna Doone. R. D. Blackmore 2519
Loys, Lord Berresford. Author of Miss Geoffry 2422
Magnhild. Bjornstjerne Bjornson 2391
Marguerite de Yalois. Alexandre Dumas 2521
Man oi the House. Isabella M. Alden 2386
Marianela. B. Perez Galdos 2392
Marian's Day Dreams. Clara A. Lynn , 2389
Mate of the Daylight, etc. Sarah Orne Jewett 2507
Maxwell Drewitt.' F. G. Trafford 2484
Misguidit Lassie. Percy Ross 2427
My Trivial Life and Misfortune. 2 vols. 2403
Mumu. Ivan Turgenieff 2505
Newport Aquarelle. 2446
Newport. George P. Lathrop 2509
Old Lady Mary. Mrs. Oliphant 2503
Pagans. Arlo Bates 2510
Page, Squire and Knight, (ed.) W. H. D. Adams 2423
Phemie Keller. F. G. Trafford 2485
Pilgrim Sorrow. Elizabeth, Queen of Roumania 2520
Pique. 2492
Priest and Man. William W. Newton 2408
Priucess Amelie> No Name Series 2431
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Queenie Hetherton. Mary J. Holmes 2438
Red as a Hose is She. Rhoda Broughton 2490
Red Acorn. John McElroy 2412
Regent's Daughter. Alexandre Dumas 2525
Righteous Apostate. Clara Sanza 2429
Rossmoyne. Author of "Phyllis' 1 2467
Sans Merci. George Lawrence 2483
Sea Queen. W. C. Russell 2406
Some Other Folks. Sarah Pratt McLean 2496
Story of Mclieent. Fayr Madoc 2396
Stephen, M. D. Anna Warner 2442
Story of Roland. James Baldwin 2452
Stray Pearls. C. M. Yonge 2387
Sybil's Second Love. Julia Kavanagh 2419
Times of Charles XII. Z. Topelius 2504
Theo. Mrs. F. H. Burnett 2482
Thicker than Water. James Payne 2430
Through One Administration. Mrs. F. IL Burnett 2397
Treasure Island. R.L.Stevenson 2506
Ugly Heroine. Christine Faber 2402
Underground City. Jules Verne 2437
Underground Russia. Stepniak 241b
Unexpected Result, etc. E. P. Roe 2400
Up From the Cape. 2447
Vagabondia. Mrs. F. II. Burnett 2456
Vestigia. Miss Julia Fletcher 2502
White Lies. Charles Reade 248S
Whom Kathie Married. Amanda Douglas 2401
Woman's Reason. \V. D. Howells 2441
Wrecked ? William O. Stoddard 2457
Yolande. William Black 2428
JUVENILE STORIES.
All Aboard for the Lakes and Mountains. E. A. Rand 2473
Among the Lakes. William O. Stoddard 2424
Boys of the Sierras, (ed.) Walter Montgomery 2472
Boy Knight. C. A. Ilenty 2479
Cast Away in the Cold. I. I. Hayes 2499
Child of Island Glen. Elijah Keliogg 2513
Cruise of the Casco. " " 2574
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Donald and Dorothy. Mary Mapes Dodge 2468
Don Gordon's Shooting Box. C. A. Fosdick 2449
English Bodley Family. Horace E. Scudder 2435
Frank before Vicksburg. C. A. Fosdick 2500
Frank Redcliffe. Achilles Daunt 2476
Firelight Stories. Louise 0. Moulton 2471
Fore and Aft. llobert B. Dixon 2433
Harry's Vacation. William C. Richards 2478
Jackanapes. Juliana Horatia Ewing 2512
Little Brown-Top. E. A. Rand 2413
Nan. Lucy C. Lillie 2416
Xed in the Block House. Edward S. Ellis 2450
Naughty Girls Diaiw. Anon. 2448
Our Boys in China. Harry W. French 2460
Our Little Men and Women. 2461
Our Young Folks in Africa. James D. McCabe 2462
Queen's Body Guard. Margaret Yandegrift 2494
Round Dozen. Sarah C. Woolsey 2470
Snug Harbor, Oliver Optic. 2475
Stout Heart. Elijah Kellogg 2516
Sowed by the Wind. " " 2515
St, Philips. Mrs. Miriam Harris 2491
Tinkham Brothers' Tide-Mill. J. T. Trowbridge 2469
Two Years Abaft the Mast. F. W. H. Symondson 2477
Turning of the Tide. Elijah Kellogg 2517
Winning his Spurs. " " 2518
Yacht Club. Oliver Optic 2420
25
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REPORT
OF
THE BOARD OF HEALTH.
To (he Honorable Board of Selectmen and Citizens of the
Town of Wakefield, Mass :
The Board of Health who were duly elected by the town of
Wakefield at its last annual town meeting, held April 2d,
1883. beg leave to submit the following report :
The members of the Board of Health, elect, met aftei
having taken the oath of office at the residence of Mr. Hosea
L. Day for organization, on the 16th day of April, 1883.
Business of the meeting consisted in electing Dr. John
Homer as Chairman*; Mr. Hosea L. Day as Secretary ; and
Major John M. Cate as Health Officer for the current munic-
ipal year. The Board elected Dr. Homer as Physician to
the Board of Health for the current year.
By a vote of the Board the Chairman was elected as a
Committee to draft a code of By-Laws and general regula-
tions for the current municipal year.
By a vole of the Board of Health the Secretary was choson
as a Committee to receive complaints and notices in a legal
form.
By a vote of the Board the Health Officer was duly elected
as the proper person to serve .^aid not. . . .
Voted to adjourn until April 23d, 1883.
Town Hall, April 23, 18*
The second meeting of the Board of Health occurred as
per adjournment, with all the members present.
The business transacted consisted in granting Ik to
the following named gentlemen as Sextons and Undertakers
of Funerals and Burials in the town of Wakefield for the
current municipal year:—William G. Skinner, John A.
Meloney, Oliver Walton.
Voted to accept the Chairman's report, as a Committee
on By-Laws and general regulations, in substance as
submitted.
Voted that the Chairman have 200 Burial Permits print
in blank form fur future use. as per his report.
Voted that the Chairman have 2000 copies of the By-Laws
and general regulations printed at once, and that the Secre-
tary be instructed to have them judiciously circulated
throughout the town.
Voted that the Chairman have permits printed in blank
form for children to enter school after having recovered
from a contagious disease, or after having been detained at
home by reason of a contagious disease in the family or the
building in which the parents reside.
The Board entertained complaints relative to nuisaiK
and instructed the Health Officer to serve legal notices at
one.-.
Voted to adjourn until April 30th, 18*
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Town Hall, April 30th, 1883.
At the third meeting of the Board of Health all members
were present.
Voted to grant licenses to the following named persons for
the removal of night soil :—J. W. Bothworth, Enos Wiley,
B. Donnelly.
Received and entertained notices from several physicians
relative to the existence of scarlet fever.
Voted that the Health Officer serve a notice on each
family requesting that they observe the Board of Health
regulations.
Voted to adjourn until May 7th, 1883.
The fourth meeting of the full Board occurred in the same
place on the 7th day of May, 1883.
Report of Chairman, as Committee, was read and accepted
in substance.
Voted that the Chairman have five hundred blanks printed
for physicians' use for notifying the Board of Health relative
to the existence of any contagious disease in town, as required
by law.
Voted that the Chairman have five hundred blanks printed
for the Health Officer's use.
Voted to adjourn until May 14th, 1883.
At the 5th meeting the full Board met in the Town Hall
on the 14th day of May '83, and carefully considered the
prevalence and mortality from scarlet fever and diphtheria.
Voted that the Chairman act as a Committee to draft a
special code of regulations for the protection of schools and
safety of the public health in this community.
Voted that he have a copy of the same inserted in the
weekly papers for three weeks in succession.
Voted to amend truckmen's licenses so that no night soil
be removed later than 4 o'clock A. M. under penalty.
Voted to adjourn until May 21st '83.
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At the 6th meeting of the Board May 21st, '83, all mem-
bers were present.
Voted that the Chairman act as a Committee on printing
2000 special circulars relating to abating scarlet fever, and
that the Secretary be instructed to have a copy circulated to
every house in town and to each of the public schools.
Voted to adjourn until May 28th.
The 7th meeting was held in the same place, on the 28th
day of May. All members of the Board were present.
The sanitary condition of town and the mortality from
scarlet fever and diphtheria were very carefully considered.
During the current municipal year the Board of Health have
held twenty-four meetings.
At each meeting some question of vital importance to the
town , and connected with the sanitary regulations have been
discretionally considered. Major John M. Cate, the Board
of Health Officer, has served during the current municipal
year 65 notices on complaints to abate nuisances. He served
38 notices in cases of scarlet fever, 14 notices of diphtheria,
and 2 to vacate unhealthy tenements.
By a vote of the Board of Health the Health Officer caused
a thorough inspection of the main drains.
The Board would strongly recommend that the drain cross-
ing Mechanic street receive special attention at once to
render it healthy.
The Board of Health having had experience, would
respectfully recommend a rigid enforcement of the sanitary
regulations by their successors, as early after the annual
Town Meeting as possible, for the protection and preserva-
tion of the Public Health.
Very Respectfully submitted,
JOHN HOMER, M. D.,
Chairman of the Board of Health, and Committee on Report.
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AUDITORS' FINAL STATEMENT.
The Auditors herewith present to the town the Annual
Report of its various Town Officers, and would certify that
one member of the Board (Mr. Skinner) has examined all
bills which have been paid by the Selectmen's orders on the
Treasurer as exhibited in condensed form from page 69 to
page 98 in this Report : that another member of the Board
(Mr. Gate) has examined the accounts of Messrs. Richard
Britton and Charles F. Woodward Collectors, and Mr. C.
W. Eaton, Treasurer of the Beebe Town Library.
Slight errors in tlie Interest account of Mr. Britton
Collector, discovered since the printing of his statement,
increase the amount received $9.34, which sum has since
been paid to the Treasurer.
We have also together examined the accounts of James F.
Emerson Treasurer, and find them accurately computed
with proper vouchers for the payment of all moneys, and
that he has a cash balance of $2,777.23 deposited in the So.
Reading National Bank to his credit as Treasurer.
There was due from S. H. Gowing, Surveyor of West
District, as per report last year, the sum of $69.73. He has
returned to the Treasurer the sum of $15.48, and we pre-
sume the difference, $54.25, was expended by him upon the
Highways previous to the annual meeting, but no vouchers
for the same or statement having been presented to the Au-
ditors, that amount appears to be still due from him.
THOMAS J. SKINNER,
JOHN M. CATE,
Auditors*
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